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Please send RCA -802 bulletin to: 

Name 

Address 

City 

Call Letters 
Dept. O 

Send us this coupon for completé tech- 
nial information. Your RCA deForest, 
Distribútor has the RCA -802 in stock 

A. 

The NEW 

RCA802 
AMATEUR'S NET PRICE 

$3.90 
RCA Radiotron is proud to introduce this 
new RCA deForest type-the 802-which 
fills diversified needs for a moderate - 
powered pentode at a price within the 
reach of every amateur. 

The applications of the RCA -802 are 
numerous. Some of the important uses 
which immediately suggest themselves are: 
(1) Straight pentode crystal oscillator, 
(2) Electron -stream -coupled oscillator, 
(3) Frequency multiplier (doubler, etc.), 
(4) Suppressor -modulated amplifier, 
(5) Control - grid - modulated amplifier, 
(6) Class C buffer -amplifier, 
(7) Class C power amplifier. 

Employing a 6.3 -volt heater, the RCA -802 
also offers exceedingly attractive possibili- 
ties in a compact, low -powered 'phone 
transmitter for portable operation from an 
automobile storage battery. 

AMATEUR 
RADIO SECTION 

RCA MANUFACTURING COMPANY, INC. 
CAMDEN NEW JERSEY 

-4 
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"IBT" MIDGET 
TRIMMER CONDENSER 

New types of compact 
Hammarlund Condens- 
ers now available for 
trimming, padding, and 
transformer -tuning. 

Some mount inside Coil 
Forms or Shields. 

They are accurately 
rated, constant and re- 
liable under the most 
severe conditions. 

"APC" AIR 
PADDING CONDENSER 
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NOW, the greatest single improvement 
in receiver flexibility in recent years. 

CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE 
SELECTIVITY, from a needle-sharp peak 
to the flat top required for fidelity-without 
affecting tuning. 
The transformer, basically, is the time -tested 
Hammarlund I.F.T. design, with new triple - 
type, pie -wound Litz coils and air -dielectric 
condensers. Plus the startling feature of con- 
tinuously variable coupling between the 
coils. 

MMARL 
tio , 

Shield cut 
away to show 

mechanism 

Adjustment of coupling in each transformer 
may he fixed at any point, or continuously 
varied by panel -control, either individually 
or ganged in groups, according to selectivity' 
desired. 
The diagram shows the variable selectivity 
characteristics of a single transformer only. 
Designed primarily for use in the new 
COMET Super -"PRO" Receiver, soon to be 
announced, these transformers may easily be 
adapted to other superheterodynes. 
Code No. VT.465 (465 ifc.) List price, 
$5.50 each, less 40% to experimenters. 

LOW -LOSS COIL SETS and COIL FORMS 
Get more stations, louder signals and sharper tuning with 
these low-priced Hammarlund Coils (illustrated below). 
Users say they outperform any other coils at any price. 
"XP -53 , the new Hammarlund low -loss dielectric. has no 
artificial coloring to cause losses. The forms are ribbed for 
air -spacing, have easy grip flanges and handy -Meter-Index- 

.,o: i..cr..r Znctie 

ámmarlund 
PRODUCTS 

Canadian Office: 
41 West Ave. North, 

Hamilton, Ontario 

WE DO OUR PAST 

inserts for coil ranges. Set of four coils for 15.270 meters 
(4 prongs, 2 windings). $3.00. Set of four coils (6 prongs, 
3 windings), $3.75. Extra 4 or 6 -prong coil for broadcast 
hand, $1.2 S and $1.50 respectively. Coil Forms (4 or S 

prongs), 35c each. 6 -prong forms 40c each. 40% discount 
to experimenters. 

Mail Coupon for New 1935 Catalog 

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO., 
424-438 W. 33rd St., New York. 

Check here for details of new variable -coupling I.F. 
Transformer. 
Check here for FREE new 1935 General Catalog. 
Check here and attach 10c for 16 -page Hammarlund 
1935 Short -Wave Manual, illustrating and describing 
most popular S -W circuits of past year, with sche- 
matic and picture diagrams and parts lists. 

Name 

Address 
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1, fe a/' 
Father of Radio, whose genius has enriched human knowledge and enhanced human enjoyment of life 
and whose inventions still form the basis of vacuum tubes and oscillating circuits as we know them today 

APPROVES AND USES IN HIS OWN EQUIPMENT 
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LOFrd Lec de Forest 

1.1.; 
OJ: FOR;;ST LaAOhA:*pItIES 

A full line of carbon 
anode tubes special- 
ly suitable for the 
high frequency cir- 
cuits employed in 
diathermy and phy- 
sio-therapy oscillat- 
ors. 

Tube types are avail- 
able which will op- 
erate efficiently at 
frequency ranges up 
to 100 megacycles. 

AMPEREX ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS, Inc. 
79 WASHINGTON STREET 

RADIO TELEVISION SUPPLY CO. 
RADIO SPECIALTIES CO. 
SAN FRANCISCO RADIO EXCHANGE 
ZACK RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. 

--Y 

Distributed by 
LOS ANGELES 
LOS ANGELES 

SAN FRANCISCO 
SAN FRANCISCO 

OAKLAND 

E. C. WENGER CO. 
B. J. De JARNATT 
HENDERSON BROS. 

COAST ELEC. CO. 

BROOKLYN, N. Y. 
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SACRAMENTO 
SAN DIEGO 
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Shot in the Patio 
The whispering campaigners have a new rumor 

afoot. "Colonel Foster shot in the war," they 
say. And this latest attempt to discredit the 
writings of the Colonel is used as a means to 
prove him of unsound mind. So the editor of 
this magazine made a request of the Colonel 
for the facts of his war injury. The following 
letter came in reply: 

ARELIABLE citizen of New York has 
forwarded the remarks made to him 
by an amateur who is a supporter of 

the present regime at ARRI- headquarters. 
"This fellow, Foster, during his military 

service suffered some kind of an injury. As 
a result he goes through a peculiar cycle; 
first he is a great friend of someone but as 
time passes he goes into a period in which 
he quarrels violently with the erstwhile friend 
for no reason except things of his own imag- 
ination. You know hu gave the ARRL a 
motor -generator set which is still being used 
at WIMK. The man is really, mentally un- 
sound and is to be pitied. That is the reason 
Warner does not feel like showing him up." 

The source of the tale is readily recogniz- 
able. Pres. Maxim in his last annual report 
to the ARRL directors referred to me as 
that unbalanced but influential leader. I 

have been plastered with Hartford labels for 
years, until I now look like an old suitcase 
that has been on several Cook's Tours. One 
of the choicest of the collection is one pro- 
vided by Budlong, Warner's assistant. He 
wrote one of tl:e fine oldtimers in the East, 
"Foster would :ike to see the Headquarters 
spit in the faces of the commercials", and the 
oldtimer sent the letter to me. Budlong's in- 
tention was to spread the impression that 
while the Headquarters men were living up 
to their much -advertised "high standard of 
conduct", Foster represents the depth of ill - 
b reeding. 

But, for all I know, there may be some- 
thing in this claim that I am mentally un- 
balanced. The crazy man is the poorest 
judge in the world of his own mental state. 
The crazier he is the surer he is of his own 
sanity. so I would best leave mine to the de- 
cision of others-which may be, for all I 

know, merely an insanely adroit way of mak- 
ing people think I am sane. At any rate, per- 
haps I would better relate the story of my 
war injury. It may give the judges some 
slant of my present mental condition. 

During the war a detail of us men of the 
Corps of Engineers was assigned to help the 
British repair a bridge the Germans had 
dynamited. The Germans came hack and 
drove us off with rifle -fire. In beating it 
hack to the British lines I turned my ankle 
and was utterly unable to walk. I dragged 
myself into a shell -hole. A sergeant threw 

0111 ¿ j :/!:º (.OJflmQtL 
himself into die hole beside me and explained 
that I would have to get out of there-that 
the Germans would surely come this far and 
would finish me. I showed him my predica- 
ment, that I couldn't put my foot to the 
ground. He urged that I must get out some- 
how and that if I could get on his back he 
would carry me in. I put my arms around 
his neck and he legged it for the rear with 
me on his back. On the way in a bullet hit 
me in the posterior, but the sergeant made 
good time and we reached the British lines 
without further mishap. 

Now, of course I don't know how much, 
if at all, a wound in that location may affect 
a man's mind. Some men carry the seat of 
their intelligence in the seat of ;heir pants, 
but whether I myself am one of those men 
I have no means of knowing. But whether 
it affected my mind or not I know it affected 
profoundly my faith in the unselfishness of 
human nature. The sergeant some months 
later said the only reason why he had stopped 
to carry me in was that I was so big I would 
afford fine protection for him. 

Anyway, I got a bullet in the patio and 
he got the Victoria Cross for it. 

For years I have kept this story to myself. 
This is the first time I have ever told it, but 
it seems only fair to give the pitying Mr. 
Warner a break. 

-Clair Foster, W6HM. 

"RADIO" Backs the League 
ADISTINGUISHED servant of the 

League, peering into the narrow neck 
of an empty whiskey flask used 

as a substitute for the mystic ball of a 
crystal -gazer, informed the publisher of 
this magazine that the League would put 
"RADIO" our of business unless our cam- 
paign of criticism is brought to a halt. Like 
the man who predicts the weather reports for 
the newspapers, we don't always get the kind 
of weather the papers like to give us. And 
so it 'a as with the League prophet, when he 
forecast our early doom. For we were sup- 
posed to have been out of business at 2:15 
A. NI., three Saturdays ago. By some strange 
turn of fate we are still in business today. 
The score-one to nothing. 

Unlike those who are trying so hard to 
subdue the growth of this magazine, "RADIO" 
has no desire to see the League go out of 
business. Quite the contrary. It is our sin- 
cere purpose to help strengthen the.League 
structure; our campaign has not been directed 
at the League, as a League-it is aimed fairly 
and squarely at those who have taken it upon 
themselves to administer the affairs of the 
League as they see fit, not in accord with the 
wishes of a vast number of amateurs who arc 
trying so hard to make the League a better 
organization to belong to. 

All the constructive suggestions offered by 
this magazine have been poo-poohed by the 
square -jawed, two-fisted fighters at Hartford. 
For fighters they are-fighting to hold their 
jobs! 

Now Ise are told that Congress can do 
nothing to protect the future of amateur radio. 
The suggestion to solicit Congressional aid 
came from this magazine; consequently, it 
CAN'T be worth a whoop. if the suggestion 
were good. the League would have appealed 
to Congress years ago, you have been told. 
It is a matter of record that the amateur has 
fewer privileges at this time than he ever had 
before. Why? Because we did NOT solicit 
the aid of Congress. Running true to form, 
the criticism comes from those who are being 
criticised for not doing what they are paid 
to do. You, as amateurs, pay for protec- 
tion; why not make it your business to get it? 

The commercial interests go to Congress 
and get what they want. They hire fat -sal- 
aried lobbyists. The amateur stays away from 
Congress and gets what the commercials feel 
like giving him. We ask one simple ques- 
tion-why does not the League spokesman 
join with us in this campaign to solicit Con- 
gressional aid? The answer seems quite ob- 
vious-the suggestion did not come from him! 

The radio amateurs of Northern California 
recently met in San Francisco for the purpose 
of forming an alliance of radio clubs. A dele- 
gate from one of the clubs suggested the 
alliance he politics -free. Asked to define poli- 
tics. he replied-"Trying to get more fre- 
quencies is non-political; asking that we fire 
Warner is political." 

To this writer it seems the reverse is true. 
In order to get more frequencies the greatest 
political drive in all amateur radio history 
must be waged; that drive is well under way. 

Up stood another amateur from Warner's 
pet thorn -in -the -side radio club. San Jose, 
California. Said he: "I have recently been in 
conference with a former member of Congress. 
He tells me that in his 16 years of public 
service no request, to his knowledge, has ever 
been made by Mr. Warner for Congressional 
aid. 

Evcry sane amateur KNOWS we must ap- 
peal 'o Congress at one . . . not two years 
hence! The wheels of government turn 
slowly. We must first acquaint our Con- 
gressmen with the deplorable conditions pre- 
valent in amateur radio. Further delay can 
prove disastrous. Stereotyped letters should 
not be sent to Congressmen. Write a simple, 
home:y, sincere message to your Congressman. 
Tell him what we have today, what we had 
years ago; tell him how we lost what once 
was all our own. Ask for his cooperation in 
getting a little more breathing space in which 
to operate. The amateur is not unreasonable. 

(Continued on page 33) 
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Mr. I. A. Mitchell is here shown in his laboratory where tests are being conducted with controlled 
carrier modulation. 

ÇahILi2/L. 9'TLa': g Olt v 
Voice -Actuated Sub -Audible Carrier Control for Increasing 
Power Output From a Given Tube Capacity in the Final Amplifier 

Minimizes Cross -Talk for Duplex Operation. . . Saves Power . . . Reduces Heterodyne 
Interference ... Requires No Secial Modulator Tubes for High -Power Use 
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Many experimenters have long tried to 
find a way to cut down the carrier input 
and output during periods of low modu- 

Iaion. Various methods have been proposed; 
none proved practical for amateur operation. 
Some systems called for the use of Thyratrons, 
or grid -control rectifiers; others used series 
modulation, with its attendant adjustment diffi- 
culties. The system here described by Mr. I. A. 
Mitchell is the first workable solution of this 
problem. It involves no important compromises. 

Controlled carrier modulation is to the 
RF end of a modern transmitter what class B 
is to the audio end. In addition to the ad- 
vantages of increased power efficiency, ex- 
tended tube life and the use of smaller tubes 
for high power output, controlled carrier 
modulation reduces interference between 
stations and increases effective working 
range of transmission. While all this may 
sound like the Utopia of a day -dreaming en- 
gineer, the data and explanations which fol- 
low will readily substantiate these facts to 
those who are interested in the theoretical 
side of transmitter design. 

Controlled carrier modulation can be de- 
fined as a method of modulation in which 

By I. A. MITCHELL* 

the average carr:er output varies with the 
audio level, instead of remaining constant as 
in conventional modulation systems. Fig. 1 

illustrates the relation of RF power to AF 
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CLASS C INPUT - WATTS 

FIG. I-Class C input vs. Audio level in a 

Chief Engineer, United Transformer Corp. Controlled Carrier Transmitter. 

power in a typical transmitter using the first 
really practical system of controlled carrier 
modulation. This experimental transmitter 
used four 59s in class B in the audio modulator 
and a pair of 801s with controlled class C input 
in the final. Before going into the technical de- 
tails of this transmitter, let us examine more 
closely the various advantages of this con- 
trolled carrier modulation and the effects 
which produce these advantages. They can 
he enumerated as follows: 

I. Reduction In Power Consumption 
and Operating Costs 

Fig. 2 illustrates the relationship of power 
measured at the primary of the plate trans- 
former for the final as compared to different 
audio levels. Every amateur who has watched 
the wiggling of the plate current meter in a 
class B amplifier, or by means of an oscillo- 
graph used to check percentage modulation, 
realizes that speech and music are not of 
continuous level, but consist of a series of 
valleys and peaks representing different audio 
levels. Tests by the writer have indicated 
that if these valleys and peaks are integrated 
over a period of time, the average audio out- 
put is less titan 20 per cent of the amplifier 
peak power handling ability. This is par - 
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titularly true of the amateur phone station, 
because silent periods of short duration are 
extremely frequent. An approximate check 
taken on three stations indicated that the 
effective audio power Has less than 10 per 
cent of maximum for 90 per cent of the time. 
so 

40 
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20 

ro 

O 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 40 90 100 110 120 130 

WATTS FROM LINE 

FIG. 2-Comparison Between Ordinary Class C 
and Controlled Carrier Class C as Referred to 
the Variation of Power Consumption from the 

Line vs. Audio Power. 
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FIG. 3-Relation of Class C Operating Char- 
acteristics to Modulator level in Controlled 

Carrier Transmitter. 

Using this approximate check, the audio pow- 
er taken 90 per cent of the time on the trans- 
mitter described above would he below 4t", 
watts. In an ordinary transmitter using 801s 
for the final, Curve B, Fig. 2 would indicate 
that a constant posoer of 125 watts would 
be taken from the line by the final plate 
transformer. Considering this with respect 
to Curve, Fig. 2, this means that for 90 per 
cent of the time the power taken from the line 
will he reduced to less than 24 watts. Fur- 
thermore, for a very considerable portion of 
the time the power taken from the line by 
the final plates will he only 10 watts. This 
saving in power is tremendous. If duplex 
operation is used, the operating cost is re- 
duced still further, as negligible plate power 
is taken by the final during receiving periods. 
2. Increase In Tube Life 

Referring again to Fig. I, it is seen that 
at low audio levels the class C input is very 
low. This is shown still more clearly in 
Fig. 3. It is seen from this latter curve 
that at zero audio input the class C plate 
current is only 36 milliamperes total, and the 
corresponding plate voltage 195 volts. The 
increased tube life at this low plate power 
is obvious. Using the previous approxima- 
tion of 10 per cent audio level for 90 per 
cent of the time, the class C input to this 
pair of 801s is found to be less than 15 per 
cent its maximum value for most of the time. 
The resultant reduction in plate dissipation 
should increase the tube life many times over. 
At the moment, the writer does not have 

facilities to determine this increase and we 
must consequently wait for further data from 
the tube companies before an accurate meas- 
ure of this replacement economy can he de- 
termined. 
3. Use of Smaller Tubes For 

High Output 
Most amateurs are familiar with the theory 

of class B amplification and realize why class 
B audio amplification made possible greater 
power from audio tubes. This is easily seen 
on the curve for plate current vs. power out- 
put of a class B system as in Fig. 4. Because 
the plate current swings through a wide 
range, the average effective plate current is 
much less than that at maximum output. 
An examination of Fig. 3 will show a strik- 
ing similarity between the class C plate cur- 
rent vs. audio level and the class B plate 
current vs. audio level of Fig. 4. The effect 
of the curves is almost identical and conse- 
quently it is found that the available power 
output from a given pair of tubes used with 
controlled carrier modulation can he in- 
creased greatly over the output available 
from the same tubes in a normal class C 
amplifier. Tests conducted so far seem to in- 
dicate that an increase of almost !Ott per 
cent cats he obtained. 
4. Reduction of QRM 

Because the carrier magnitude is reduced 
for the greater part of the time, interference 
between stations is greatly reduced. This is 
of vital importance in broadcasting as the 
allocation of stations by the FCC is such that 
normal interference is comparatively small. 
The additional aid of reduction in carrier 
would eliminate this effect practically en- 
tirely. To the amateur this is of importance; 
using controlled carrier modulation the heat 
note between stations is reduced for a major 
part of the time and the consequent crowding 
of the ether which is present on the amateur 
hands today would be greatly reduced. 
5. Increased Working Range 

One of the first fundamentals in phone 
transmission is the formula which states that 
the carrier power required for a given field 
coverage varies inversely as the square of the 

so 

0 20 40 60 60 100 

AUDIO PLATE CURRENT (46) 

FIG. 4-Relation of Plate Current to Watts in a 

Typical Class B Amplifier. 

modulation percentage. Assuming for or- 
dinary speech a percentage modulation of 
10 per cent for 90 per cent of the time, we 
find the following peculiar fact; since 

Power A % B0 

Power B % A' 
and assuming 50% for "A" (controlled car- 
rier) and 1.58% for "B" (regular class C): 
(See Fig. 8): 

Power A .25 
= 1000 

Power B .00025 
This means that at 10 per cent audio level 
the same coverage (distance) could be ob- 
tained from a 10 watt transmitter using con- 

trolled carrier as from a very much larger 
transmitter using normal class C. This does not 
apply to the maximum audio level; at which 
well -designed transmitters of both types 
should give 100 per -cent modulation. How- 
ever, as previously stated, the average audio 
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FIG. 5-Appearance of Saturable Reactor. 
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REACTIVE IMPEDANCE OF 
SATURABLE REACTOR - (oe,.$) 

FIG. 6-This Curve Shows the Chango in Re- 
actarce of AC Coils in a Saturable Reactor as 

the DC Is Increased. 

poser is far below the maximum audio pow- 
er. Putting it another way, let us say that 
if Joe Ilam whistled code into his phone 
transmitter so that 100 per -cent modulation 
was obtained on all signals, he might con- 
tact New Zealand. On the other hand, if 
he spoke into the microphone, New Zealand 
could hear only the loud notes of his voice 
and would miss the lower intensity notes at 
which the percentage modulation is appre- 
c'ably lower and the consequent coverage 
very much smaller. In this respect it might 
be remembered that broadcast stations have 
found that the minimum audio power range 
for good fidelity must he at least 30 DB. This 
represents a minimum audio power equal to 
.1% maximum audio power which is a much 
greater change in percentage modulation in 
the ordinary transmitter than in any of the 
examples referred to above. 
6. Ircreased Fidelity 

Broadcast stations have found it necessary 
to increase the range of audio levels they 
transmit very appreciably to take care of 
modern high fidelity requirements. Massa 
of R.C.A. claims that a range of 70 Db. in 
audio level is required for real high fidelity. 
One of the greatest stumbling blocks in the 
progress of broadcasting ín this respect has 
been the fact that due to the decrease in 
modulation percentage, the corresponding 
effective coverage is reduced in accordance 
with a square law. However, using con- 
trolled carrier modulation, the major part of 
this effect can he eliminated and a much great- 
er range in audio level can be obtained with 
the same maximum power output and the 
same coverage. Another important factor in 
fidelity is the tendency prevalent among 
broadcast stations and amateurs to overmodu- 
late. If controlled carrier modulation is 
used, when the audio level rises to the point 
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of normal overmodulation, the class C in- 
put is automatically increased sufficiently to 
minimize the effect. ' 
Circuit Details 

Numerous methods of obtaining controlled 
carrier modulation have been attempted in the 
past. The results have been, on the whole, 
not very encouraging. A system of this type 
was recently described in a contemporary 
publication where the class B and class C 

CLASS C 
POWER TRANS 

115v AC 

AC INDUCTANCE 
COILS 

FROM 

on 

B+ 
MODULATOR 

the 'two AC magnetic circuits are opposite 
in direction in the middle leg and tend to 
neutralize each other. If the coils and mag- 
netic circuit are perfectly balanced, these 
fluxes will be perfectly balanced and no AC 
flux will traverse the middle leg of the 
laminations. The control coil is placed on 
this middle leg and the plate current of the 
Class B modulator is passed through it. All 
radio men are familiar with the fact that as 

I I 
_DC SATURATING 

COIL 

B SUPPLY 

o 

FIG. 7-Circuit of Controlled Carrier Transmitter 

plate circuits were connected in series to ob- 
tain the desired control action. While this 
system is a great improvement over previous 
methods, it has a number of serious disad- 
vantages. The plate voltage applied to the 
tube circuits connected in series is equal to 
the sum of the normal plate voltages of the 
respective circuits. At zero audio input, the 
audio plate circuit represents practically all 
the resistance in this series tube circuit. Con- 
sequently, the entire DC voltage is impressed 
across the audio tubes. In normal operation 
this necessitates the use of a tube having about 
twice the plate voltage rating of a correspond- 
ing tube used in a standard circuit. If stand- 
ard tubes are used, they may break down. 
In addition, the nature of the circuit is such 
that major alterations must be made to a 

standard transmitter if it is to be used in 
this new manner. Adjustments are some- 
what critical. High voltage condensers are 
necessitated for the filter circuir. The power 
supply regulation must he good even for the 
class C section. A tendency for overmodula- 
tion takes place if the audio level is changed 
rapidly as in normal syllabic speech. 

All of these disadvantages have been elimi- 
nated in the modulation system outlined be- 
low. Here again the basis for control is the 
fact that as in Fig., 4 the modulator plate 
current in a class B amplifier varies prac- 
tically linearly with the power output. This 
plate current is used to saturate a control 
reactor which in turn controls the plate sup- 
ply of the class C final. If a class A modula- 
tor is used, other means of obtaining this 
control current arc possible. Fig. 5 illus- 
trates the general nature of a saturable re- 
actor. A shell type laminated core of some- 
what different proportions than that in an 
ordinary transformer is used for the mag- 
netic circuit. Three coils are placed on the 
respective legs of this core, the outer two be- 
ing connected in series with the AC line and 
so related in polarity that their respective 
magnetic fluxes are in accordance with the 
arrows shown. It is seen that the MMFs of 

MODULATOR 

the DC current is increased in a filter choke, 
its inductance decreases. Exactly the same 
effect is produced here, except that by proper 
design a fairly linear relation and a wide 
range in inductance can be obtained. Fig. 6 
illustrates this relation of saturating DC to 
AC impedance in the experimental reactor 
used in the transmitter previously referred 
to. The linearity of this curve can be in- 
creased still further. 

The saturable reactor is placed in series 
with the primary of the final plate trans- 
former. It is seen from Fig. 6 that with no 
audio signal (minimum DC) the reactance 
of this reactor is quite high (450 ohms). 
This effects a great voltage drop to the 
primary of the plate transformer, as the ef- 
fective impedance of this primary is quite 
low. However, as the saturating DC is in- 
creased, the reactance is decreased, and the 
consequent voltage drop is decreased. The 
primary voltage rises in accordance with this, 
and with proper design, reaches almost 
maximum at normal maximum audio output. 
Even with the reactor practically saturated, 
a small reactance and consequent voltage 
drop exists. To compensate for this, an auto - 
transformer is used on the line side of the 
reactor which increases the total impressed 
voltage. This autotransformer does not have 
to he used if the plate transformer primary 
is wound or tapped for the reduced voltage 
obtained after the reactor drop. In either 
case, this voltage drop does not represent a 

power or efficiency loss, as the drop is al- 
most entirely reactive and results primarily 
in a change of power factor; i.e., the ratio 
of VA/watts increases only. 

It is apparent, on examining the circuit of 
Fig. 7, which shows the application of this 
reactor type controlled carrier modulation 
to an already existing transmitter, that the 
actual alterations necessary are quite small. 
Except for the autotransformer-reactor com- 
bination and a non -critical condenser, C, t 
to 8 Mfd., (if it is not already present in 
the modulator) no additional equipment is 

necessary. The circuit changes are extremely 
simple. The DC coil of the reactor is con- 
nected in series with the B plus lead of the 
modulator. The autotransformer primary is 
connected to the line and the primary of the 
class C plate transformer is connected across 
the output side of the autotransformer with 
the AC coils of the reactor in series. That'is 
all there is to obtaining controlled carrier 
modulation from an existing transmiter. 

The experimental transmitter set-up for this 
development was tested quite extensively to 
check the possibility of increased distortion. 
Using a sine wave of constant magnitude for 
the modulator input source, and an accurate 
harmonic analyzer fed from a demodulator 
coupled to the transmitter output circuit, no 
measurable increase in distortion was noted. 
Another form of distortion in controlled car- 
rier modulation occurs if the class C input 
does not rise as rapidly as the audio power. 
If this occurs, overmodulation takes place. 
An intensive investigation was made into the 
causes for time lag in saturable control re- 
actors and means of eliminating this lag 
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FIG. 8-Percentage of Modulation in Ordinary 
and Controlled Carrier Transmitters at Various 

Audio Levels. 

were developed. Tests were conducted to 
determine the degree of distortion effected 
in this experimental transmitter when the 
audio level was changed through a wide 
range rapidly (syllabic modulation). Listen- 
ing tests over the air showed no perceptible 
increase in distortion when the transmitter 
was switched over front normal class C to 
controlled carrier and a person spoke into 
the microphone. This was further corrobo- 
rated by a series of photographs made in con- 
junction with a cathode ray oscillograph while 
a constant frequency input was rapidly varied 
in level. 

A word of caution to those who, after 
reading this article, will start considering 
making their own saturable reactors. The 
saturable reactor for controlled carrier modu- 
lation is an extremely critical unit as to de- 
sign. Both the AC and DC flux densities are 
critical and must take into account the exact 
characteristics of the grade of steel used. 
Offhand designs, if they work at all, will give 
highly unsatisfactory results. Commercial 
units combining both reactor and autotrans- 
former for varied applications will he avail- 
able in the near future. 

A constructional article covering a com- 
plete 45 watt carrier transmitter incorporat- 
ing controllable carrier will appear in the 
next issue of "RADIO". 

EDITOR'S NOTE: The circuits and details 
of the above control system are covered by 
patents applied for in the name of I. A. 
Mitchell. Broadcast stations and other com 
mercial organizations are cautioned not to 
infringe. 
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THE CONVENTION OF 1927 
IT WAS at the Convention of 1927 that 

the amateurs of America first came under 
the sinister influence of the foreigners. 

After having voluntarily relinquished to the 
commercials all hut some narrow bands the 
amateurs lost at this convention two-thirds 
of their space even in these narrow bands. 
They also had new international restrictions 
imposed. And yet K. B. Warner, manager 
of the organization that had assumed spokes- 
manship for the amateurs introduced his re- 
port of the convention with a glowing para- 
graph ending, (see QST for January 1928), 
"Those privileges in most respects are en- 
tirely adequate. We have achieved a great 
victory." 

It was indeed a great victory for the com- 
mercial members of the ARRL. Warner 
knew the trimming the amateurs got was a 

disaster for the amateur members but it 
seems there were business reasons why we 
must he kidded into thinking it was a victory 
and that we must he stopped from appealing 
to Congress for a reservation in behalf of 
the amateurs. So the directors of the ARRL 
were individually beseeched to back up the 
astounding myth in the following disingen- 
ous letter: 

Hartford, Dec. 2, 1927. 
ALL DIRECTORS: 

Vice -President Stewart and I were in 
attendance at the International Radio Con- 
ference at Washington for the seven weeks 
of its duration. Upon my return, as the 
quickest and most effective way of con- 
veying a report to the Directors of our 
activities there and the results obtained, I 

have had some advance copies struck off 
of an article and editorials prepared for 
January QST, and attach same. I feel that 
this will explain the subject matter more 
clearly and at much greater length than I 
could hope to in a letter. 

The Executive Committee and the 
A. R. R. L. Headquarters staff are of the 
opinion that the facilities afforded by the 
provisions of the new convention are ade- 
quate for amateur operation. \Ve have 
felt the necessity of expressing immediate- 
ly, in broadcasts and in QST, the opinion 
that our results at Washington must be 
viewed as successful and that the privileges 
secured there are quite sufficient to in 
sure the continued happy existence of ama- 
teur radio. Immediate expression of this 
viewpoint was deemed essential in view 
of the pessimism rapidly being disseminat- 
ed through amateur ranks, the false reports 
that we had lost all territory between thir- 
teen and fifty meters, the general loss of 
faith in the League and amateur radio 
that tine public would display if it were 
felt that we had been beaten, and to offset 
any unfavorable action by QST advertis- 
ers based upon the fear that amateur radio 
was abort to experience a tremendous set 
back. We do not share that view: we be- 
lieve in fact that the restrictions which will 
become effective in 1929 will serve as a 
tremendous spur to a new and healthy 
amateur activity. We recognize, however, 
that official A. R. R. L. views on such mat- 
ters are to be expressed only by the Board 
of Directors and that it cannot be said that 
the League accepts and embraces the re- 
sults of this convention if the Board is of a 
contrary opinion. 

In several quarters of the country tnt 
official and unauthorized broadcasts have 

been started by zealous amateurs, calling 
upon all recipients to write immediately to 
their Senators and Congressmen to urge 
that the Senate make a reservation on be- 
half of wader bands for American ama- 
teurs when ratifying the treaty. We are 
doing what we can to suppress this move 
ment at the present, as being futile and ill- 
advised. We are telling the amateurs con- 
cerned that any such action depends upon 
the decisicn of our Board of Directors 
which has not yet had tinte to examine the 
results. It is the opinion of your Executive 
Committee that it would prove highly em- 
barrassing for Its to attempt to secure a 
Senate reservation to increase the size of 
the American antatettr bands. It may be 
possible to secure such a reservation, par- 
ticularly with respect to an extension of 
the 40 -meter hand downward, but we be- 
lieve that the radio people of the United 
States government would be highly opposed 
to such a move. If we care to risk their 
disapproval by seeking political support 
for a reservation it is possible that we can 
secure it. However, we feel that we will 
be able to operate well enough :n the bands 
authorized by this convention, and in 
view of the disrepute into which the ama- 
teur world be brought, both nationally and 
internationally, by forcing or even at- 
tempting to force a reservation its the 
United States, the Executive Committee 
earnestly recommends that no such attempt 
be made. 

It seems very desirable that Headquar- 
ters, for its government, receive an expres- 
sion of opinion from each Director as to 
whether the League accepts the provisions 
of the Washington Convention. or whether 
it should commence now in an endeavor 
to secure a reservation to extend the 40 - 
meter band downward and, if the latter, 
to what extent. The Executive Committee 
recommends to the Board that it approve 
the Convention and make no attempt to 
seek a reservation. 

(Signed) K. B. WARNER, 
Secretary. 

It was Warner in QST and in correspon- 
dence, and headquarters representatives at 
amateur meetings, who continued to spread 
among both commercial people and ama- 
teurs the same perverted propaganda that the 
amateurs got all they needed at the Wash- 
ington convention. 

And it was President Maxim himself who 
advertised to the whole world, (see it in 
QST for August, 1929) that the amateurs 
hack to he turther restricted at the 1927 con- 
'ention since the public interest required it. 
He said that testrictions were attendant upon 
progress and that it is of no avail to buck 
them-that the amateur cannot stop the prog- 
ress of the world-that it would do the 
amateurs just as much good to buck restric- 
tions as it did the red Indian to buck the 
coming of the white man. Surely a vicious 
philosophy, for if courageous and upright 
man had not bucked injustice throughout 
history the world would not now be a fit 
place in Which to live. 

These published statements of President 
Maxim, like those of its general manager, 
went far and wide. Maxim says of QST in 
his last annual report to the directors, "It 
passes across the desks of nearly every im- 
portant figure in the radio world". He was 
well ass are of this when he virtually put all 
of the commercial people and the radio men 
of foreign nations on notice that he, the presi- 

dent of ARRL, was agreeable to the restric- 
tions of the Washington convention and that 
he proposed to do no bucking over still fur- 
ther restrictions. After all the published 
avowals of men recognized as spokesmen for 
the amateurs just how much chance had the 
amateurs to regain at Madrid any of their 
lost rights and frequencies! And if the same 
men still speak for the amateurs when the 
next convention comes along just how much 
assurance have we amateurs that we shall 
have anything left at all! 

So let nobody he deceived ss ith the thought 
that :he ARRL neglects the interests of its 
commercial members-regardless of whether 
such members vote or do not vote. Throwing 
the ARRL open to them hack in 1920 was the 
amateurs' major disaster but the results of 
it need not obtain forever. The effects of 
every disaster can be overcome in some meas- 
ure. The Congress of the United States is 
the one agency for setting aside the injus- 
tices of this one. It should be the duty and 
the purpose of every American amateur to 
carry the amateurs' case to the court of pub- 
lic opinion through his Senator and his rep- 
resen:atives in Congress. 

Clair Foster, W6HM. 

LEST WE FORGET 
THE ARRL was formed specifically as 

an association of transmitting amateurs. 
it remained just that until a year after 

K. B. Warner, its present manager, took 
charge under an employment contract that 
provided a salary of $30 a week, plus 25 
cents out of each yearly paid dues, plus 25% 
of the net profits of the magazine, "QST". 
That contract was a bad mistake of the di- 
rectors. Paying a man commissions is all 
right in a commercial undertaking but is 
wholly out of ,place in a fraternal organiza- 
tion. It has been tried in other fraternal or- 
ganizations and in every case has worked 
disastrously, for it puts such employees in 
the class of promoters and inevitably leads to 
their bending their efforts towards increasing 
their commissions. 

Let us see how it worked in Warner's 
case. There were no net profits from QST at 
that time. There are not today, for that mat- 
ter. it was unlikely that Warner would realize 
much if anything from QST, so he concen- 
trated on increasing the membership of the 
ARRL. It is seen from a reading of the 
QSTs of that day that immediately a drive 
was started for new members. Month after 
month the drive proceeded, spread in print 
with all the characteristic appeal of the drive - 
promoter. The first year of Warner's em- 
ployment his rake-off besides his salary was 
$898, making his total compensation for the 
year $2,458, which was big pay in those 
days for a young fellow with little previous 
business experience. It was far more, I'll 
venture to say, than he had ever made before. 
But there is no fault to be found with it if 
the accounting was correct; the payment was 
in accordance wih the prospect held out to 
him by his contract. 

Hi-wever, the money was not coming in 
fast enough to suit \Varner. So a new scheme 
was devised and put into operation. At that 
time, 1919, there were members of the ARRL 
and there were subscribers to QST who were 
not members. The scheme was simplicity it- 
self-provided the directors did not see 
through it and object. It was to call all 
subscribers, whether amateurs or not, "mem- 

(Continued on page 17) 
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311.(2, 5 juk 35-19 3Artnázfzivivi, 
There is a demand for the simplest pos- 

sible circuit which is suitable for phone 
transmitting and receiving on five meters. 
Simple circuits, such as this 1935 model of 
the original 19 tube transceiver described last 
year, are not as good as two or three tube 
sets. However, for the beginner, or for 
extreme portability, this new type 19 single 
tube set has its place. 

The circuit has been so simplified that the 
number of parts in the set is a minimum. 
This makes it easy for the newcomer to the 
5 meter band to get on the air on phone. 
The type 19 tube acts as a modulated oscil- 
lator for transmitting and as a super -regen- 
erative detector and audio amplifier for re- 
ceiving. The change from transmit to re- 
ceive is accomplished by means of a single - 
pole, or On -and -Off snap switch. 

The set acts as a transmitter when the 
switch is on the closed ("on") position, per- 
forming the following functions: (i) The 
tuned circuit causes 5 meter oscillations in 
one of the triode units of the 19 tube. (2) 
The oscillations are radiated either by an 
8 _ft. antenna connected directly to the an- 
tenna post, or by means of a one or two 
wire matched impedance RF feeder line. 
(3) The tuned circuit is capacitively coupled 
to the antenna by means of a trimmer con- 
denser coupling capacity. Normally the ad- 
justing screw is taken out in order to obtain 
lower capacity. This capacity may he varied 
by bending the movable plate. 

Modulation is obtained by the old famil- 
iar method of loop modulation. The micro- 
phone is connected in series with 3 or 4 

turns of wire, coupled to the oscillator coil. 
When the mike is spoken into, its resis- 
tance varies and the current through it and 
the loop pick-up coil varies, thus giving 
modulation. The system is an absorption 
method and consequently the output usual- 
ly drops when the mike is spoken into. How- 
ever, by proper adjustment of the loop coil 
coupling, a fair amount of understandable 
modulation is obtained. This coupling is 
critical and should he as close as is possible 
to use and still maintain super -regeneration 
while receiving. More satisfactory modula- 
tion is obtained this way than in the grid 
modulation method used in last year's cir- 
cuit. The mike should preferably be mount- 
ed on the transceiver in order to keep the 
leads short. 

The 19 tube is a good oscillator and the 
carrier is greater than can be obtianed from 
a type 30 tube. The oscillator circuit shown 
has proved to he much more efficient than 
the unity coupled circuit shown in last year's 
set. Super -regeneration can he obtained with 
somewhat less than RO volts with this cir- 

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM OF THE 35-19 TRANSCEIVER 
Coils Ll and L2 each have 6 turns of No. 12 or No. 14 hare 
copper wire, sf -in, diameter, 3 -in. long. The Mike Loop 
Coil has 3 turns of insulated push -tack wire, IA -in. diameter. 
placed between coils Ll and L2. The RF Choke Coil has 50 
turns of No. 22 DSC wire, 3/6 -in. diameter, air supported. 

By FRANK C. JONES 

cuit, while the one of last year required at 
least 135 and often 180 volts of B battery. 
Super -regeneration gives a high degree of 
sensitivity for 5 meter reception and is used 
exclusively in the more simple 5 meter re- 
ceiving circuits. This set will function with 
only 90 volts of B battery, but the power 

Front and Rear Views of the uara-compact 35-19 
mouthpiece can to attrcaed to the mike. A toggle 
does not show very cle5rly how the mik coupling loop 
mike loop coil is meiely suspend:d between the two 
and its coupl:ng is ea;ity varied. The RF choke is 

which 

output is only about half that obtained with 
135 volts. The antenna coupling can be 
greater with the latter value of voltage with- 
out pulling the detector out of super -regen- 
eration, denoted by a loud hiss when not 
receiving a signal. 

The second triode unit of the 19 tube is 
used as an audio amplifier when receiving. 
The oscillator section merely super -regen- 
erates and only the grid circuit rectified sig- 
nal is used across the grid of the other 

Transceiver. The microphone is secured directly to the front panel. A 
switch is used to change from send to receive. The rear view illustration 
is placed between the two coils, Ll and L2 (see circuit diagram). This 
coils: it is made of insulated push -back wire, the loop is self-supporting 
barely visible in the photo. It is supported on the bakelite support piece 
holds the tuning condenser. 
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Detail drawings, side and rear view, showing proper arrangement of parts. 
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triode unit. This simplifies the circuit and 
gives ample volume for headset operation. 
The headset or telephone receivers should be 
of the high impedance type, any value from 
1,000 to 5,000 ohms. When transmitting, 
this triode unit acts as a monitor, giving 
sidetone of the speech in the headset. A per- 
son can tell easily whether the mike is funs- ' tioning properly because the modulation 
should be audible in the telephone receivers 
in the send position. Receive position of 
the switch should give a strong hiss, unless 
the tuning circuit is adjusted to a carrier 
of some other transmitter or oscillator. Too - 
close coupling of the microphone loop coil 
will pull the detector out of super regen- 
eration. 

The tuned circuit consists of a two plate 
tuning condenser, two similar coils and a 

small mica grid -blocking condenser. The 
latter, plus the grid leak, causes super -re- 
generation in the receive position. When 
transmitting, the receiver grid leak is shorted - 
out and only the 2,500 ohm grid leak is left 
in the circuit. The two coils can be wound 
with No. 12 or No. 14 copper wire on a 3/8 

inch rod as a winding form. The turns are 
removed and spaced to occupy about 3/4 inch 
to 1 inch length for each coil. These two 
coils make a continuous winding with the 
mica condenser in the center and the tuning 
condenser across the outside. The latter 
must have an insulated coupling on its shaft 
in order to prevent hand -capacity and short 
circuit to the metal front panel. 

The radio -frequency choke consists of 
about 50 turns of No. 22 DSC wire, 3/16 
inch in diameter. This coil is made by 
winding the wire on a 3/16 inch diameter 
rod and slipping the coil off when enough 
turns are wound. The coil is rigid enough 
so that its two ends will hold it in place, as 
shown in the diagrams. 

The filament rheostat should only be turned 
up high enough to cause good super -regen- 
eration when receiving with a reasonable 
amount of antenna coupling capacity. If 
no super -regeneration is obtained, and if the 
circuit has been carefully checked, the trou- 
ble may be in a faulty tube. Connections to 
the batteries are important for correct polar- 
ity. Too much antenna coupling may cause 
trouble and first adjustments should be made 
without an antenna. All connections should 
be soldered and the leads kept as short as 
possible. The two plate tuning condenser 
can be made by removing one plate from a 
standard 3 -plate midget condenser available 
on the market. If the grid condenser is too 
small in actual capacity due to incorrect rat- 
ing, super -regeneration may not be obtained. 

It should be remembered that any trans- 
ceiver radiates receiver whistles strongly 
over a distance of a mile or two and thus 
consideration in its operation should be 
given to other nearby amateurs. In trans- 
mitting, a strong carrier will be radiated 
and the only trouble one is likely to have 
is in obtaining sufficient modulation of a 

-good character. The two principal adjust- 
ments are the coupling between coils and the 
filament rheostat setting. 

For 5 meter work the antenna should be 
a half wave vertical rod or wire about 8 feet 
long. It should be as high as possible. In 
some cases it may be necessary to use a RF 
feeder. A simple feeder is a single wire at- 
tached to the 8 foot antenna, 14 inches below 
its center. This wire can he any length up 
to a hundred feet and should run off for at 
least 3 or 4 feet at right angles to the an- 
tenna. A two wire feeder is more efficient; 
in this case one wire connects to the antenna 
post and the other to the aluminum chasis. 

In adjusting the transmitter it is desirable 
to have another receiver nearby in order to 

(Continued on page 28) 

A Compact 5 -Meter Auto Set 
The circuit and set here shown were de- 

signed for use in an automobile where a 
carrier output of about two to three watts 
is desired. Class A modulation, driven quite 

. hard, is used to modulate one of the new 
6A6 tube oscillators. The ordinary trans- 
ceiver has insufficient power output to trans- 
mit over flat country from a moving car, 
such as is necessary for some types of ama- 
teur work or police operations. 

The receiver has a stage of tuned RF in 
order to give a slight increase of sensitivity 
and to prevent radiation from the super- 
rerenerative detector. The latter uses a 
6A6 tube in order to reduce the number of 
tubes in the set because the 6A6 can also 
be used as the first stage of audio amplifica- 
tion. The 42 tube modulator acts as the 
second stage of audio for loudspeaker recep 
tion when the send -receive switch is on re- 
ceive position. The 6A6 detector has an- 
other advantage in that it will take a strong 
signal without audio distortion to better val- 
ue than a 37 or 76 super -regenerative de- 
tector. The second triode unit in the 6A6 
acts as a high mu resistance -coupled audio 
stage. The mike transformer gives a step-up 
ratio in receive position for the audio ampli- 

tier. This additional audio gain is not usually 
needed but the center -tap also prevents the 
c,A6 plate circuit and 100,000 ohm resistor 
from loading the modulator down too much 
in the transmit position. If the 6A6 plate is 

The cant pine, tar this 5 -meter auto ret is only 3 inches deep 
and will easily find a place for it -elf in almost any car. 
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Inside view of the 5 -meter auto set. There is a shield partition between the coils. The four tubes are all on one shelf. 
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CIRCUIT DIAGRAM 
L1-6 turns, No. 12 wire, %-in. dia., Vs -in. long. 

L2-15 turns, No. 14 wire, '4 -in. dia., 1% -in. long. 

L3 -1S turns, No. 22 DSC wire, o%.in. long, 1% -in. dia. 

L4-6 turns, No. 12 wire, %-in. dia. 1s/ -in. long. 
Tl-Center-tap 30 henry choke, 100 MA rating. 
T2-Mike transforme' with secondary center -tapped. 
RFC -60 turns No. 30 DSC wire, %-in. dia. 
Send -Receive Switch is a D.P.D.T. 

connected across the entire secondary of the 
mike transformer it would be necessary to 
have an additional switch to cut this load 
off while transmitting. 

The tuned RF uses a resonant grid coil. 
The latter resonates with the tube and an- 
tenna coupling capacities to the low fre- 
quency end of the amateur hand, or prefer- 
ably just outside of the band if the transmit- 
ter is to be used near that end of the band. 
This stage must he detuned by 2 megacycles, 
prom the transmitter, if no power is to be 
absorbed from the transmitter. It was found 
that if the usual condenser and coil arrange- 
ment was used, some power would be ab- 
sorbed up to 3 MC off resonance. By using 
a very low C, semi -tuned circuit, the RF 
gain is fairly good over the entire amateur 
band-about two points on the "R" scale 
over that of a receiver with an untuned RF 
stage. This grid coil is made by winding 
18 turns of No. 22 DSC wire on a quarter - 
inch diameter rod to cover a length of % 
inch. The coil is slipped off the rod and 
supported by its ends soldered to a pair of 

(Continued on page 24) 
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The Browning 35 
With Tobe Tuner 

PART II 

By GLENN H. BROWNING* 

THE February issue of "RADIO" has 
already described the fundamental prin- 
ciples involved in an all -wave super- 

heterodyne especially designed for the set - 
builder, experimenter, and amateur. The re- 
ceiver consists essentially of a tuned -antenna 
circuit followed by a stage of RF amplifica- 
tion on all hands; an electron -coupled oscil- 
lator, a double -hand pass intermediate stage, 
an automatic volume control which may he 
switched on or off at will, and a beat -fre- 
quency oscillator for CW reception. The 
antenna, RF, and oscillator coils are all 
mounted in a catacomb which shields the in- 
dividual circuits. In this same catacomb is 
the switch for changing coils on the four 
separate bands provided. This switch has 
silver-plated wiping contacts and is so ar- 
ranged that all coils not being used are 
short-circuited, thus insuring no dead spots 
in the tuning range due to absorption in res- 
onant circuits. On top of the catacomb is 
mounted a gang of three tuning condensers 
which are designed to have an extremely low 
minimum capacity, so that the inductance of 
the coils may he maximum and the tuning 
range improved. The receiver is absolutely 
single control. Band spread is accomplished 
by a micro -vernier dial with a ratio of 40 
to 1. Stations are logged by reference to 
two pointers, one rotated on the main shaft 
of the tuning condenser, and the other on 
the vernier shaft. The complete coil, con- 
denser tuning assembly is made in one unit, 
and wired and accurately tracked in a com- 
pletely assembled receiver so that the set 
builder has only to make seven connections 
to this Tobe Tuner in constructing his re- 
ceiver. 

The receiver covers a range of frequencies 
of from .55 to 22.6 megacycles, and, due to 
the extreme care in design, layout, and se- 
lection of parts, has a sensitivity of I. micro- 
volt or less all over the tuning range. In 
fact, the sensitivity is greater than can be 
used except under the most favorable atmo- 
spheric conditions. Fig. I shows sensitivity 
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FIG. I-Sensitivity Curves. 

curves on the four hands. It will be noted 
that the response is almost uniform on any 
one band. 

A great deal of design study was given the 

Chief Engineer of the Tobe Deutschmann Corp. 
(Part III will follow in the next issue) 

2. 

intermediate amplifier for it was desired to 
have the highest quality response which was 
possible without allowing station overlap. 
This work resulted in the use of three high 
Q circuits in each of the two intermediate 
transformers. Each of the six inductances 
which are tuned are in turn made up of a 
series of three pie windings, which results 
in lowering the distributed capacity of the 
coils and materially sharpens the individual 
tuned circuits. The resultant resonance curve 
for the IF amplifier has already been shown 
in "RADIO" so that it remains to picture 
the overall selectivity of the receiver which 
is due to the tuned antenna circuit, RF, and 
intermediate amplifiers as a whole. Fig. 2 

shows such curves taken at 600 and 1000 KC. 
It will be noted that the "nose" of these 
curves is very broad, but that the sides are 
relatively steep. This means that the high 
audio frequencies in the received music 
which are so necessary for high quality re- 
ception are attenuated very little, but that 
10 KC selectivity is assured. For example, 

a note of 2500 cycles in the received music 
would he reduced only 37 per cent or about 
4 decibels while the interference of a station 
operating on an adjacent channel 10 KC 
away would be reduced some 99.2 or about 
40 decibels. This broad "nose" tuning curve 
is actually noticeable in operating the re- 
ceiver for the micro -vernier tuning control 
may be rotated several degrees on broadcast 
without a noticeable change in signal level, 
however rotating it a fraction of a degree 
farther entirely tunes out the signal. This 
may readily be seen to be the case from the 
selectivity curves. For the operator in tun- 
ing the micro -vernier in effect slowly slides 
the whole tuning curve to the right or the 
left of the signal's carrier which remains 
stationary and when he reaches the steep 
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portion of the curve the signal decreases very 
rapidly. 

Great care has been taken throughout in 
the selection of parts, for the completed re- 
ceiver is no better than its components. The 
set is put out in kit form. The base and panel 
are drilled and finished so that the assembly 
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FIG. 2-Overall Selectivity. 

of the parts is relatively simple. Fig. 3 and 
the pictures show a top and bottom view of 
the apparatus mounted on the chassis. It is 
advisable to mount all of the tube sockets 
and shield bases first. The same mounting 
screws are used for both, the tube socket 
being held below the chassis and the tube 
shield base above. It is important to have 
the tube socket contacts in the position 
shown on the diagrams, for care has been 
taken to make all leads carrying radio fre- 
quency current as short as possible. The 
insulating straps should then be fastened in 
the positions shown on the drawing. The 
power transformer is mounted as indicated, 

1-Tobe-35 Tunr. -Consists of four sets of coils LI. L?. L3. Lt. La, L6 with ° tuning and trimmer con- 
densers and change -over switch for the four hands all mounted within one container. 2-X -Points whefe coils are switched. (Diagram shows only one set of coils.) 

3 Resistors nil i/ watt unless otherwise specified. 
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and the filament wiring done. As will be 
noted the transformer has a 2.5 and a 6.3 
filament winding so that either 6.3 or 2.5 
volt tubes may he used according to the 
set builder's desire. The 2.5 and 6.3 volt 
tubes are identical in their electrical charac- 
teristics even to having the same input and 
output capacitances and fit the same sockets, 
that is, the 58 equals the 6D6, the 2A7 
qeuals the 6A7, the 2A6 equals the 75, the 
56 equals the 76, and the 2A5 equals the 
42. The transformer has an electrostatic 
shield between the primary and secondary 
windings which helps to eliminate any noise 
being fed into the set from the lighting 
circuit and at the same time eliminate a 
modulation hum sometimes encountered. 
However, even with this electrostatic shield 
it was thought advisable to place an .05 
mfd. condenser across the primary, for in 
some cases this further reduces line noise. 
With this condenser across the lighting cir- 
cuit, one side of which is usually grounded, 
a voltage may be obtained between the 
metal chassis and a ground wire attached 
to a water pipe or radiator. This is not 
harmful, but a slight shock will be obtained 
upon taking hold of the ground wire and the 
chassis at the same time. Reversing the plug 
in the 110 -volt outlet will eliminate this 
voltage in practically all cases. The writer 
simply mentions this effect and its cause 
and cure so that the set builder will not 
think he has made a mistake in wiring. 

The IF transformers should he mounted 
so that the adjusting screws on T2 face the 
side of the chassis. These IF transformers 
have been carefully adjusted at the factory 
to the intermediate frequency of 456 KC 
and care should he taken not to change their 
adjustments. After the filaments are wired. 
the screen grids, power supply, and plus B 
leads should he connected. These leads 
should he run along the bottom of the chas- 
sis out of the way. The IF transformer leads 
are then soldered in place. These leads are 
cut to length and if they are not long 
enough to reach the proper connections 
some of the parts must he mounted incor- 
rectly. The resistors and by-pass condensers 
should then be soldered into place. The 
placement of these has been worked out so 
that they mount either on the tube sockets 
themselves or on the insulating straps pro- 
vided for that purpose. This placement is 
shown on the drawing and should be fol- 
lowed. Be sure to follow the wiring dia- 
gram in by-passing, for a number of the con- 
denser leads return to the cathode of the 
tubes and not to ground. 

The volume controls and switches on the 
front of the chassis may be temporarily 
mounted and wired. (This temporary mount- 
ing will have to he removed when the front 
panel is put on as these controls hold the 
front panel to the chassis.) 

The last apparatus to mount is the tuner. 
which carries the gang of three tuning con- 
densers together with the coil and switch 
assembly. This is mounted on soft rubber 
grommets which should he placed between 
the main chassis and the tuner. Besides the 
grommet an insulating washer is furnished 
which is placed on the other side of the tuner 
chassis before the metal washer is put in 
place. The nuts which hold the complete as- 
sembly should be just slightly tightened so 
that the tuner cannot slide around. Under 
these circumstances the rubber grommets 
will give a cushion effect which tends to 
reduce mechanical acoustical feedback caused 
by the actual vibration of the condenser 
plates due to the sound waves from the loud 
speaker. 

Great care should he taken in handling 
the tuner for it is completely wired and very 
carefully tracked at the factory. This track- 
ing is done in a complete receiver identical 
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Rear, Front and Under -Chassis Views of 
Browniig 35 With Tobe Tuner 

to the one the set builder has constructed. 
This exact alignment is obtained by means 
of an all-weve signal generator with a cali- 
brated antitumor so that absolute sensitivity 
of the tuner is measured after the tracking 
is done. There are three connections leading 
into the tuner which should be as short as 
possible. One is irons the plate of the first 
58 tube which is used as a radio frequency 
amplifier. This lead should be flexible and 
run directly from the plate to the terminal 
provided in the middle compartment of the 
tuner. This lead should be kept as far as 
possible away from all other leads and also 
a reasonable distance away from the metal 
chassis. It will be noted from the wiring 
diagram that grid No. I of the 2A7 or 6A7 
is connected co the tuner through a .0001 
mfd. condenser. This is one of the small 
mica condensers furnished in the kit and 
should he mounted on the tube socket of the 
2A7 in a vertical position. A flexible lead is 
connected to the proper terminal which will 
be found in the rear compartment of the 
tuner. The anode, or grid No. 2 of the 2A7, 
also connects to the tuner through a .002 
mica condenser. This should he connected 
on the tubi socket similar to the one just 
described, and flexible leads run over to the 
tuner as previously stated. These three leads 
carry high frequency current and their ca- 
pacity should he kept down to a minimum 
which means that they should be as far 
away from the chassis and other leads as 
reasonably possible and at the same time 
short. The other connection to the tuner 
on the left goes ro the automatic volume con- 
trol .1 meg resistor. The three connections 
on the right of the tuner go to the doublet 
antenna and plus B supply. In running the 
doublet leads into the tuner from the bind- 
ing posts provided in the rear, care should 
he taken not to have these leads directly 
over any of the coils in the tuner. Otherwise, 
some feedback between circuits might be 
encountered. 

It will be noted that the tuner has a flexi- 
ble metal lead soldered to it. The other end 
of this lead should he well soldered to the 
main chassis. Grounding the tuner in one 
point only is essential for the elimination 
of chassis currents. 

The receiver is now ready for assembly of 
the front panel, and the dial. Before the front 
panel is put in place be sure to assemble the 
long pointer with collar and set screw at- 
tached on the main shaft of the tuning con- 
denser. As will he noted, the two volume 
controls, the automatic volume control 
switch, and the tone control and power sup- 
ply switch hold the panel in place. When the 
panel is mounted by means of these, the 
coil switch and tuning condenser shaft 
should extend through the holes in the panel. 
These holes are amplpe in size and and the 
shaft should not touch the front panel. Oth- 
erwise, some chassis current might he intro- 
duced into the tuner, setting up feeddacks 
and possibly an AC hum. 

A short pointer with spring collar atta_he'i 
is provided. This should he slipped over the 
vernier tuning shaft which extends through 
the front panel. This should not touch the 
front panel itself. The dial card may then 
he slipped into the dial holders in the rear 
of the front panel. When this is in position. 
the long pointer should be free to rotate 
over this card without touching the frort 
panel. A slot has been cut in the dial card 
which fits over the pointer's collar. The ad- 
justment of the dial is made by this rather 
than the dial holders as their relative posi- 
tion may change slightly according to the 
mounting of the rubber grommets. Therefore, 
the slot in the dial card should fit over the 
pointer's collar and rest gently on it if the 
correct calibration is to be maintained. 

After carefully checking the wiring of the 
receiver it is ready for trial operation and 
if correctly constructed should, when an an- 
tenna and ground are connected, bring" in 
signals. If it does not, do not change any 
alignments on either IF transformers or trim- 
ming or padding condensers in the tuner 
itself. Look for wrong connections else- 
where. In turning over the chassis after the 
tuner has been assembled care should be 
taken not to rest it on the three -gang tuning 
condenser, for the alignment of this con- 
denser might be thrown out even in spite of 
its rugged construction. After checking the 
wiring, if no signals are heard the tubes 
used in the receiver should be checked. (The 
wirter uses RCA standard tubes). In all cases 
the receiver should receive signals before any 
changes of alignment are made. Too notch 
cannot be said on this point for if either 
the hand -pass intermediate frequencies or 
the padding or tuning condensers on the 
coils are thrown badly out of alignment it 
requires a rather experienced man to ad- 
just them properly on a sensitive single -con- 
trol receiver such as this. 

As previously stated, every precaution has 
been taken in the manufacture of the tuner 
and the IF transformers to have them per- 
fectly aligned. However, tube capacitances 
differ slightly and it may be necessary to 
make slight adjustments on both the tuner 
and the IF transformers. However. it would 
he well to try out the receiver thoroughly 
before any adjustments are made on these 
parts. For final slight adjustments, the fol- 
lowing directions are given to the set build- 
ers who do not have available either an out- 
put meter or an all -wave service signal gen- 
erator: 
Instructions for Final Adjustment of Re- 

ceiver on Noise in Case This Is Found 
Necessary 

Lining up IF transformers: 
(I) Remove antenna lead. 
(2) Turn both volume controls to the 

(Continued on page 34) -4- 
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10 -Watt 160 -Meter Phone Using Low -Cost Tubes 
Many CW amateurs have found it too 

costly to change to phone operation. The 
cost of the audio equipment is one of the 
factor which keeps many a would -he phone 
operator on CW, not to mention the cost of 
tubes in the speech equipment. 

A 160 -meter phone of good output, and 
using the most inexpensive types of tubes 
has been designed by the technical staff of 
"RADIO". The RF portion uses a single 
'47 in the crystal oscillator stage and two 
type 45 tubes in parallel in the RF amplifier 
stage. 15 watts of output can readily be 

By the LABORATORY STAFF 

secured from this tube line-up. The crystal 
oscillator stage uses the "chirpless" keying 
feature for optional CW operation. The key 
is in the center -tap resistor of the filament 
circuit of the 47 oscillator tube, and the 
value of the center -tap resistor is 20 ohms. 

A 15.000 ohm resistor is large enough in 
value for the crystal oscillator grid le.ik, and 
this resistor is in series wiht an ordinary HF 
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'47 Oscillator, Link -Coupled to a pair of '45s in parall:l. Antenna Condensers and 
RF Ammeter are Mounted on the Panel at Leff. 
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Circuit Diagram of the Entire Transmitter. 
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The Power Supply and Audio Channel. Wide separation of parts prevents hum pick-up. 
crystal. microphone feeds directly into the 6C6 tube. 

The 

radio -frequency choke of the conventional 
small size. 

160 -meter crystals are not "tricky" or 
"cranky", as a general rule, and thus the 
use of a 15,000 ohm grid leak resistor is 
entirely suitable. A 150 mmf. midget vari- 
able condenser is used to tune the plate tank 
coil of the crystal oscillator stage. The 
conventional 100 mmf. midget variables are 
a bit too small for conveniently tuning a 
160 meter coil. Of course, a condenser larger 
in value than 150 mmf. could he used, if de- 
sired. For case of tuning and adjustment, it 
is better to wind the 160 -meter coils on large - 
diameter coil forms. The ceramic or Bake- 
lite forms, 21/4 inches in diameter and 31/2 
inches long, four -prong type, are ideal for 
160 -meter work. Coil forms of this size are 
made by various manufacturers, or the con- 
structor can use ordinary bakelite tubing for 
coil forms. The convenience of factory -made 
plug -ín coil forms is evidenced when multi - 
hand operation is desired. The oscillator 
plate coil is wound with 55 turns of No. 20 
or No. 22 DCC wire, close wound. The 
winding space is approximately 21/2 inches. 

A .01 mfd mica condenser, 1000 volt rat- 
ing, is connected from the bottom of the 
oscillator plate coil to ground, as the cir- 
cuit diagram shows. The screen by-pass con- 
denser is .01 mfd. and an ordinary 600 volt 
paper condenser can be used here, although 
it is far more desirable to use mica con- 
densers throughout. The slight extra cost 
is worth the added protection they give. 

The crystal oscillator stage is link -coupled 
to the grid coil of the '45 amplifier stage. 
Link coupling calls for the use of a grid coil 
and a grid -coil -tuning condenser. The cost 
of these items is offset, in great measure, by 
the marked increase in efficiency which is se- 
cured when link coupling is used in place 
of capacity coupling. Link coupling also 
practically eliminates 99 per cent of the 
"hugs" inherent in capacity coupling sys- 
tems. 

The grid coil is wound with 52 turns of 
No. 22 DCC wire on a 21/4 -in. dia. form. How- 
ever, a tap is taken from the grid coil at the 
center of the winding. This is the grid -leak tap, 
to which the 25,000 ohm, 5 watt resistor con- 
nects. The grid coil is tuned with a two - 
section midget variable condenser, 140 mmf. 
each section. The rotor of this two -section 
condenser is connected to ground. A closed- 
circuit jack in series with the grid leak and 
ground enables grid -current reading to be 
made by use of a 0-100 MA DC milliammeter. 
In this circuit, neutralization is also indi- 
cated, as explained later. The meter can be 
plugged into the plate circuit of the oscil- 
lator stage for reading plate current, or it 
can be plugged into the plate circuit of the 
final amplifier stage to read its plate current. 
Thus only one meter is required. It performs 
the following functions, in the order named: 
(1) oscillator plate current reading; (2) grid 
current reading and neutralization indica- 
tion; (3) plate current reading of the final 
amplifier stage. 

Two type 45 tubes are used in the final 
amplifier. These tubes are connected in 
parallel. A 20 ohm center -tap resistor is con- 
nected across the filament leads and the center - 
tap is then connected to a 1300 ohm resistor. 
The latter is shunted with a 4 mfd. con- 
denser. The lower side of the resistor and 
condenser connects to ground. A .001 mfd. 
1000 volt mica condenser is in series with 
the plates of the 45 tubes and the final tank 
coil. Plate current for the final stage is fed 
to the plates through a 200 MA RF trans- 
mitter choke. The final plate coil is wound 
on the same size form as used for the oscil- 
lator and grid coils. The final plate coil has 
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from 55 to 60 turns of No. 20 DCC wire, 
close wound, covering a winding space of 
about 3 inches. A 150 mmf. wide -spaced 

condenser is used to tune the final plate coil. 
Such a condenser can be a .0005 receiving 

type variable condenser with alternate plates 
removed, or a standard double-spaced 150 

mmf. condenser of any good grade. The 
plate tuning condenser used in the final ampli- 
fier illustrated in the photograph is a dual - 
section, 35 mmf. per section, wide -spaced 
Hammarlund. The two sections are con- 
nected in parallel and thus a 70 mmf. wide - 
spaced condenser is the result. The diagram 
shows the method of coupling the final 
amplifier to the antenna. This method is 

quite novel, in that it is the acme of sim- 
plicity, yet gives very good results. Any 
kind of a single wire antenna can he used, 
from 55 to 150 feet long. A good earth 
ground (not water pipe) is connected to the 
rotors of both tuning condensers, as the 
diagram shows. Such a ground can be had 
by driving several pieces of pipe into moist 
earth and connecting the pipes together with 
ground clamp connectors. This type of 
ground tends to reduce interference with 
BCL reception in the immediate vicinity 
where the phone transmitter is in operation. 
The 350 mmf. variable condenser in series 
between the bottom of the final plate coil 
and ground can be of the ordinary receiving 
type. The antenna is tuned by adjusting 
both condensers simultaneously until maxi- 
mum resonance is indicated by a lamp in the 
antenna circuit but, at the same time, when 
minimum mills are drawn by the plates of 
the final amplifier tubes. The indicating lamp 
should not he left in the antenna circuit after 
the transmitter is tuned. The final plate 
coil should he zapped, for best results. A 
tap is taken at the 5th, 10th, 15th and 20th 
turns from the bottom end of the coil (end 
nearest ground) and the antenna connected 
on the tap which gives best results. 

Power Supply 
The power supply is somewhat novel; only 

one power supply is needed for the entire 
transmitter. It uses a heavy-duty power 
transformer, 400 volts each side of secondary 
center -tap, at 175 MA. It must have two 
separate 2/ -volt filament windings; if it 
has but one 21/2 volt winding a separate 21/2 

volt filament transformer can be added. 
The 45 tubes in the final amplifier must not 
operate from the same filament winding that 
lights the filament of the 47 oscillator and 
the audio tubes. An 83V rectifier tube is 
used. This is a comparatively new tube. 
It uses a cathode heater. Two 8 mfd. 600 
working volt condensers are required. Make 
sure that they will stand 600 volts. The 
choke is a 200 MA, 20 to 30 henry size. The 
power unit should deliver 400 volts at the 
output terminals when the transmitter is in 
operation. 
The Audio Amplifier 

The audio system is simple. A 57 tube 
drives two 2A5s in parallel. These tubes are 
in the low -price group. A crystal micro- 
phone can he connected to the input, or any 
other type of good microphone can he used. 
The .01 mfd. condenser in series with one 
of the mike leads and the grid (cap) of the 
57 tube must withstand 1000 volts, and thus 
a mica condenser is recommended. A 3 

megolim resistor is shunted front grid of 
the 57 tube to ground. The cathode bias 
resistor of the 57 tube has a value of 3,500 
ohms and it is shunted with a 10 mfd. 25 
volt paper condenser. The screen of the 
57 tube derives its voltage from the plate 
supply through a 750,000 ohm resistor, and 
another resistor of 500,000 ohms is con- 
nected from the screen to ground, At the 
junction where the 750,000 ohm and the 
500,000 ohm resistor connect together, a .1 

This transmitter can be made more simple if 
a very slight reduction in efficiency h accept- 
able. The circuit above shows an alternate final 
amplifier for greater simplicity. A 100 mmf. 
midget variable single section concenser, in- 

stead of a split-slator condenser is used to tune 
the grid coil, L3. This grid coil is wound on a 

21/4 -in. dia. form, with 50 turns of Nc. 22 DCC 
wire, close wound. The coupling lint, from the 
oscillator stage is placed near +he center of 
the grid coil. The plate tuning condenser in 

the final stage should be double spaced to pre- 
vent flash -over. A different form cf antenna 
coupling is also shown. The antenna coil, L4, 

is wound with 45 turns of No. 22 DSC or DCC 
wire and this coil is placed on top of the plate 
coil, L3. The coupling of coil L4 must be 

variable. .00035 mfd receiving type variable 
condensers are used to tune coil L3. One con- 
denser is in series with the antenna, the other 
in series with the ground or counterpoise. 

mfd., 400 volt paper condenser connects to 
ground. 

The plate of the 57 tube feeds the grids 
of the two 2A5s through a .01 mica con- 
denser, 1000 volt rating. The gain control is 
a 500,000 ohm variable resistor (potentio- 
meter). The center arm of this variable 
resistor connects to the grid of both 2A5 
tubes. The cathodes of the 2A5s are in 
parallel, and a 300 ohm resistor is in series 
with cathodes and ground. This resistor is 

shunted with a 10 mfd., 25 volt paper con- 
denser. The screen of the 2A5s get their 
voltage from the power supply through a 

10,000 ohm, IO watt resistor. A t/_ mfd. 600 
volt paper condenser is connected from 
screens to ground. The audio choke is a 

200 MA, 20 to 30 henry size. 

Tuning 
The oscillator is tuned first. The tank 

condenser across the oscillator coil is rotated 
until resonance is indicated by a pronounced 
dip in the reading of the milliammeter which 
is plugged into the jack in the plate circuit of 
the oscillator stage. When this resonance 
point has been found, change the variable 
condenser setting very slightly, so that ap- 
proximately 20 to 30 mills are drawn by the 
oscillator tube. The oscillator stage is tuned 
with the final stage disconnected, and the 
coupling link removed from the grid coil. 

Now place one end of the coupling loop 
over the grid coil; the loop should encircle 
the center of the grid coil. Place the other 
loop of the coupling link around the bottom 
of the oscillator coil. Disconnect the plate 
supply from the final stage, but light the 
filaments of the two 45 tubes. Turn the 
oscillator on. Now tune the grid coil con- 
denser until the meter in the grid coil cir- 
cuit reads MAXIMUM current. Make sure 
the oscillator stage is oscillating when the 
grid circuit is being tuned. 

Usually, about 10 to 12 mills will be the 
reading of the grid current for the amplifier 
stage. If less than 10 mills is had in the 
grid circuit, raise the coupling loop around 
the oscillator coil so that it is near the center 
of the oscillator coil. 

When the grid coil is tuned to exact res- 
onance, as indicated by maximum reading of 
the milliammeter in the grid circuit, it is 
often found that the oscillator stage stops 

oscillating just previous to the time that 
maximum grid current is indicated. This 
proves that the coupling is "too tight". 
Change the position of the coupling loops 
on the oscillator and grid coils until maxi- 
mum grid current is secured. While tuning 
the grid coil, occasionally plug the milliam- 
meter into the oscillator circuit jack to make 
sure the oscillator is oscillating. A more 
convenient method for tuning the grid cir- 
cuit would he to place a small flashlight 
globe and loop over the oscillator coil (very 
loosely coupled to the oscillator coil) and 
keep one eye on this flashlight globe to see 
that it remains lighted at all times while the 
grid coil is being tuned with the aid of the 
milliammeter. Sorne slight retuning of the 
oscillau tr plate condenser is always neces- 
sary while tuning the grid coil. The coupling 
link between oscillator and grid coil can he 
an ordinary twisted pair of No. 22 push -back 
wire. Do not use lamp cord. The loops 
around the oscillator and plate coils can also 
he push -back wire, and these loops are simply 
wound around the coils (one turn used for 
the loop) and held securely in place by 
standoff insulator supports or by merely 
tightening -up on the loop itself. Unusual 
precautions need be taken, because there is 
but little power transferred from oscillator 
to grid in this small transmitter. 
RF Chokes 

For 160 meter operation it is desirable to 
use two RF chokes in series; one an ordinary 
short-wave type, the other a standard broad- 
cast hand receiving type RF choke. 
Neutralizing 

With the oscillator oscillating, with the 
grid circuit tuned to resonance, with the 
filaments of all RF tubes lighted, but with 
the plate voltage disconnected from the 
final amplifier stage, the neutralizing process 
is ready to begin. Plug the milliammeter 
into the grid circuit. Place the flashlight 
tuning lamp over the oscillator coil. Keep 
your eye on both. Rotate the 25 mmf neutral- 
izing condenser slowly. Begin neutralizing 
with minimum capacity in the 25 mmf neutral- 
izing condenser. Then rotate the plate tuning 
condenser of the nal amplifier over its en- 
tire radius. As you rotate this condenser 
you will find that the milliammeter in the 
grid circuit will take several pronounced 
dips with various settings of .the final plate 
tuning condenser. This is an indication that 
the neutralizing condenser is not properly ad- 
justed. Slowly increase the capacity of the 
neutralizing condenser; swing the final stage 
plate condenser hack and forth over its en- 
tire radius. Repeat this process, very slowly, 
adding or decreasing capacity in the neutral- 
izing condenser. You will find one setting 
of the neutralizing condenser that will en- 
able you to rotate the final plate tuning con- 
denser through its entire radius without any 
variation of grid current whatsoever, as in- 
dicated by the tilliammeter in the grid 
circuir. The process is made extremely sim- 
ple by merely remembering that the milliam- 
meter in the grid circuit will show abso- 
lutely no variation in reading, no matter 
where the final plate tuning condenser is 
set, when the stage is completely neutralized. 

After the final amplifier is neutralized, 
plug the milliammeter into the plate circuit 
jack and connect the high voltage plate cur- 
rent to the final amplifier. The final ampli- 
fier is tuned to resonance by finding a setting 
of the final plate tuning condenser at which 
the milliammeter shows a very pronounced 
dip. The resonance point is indicated by a 
reading of about 10 or 12 milliamperes on 
the meter, with the antenna disconnected 
from the plate circuit. 

Now couple the antenna to the plate coil. 
Tune the antenna condenser and also slightly 
retune the plate condenser of the final stage 

(Continued on page 32) 
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a Simp.Ge.igm2xp.QnáciL 4-31tGf2_,S- Sup tlipu_ 
It Uses No I. F. Transformers 

A simple superheterodyne which anyone 
can easily build in a few hours has at last 
been developed for use on the short wave 
bands below ten meters. The circuit is not at 
all complicated and no special parts or align- 
ments are necessary in order to put one of 
these sets on the 5 meter band. The receiver 
is much more sensitive than a super -regenera- 
tive type and has none of the usual loud 
hiss so common in the late, type. 

Briefly, the circuit consists of an autodyne 
first detector, a "tuned- tesistance coupled 

By FRANK C. JONES 

two stage I. F. amplifier, and a second de- 
tector. Four tubes give real results on five 
meters. It tunes easily because the I. F. am- 
plifier passes a wide band of frequencies. 
The parts cost very little more than those 
needed for a super -regenerative receiver. 
This super does not radiate nearly as much as 
a super -regenerative set. Several of these re- 
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Three Views of the 4 -Tube 5 -Meter Super. It is the Acme of Simplicity 

ceívers ca be used in a neighborhood without 
causing interference with each other because 
it is not likely that the oscillating first detec- 
tors would be tuned to the same frequency 
within 5 KC even when all sets are tuned 
to the same sation. The tubes are oscillating 
weakly, anyway, and only on one frequency 
to which the circuit is tuned, instead of over 
a band of 100 to 200 KC as in a super -re- 
generative detector. 

The first detector tunes like a regenera- 
tive, oscillating detector used for 40 meter 
CW reception. That is, there are two points 
very close together on the dial where each 
station will be heard. In this receiver these 
points are so close together that the dial 
is merely set to either side of he exact cen- 
er of any station by about a half degree or 
so at which points the quality is best, and the 
signal loudest, due to its being heterodyned 
properly into the IF amplifier. The first de- 
tector uses a RF choke in series with the 
cathode to obtain oscillation because this is 

simpler than finding the exact point on the 
tuned circuit for the cathode tap, as in the 
usual electron coupled oscillator. This form 
of oscillator gives good stability even on 
5 meters. 

The IF amplifier is the really interesting 
part of this receiver. It gives good amplifi- 
cation over the hand of frequencies desired, 
from 10 KC to a little over 100 KC, and is 

quite stable. The secret is in using the pro- 
per values of resistors and condensers to 

obtain this resonance characteristic. By us- 

ing low values of grid resistors, 1/4 megohms, 
and small coupling condensers, .0001 mfd., 
the response to audio frequencies is practi- 
cally nil. There is no tendency to motor- 
boat since it is such a poor audio amplifier. 
This also prevents the rectified audio signal 
component in the first detector from being 
amplied all the way through the receiver. 
This value of coupling condenser (.0001 
mfd.) and a grid leak of 1/4 megohm does 
not tend to attenuate the higher frequencies 
such, as for example, 50 KC. This means 
that the first detector can be of the autodyne 
type and act as its own oscillator. By hav- 
ing it oscillate weakly, the tube ís in its most 
sensitive condition, which accounts for the 
excellent signal to noise ratio obtained in 

this receiver. It also eliminates the need of 
tracking two tuned circuits, such as used in 
most superheterodyne receivers. 

The relatively low values of plate resis- 
tors of 50,000 ohms tend to even -out the 
amplification of the IF amplifier for the 
range of 50 to 100 KC in order to be able 
to receive modulated oscillators. Probably 
98% of the phone transmitters on 5 meters 
use modulated oscillators, so it is necessary 
to have a receiver tuned broadly enough to 
receive these signals. Even if all transmit- 
ters were temperature and crystal controlled 
types, it would still be desirable to have the 
IF amplifier broadly tuned in order to take 
care of oscillator drift in the receiver. Two 
stages of moderate gain per stage give more 
than enough amplification to bring up the 
man-made noise level into audibility in the 
output of the second detector. Automobile 
ignition is the worst offender, although neon 
signs and other electrical appliances cause 
plenty of interference up to a hundred feet 
or so from where the receiver is located. 

Volume control is obtained by means of 
variable cathode bias on the IF amplifier be- 
cause 'variable mu tubes are used. Tubes 
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such as the 6C6 or 57 would give too much 
audio rectification or detection, with resul- 
tant distortion and cross -talk, if variable bias 
were used. In one experimental circuit these 
tubes were used and the volume control was 
connected as a variable potentiometer for 
grid input variations on the second IF stage, 
just as in an ordinary audio amplifier. Varia- 
ble mu tubes such as 6D6 or 58 are better 
and allow the use of cathode bias adjust- 
ment for volume control. 

The second detector consists of a grid - 
leak type which is satisfactory for this pur- 
pose and gives comfortable volume in a pair 
of headphones. The .01 condenser across the 

. phones by-passes the I.F. component and in- 
creases detector output and efficiency. If 
loudspeaker output is desired, the detector 
could be connected through an audio trans- 
former to a pentode power tube. The loud- 
speaker should he mounted in a separate 
case or cabinet in order to prevent micro - 
phonic feedback on strong carrier signals. 
For this reason, if an AC power pack and 
loudspeaker is to he used, the power audio 
stage may as well be built into the loud- 
speaker unit. The way the receiver is now 
designed it can he used with batteries for 
portable use, or from an AC power pack at 
home. If an AC supply is used, the 45 volt 
tap should he by-passed with 8 mfd. and this 
voltage maintained at about 40 or 50 volts 

.so as to prevent the screen voltage from ex- 
ceeding the effective plate voltage on the 
IF resistance -coupled amplifier. The B volt- 
age is not critical and can he of any value up 
to 250 volts. 

The grid leads on the IF amplifier are 
shielded to prevent capacitive coupling and 
a tendency to oscillate on high IF frequen- 
cies. This shielding also tends to limit the 
response of the amplifier to very high inter- 
mediate frequencies. 

The ground connections in the first detec- 
tor circuit should he grouped as much as 

possible. The heater circuit should he ground- 
ed on one side at this point and the other 
side of the heaters by-passed to ground with 
a small .01 mfd. paper condenser. All leads 
should he kept short; thus it is desirable to 
solder the coil to the midget tuning con- 
denser lugs. Pin jacks could he used so as 

to use plug-in coils for 21/2, 2, 71/2 and 10 

meter hands. 
The 10 mmfd. tuning condenser has its 

rotor grounded to the metal front panel and 
thus there is no mechanical difficulty of in- 
sulated shafts and mountings to worry about. 
This 10 mmfd. condenser can he made by 
breaking off one plate of a three plate 
standard midget condenser. The antenna uses 
inductive coupling in order to use a bal- 
anced two -wire feeder to an 8 ft. vertical 
antenna mounted on the roof. In some loca- 
tions a Faraday screen would he desirable 
between the two coils to minimize capaci- 
tive pick-up from the feeders. A great deal 
of auto ignition interference is picked up 
in the down leads from the antenna and this 
can he balanced out if no capacitive coupling 
is allowed to reach the first detector circuit. 

The cathode RF choke is not critical and 
the one shown is suitable for use at from 
2 to 10 meters. It consists of about 75 turns 
of No. 34 DSC 'l ire wound on a 3/8 inch 
diameter hakelite rod. The ends are soldered 
to two pieces of bare wire which are run 
through holes near the ends of the rod and 
then twisted together to give an effective 
soldering lug for external connection. A suit- 
able RF choke for 5 meter operation only, 
can be made by winding 50 turns of No. 
22DSC wire on a 1/4 inch form, slipping it 
off and let it be self-supporting by the con- 
nections to the two ends. 

When first testing this receiver, the re- 
generation control should he turned up high 

enough to insure good oscillation in the 
first detector. The IF volume control should 
he turned on full if 180 volt B supply is 
used, or back just slightly if 135 volts is 
used. Auto ignition will be heard if an in- 
door antenna of any convenient length is 
used-provided cars are passing within a 
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ling to a resonant antenna will pull the de- 
tecto: out of oscillation. It will be found 
that every 5 meter signal will have two points 
close together where the audio quality is 
clear since an autodyne first detector is 
used. 

In building this receiver, good .0001 mid - 
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The Extremely Simple Circuit Diagram of the 5 -Meter Super. 
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Simplified Sketch Showing Coil Winding Data. 

block or so. Below the point of oscillation 
in the first .letector the auto ignition and 

other noises drop out. It will he found that 
sensitivity is greatest when the detector is 

oscillating weakly but on very strong signals, 
stronger oscillation is desirable to prevent 
overloading distortion. Coupling between 
the antenna coil and first detector coil should 
he adjusted for best weak signal reception, 
although this is not critical. Too much coup - 

get mica condensers and good quality resis- 
tors should he used. A noisy resistor or 
leak) coupling condenser will cause plenty 
of noise, especially if it is in the first detector 
or first 1F stage. In one receiver built in 
our laboratory, a noisy plate resistor in the 
first IF stage caused trouble until it was re- 
placed. Several of these circuits have been 
wired -up and tested. The IF units have al- 
ways performed satisfactorily and there is no 
alignment of tuned circuits to worry about. 
+ i % accuracy of values of condensers 

and resistors has proven satisfactory. 
It will he noted that the screen and sup- 

pressor grids of the first detector are con- 
nected together. This gives smoother re- 
generation effects and better conversion gain 
for 5 meter VI ork. The screen by-pass was 
made as large as .1 mfd. in order to prevent 
noise from variation of the regeneration con- 
trol. Needless to say, this condenser, as well 
as the heater .01 mfd. by-pass, should be 
non -inductively wound in order to act as r 
by-pass for 5 meter purposes. 

Lest We Forget 
(Continued front page 9) 

hers". \Varner's contract was not re -adjusted 
ro meet the new set-up, so he thereupon com- 
menced to draw commissions far beyond 
what had been contemplated by it. Besides 
his commission out of each yearly dues and 
his 25r/ of the profits of QST he com- 
menced to draw an additional Commission of 
25 cents out of each subscription to the mag- 
azine-all because by arbitrary dictum sub- 
scription money became "yearly dues". If 
the amateurs themselves were ever given the 
opportunity to pass upon this new scheme 
it does not appear of record. It gave Warner 
thousands of dollars yearly beyond what his 
contract had provided. In the first year of 
its operation Warner's rake-off in addition 
to his salary jumped from S893 to $3,715, 
over 400%. A part of the excess came legiti- 
mately from an increase in the number of 
members who were amateurs but the bulk 
of the excess consisted of 25 cents from each 
QST subscriber that the scheme had made 
a "member''. 

And yet it does not appear that the Treas- 
urer or any officer or any director ever took 
steps to protect the treasury of the ARRL. 
At any rate it is certain that at any time with- 
in the statutory limit \Varner and the direc- 
tors could have been forced to restore to the 
treasury all monies taken from it by the 
unauthorized renaming of all QST subscrib- 
ers "members". 

The operation of the scheme resulted in 
a complete upset of the ARRL as a league of 

transmitting amateurs. It changed utterly 
the fundamental conception of the ARRL as 
a fraternal organization; for the commercial 
people and other non -amateurs who had 
been mere subscribers to QST soon became 
the majority owners of the ARRL and all 
its assets; they and not the amateurs became 
the employers of Warner and the headquar- 
ters staff. There is no such thing as the em- 
ployees of a corporation ignoring the inter- 
ests of the majority owners. In this case as in 
all others the interests of the commercial 
members were not ignored. It was the com- 
mercial "members" who coveted the ama- 
teur frequencies, and they got them. When 
the commercials again coveted amateur fre- 
quencies they took at the 1927 Convention 
two-thirds of the amateurs' already meagre 
space on the air. And Warner exulted over 
it in these words, (see them in his report 
of the Convention in QST for January, 1928), 
"Those privileges in most respects are en- 
tirely adequate. We have achieved a great 
victory." 

Supporters of the present regime at head- 
quaters will respond to this article with the 
cry, "Oh, that's ancient history; why not let 
by-gones he hy-gones?" That's a fair ques- 
tion; I for one should be glad to. But the 
truth is that they are NOT hy-gones; the 
conditions of old are right here with us 
today. Lest we forget, I'll repeat that the 
fortunes of the amateurs are today in the 
same hands and manipulated in the same old 
way. 

Clair Foster, W6HM. 
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Adding R. F. to the "222" Receiver 
THE demand for a simple receiver, such 

as the original model 222 Commuinca- 
tion receiver, but with a radio fre- 

quency stage ahead of the detector, prompted 
the design and construction of the super- 
heterodyne herein described. Adding the 
usual tuned RF stage means complications 
because of the need of complete shielding 
and circuit isolation between the RF and 
regenerative detector stages. For this reason 
a semi -tuned RF stage was chosen and thus 
the receiver is no more complicated than the 
original 222 receiver. 

The form of RF stage used here is self 
tuned over a narrow hand, which is an ideal 
condition for amateur reception but would 
not be satisfactory for an all -wave broad- 
cast receiver. The input circuit uses a reso- 
nant RF choke or tuned circuit which has a 
high L over C ratio. This means real am- 
plification where it is needed and not very 
great selectivity in this stage. The antenna 
trimmer condenser will actually tune this 
stage to resonance any place within the ama- 
teur bands. One RF coil or choke is needed 
for each band, as shown in the coil table. 
The really beautiful part of this type of RE 
stage for amateur use is that no special 
amount of shielding and no three -gang con- 
denser is required. No alignment difficulties 
or circuit reaction are encountered. 

The RF chokes can he wound on old 
burned out Amperites, such as were used 
with the 201A tubes to drop their filament 
voltage from 6 down to 5 volts. There is just 
a little over 1 inch of winding space on these 
glass tubes which are about 7/16 inch in di- 
ameter. The ends of the wire can he soldered 
to the end clips and the whole unit plugged 
into the original clip mounting. This makes 
a fairly convenient method of changing these 
RF coils for each amateur hand. Another 
possibility would be the use of burned out 
cartridge type fuses, preferably those having 
glass instead of fibre cylinder walls. 

The antenna condenser, about 25 mma 
maximum capacity, should be insulated from 
the front panel. The antenna is connected to 
.the rotor. Probably a doublet antenna could 
be used by coupling 10 to 20 turns of wire 
around the tuned RF choke on a form large 
enough to slip easily over the choke coil. 
In this case the antenna condenser should 
connect to ground in order to resonate the 
input circuit. The actual resonance curve of 
a high L over C ratio tuned circuit on 20 
or 40, or even 80 meters is wide enough to 
cover the amateur hands without retuning 
for each station received. This only holds 
true where the capacity across the tuned cir- 
cuit is extremely small and where the coils 
have a certain amount of resistance to help 
broaden out the selectivity curves. 

The RF stage increases the signal to noise 
ratio, as show,n by bests on the 40 -meter 
band by means of an all -wave signal gen- 
erator. The image rejection of this set is ex- 
tremely high when considerable regenera- 
tion is used in the first detector. When using 
as much regeneration as possible the image 
rejection was 68 DB using a non -resonated 
input circuit, and nearly 80 DB with a res- 
onant input circuit. One of the most expensive 
commercially -made all -wave receivers using 
an RF stage measured only 47 DB image re- 
jection on 40 meters. 

Analysis of the above shows that very ef- 
ficient plug-in coils, plus isolantite insula- 
'ion on condensers and coil sockets and no 
dead end losses, increase the selectivity for 
purposes of image rejection. Regeneration in 
the first detector increases the selectivity 
against unwanted signals 900 KC off reso- 
nance, especially as the regeneration is in - 
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creased. In this receiver a 100 mmfd. band - 
setting condenser is at maximum capacity for 
the 40 -meter hand to aid image rejection. 
80 DB means that the undesired commercial 
station signal would have to have a field 
strength at the receiver of 10,000 times that 
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A beautifully -compact and neat appearing 
receiver is the new 222. Here are the front, 

bottom and inferior views. 

of the amateur signal in order to be as loud. 
The receiver use:: a regenerative detector, 

one stage of IF, detector and one stage of 
audio amplification for headset operation. 
If loudspeaker reception is desired an addi- 
tional audio stage :an he used, or the pres- 
ent stage can be transformer coupled to the 
power detector, with a pentode tube such 
as a 42 instead of the 76 tube now used in 
the audio stage. 

A separate BFO tube is used for CW 
work, and a separate Dow electron -coupled 
first oscillator is used to provide good sta- 
bility. The first detector is similar to the one 
used in the original 222 receiver except that 
less regeneration is needed and consequently 
less turns are required between cathode tap 
and ground. The ccnversion gain of this de- 
tector is quite high, due to the suppressor 
being coupled to the oscillator and having a 
positive potential on it of about 90 or 100 
volts. Running the suppressor at DC cath- 
ode or ground potential required a great 
deal more regeneration coupling to hear the 
same weak signal from a signal generator. 

Both AF and RF plus IF bias volume 
controls are provided because a good balance 
between these will often allow the reception 
of extremely weak signals through local 
noise conditions. A tone control is provided 
for the same purpose. 

The IF transformers are of a type used in 
broadcast receivers. They are modified some- 
what to the detriment of the symmetry of the 
coils. The spacing between coils must be in- 
creased about 1/4 or 3/8 inch in order to give' 
better IF selectivity. The spacing between 
coil centers is now slightly over an inch and 
the particular coils used in this receiver 
tuned to 432 KC. 

The layout of parts in this receiver is 
quite simple. Only one partition shield is 
used. The front panel, chassis and cabinet 
are all made of No. 12 gauge aluminum. It 
would be desirable to have a shield between 
the two sections of the hand -tuning con- 
denser in order to prevent a slight amount 
of interlock between the detector and os- 
cillator. The constructor is advised to add 
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this shield. It would further he desirable 
to have a flexible coupling between the dial 
and this tuning condenser in order to pre- 
vent dial binding and CW note "drag." The 
oscillator section of this condenser has one 
less rotor plate than the detector section in 
order to make tracking easier over the ama- 
teur bands. 

Lining up a superheterodyne receiver is 
always a problem unless a modulated test 
oscillator is available. It can be done by us- 
ing signal noise level if the front end of the 
set is working properly. The IF transformers 
can be tuned until the noise level or some 
commercial signal is loudest. A far more sat- 
isfactory method ís to use an ocsillator to 
line up the IF. Use the harmonics of the os- 
cillator to line up the front end of the set. 
The oscillator should first he capacitatively 
coupled to the grid of the IF tube, and the 
second IF transformer tuned for maximum 
signal in the telephone receivers. As these 
circuits are brought into line, less coupling 
can be used to the modulated oscillator. 
After the second IF transformer is tuned 
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properly, the oscillator should be capaci- 
tatively coupled to the grid of the detector. 
This is best done by disconnecting the detec- 
tor coil grid clip and running the grid to 
ground through any resistor of from 200 to 
10,000 ohms. The oscillator should be cou- 
pled directly to the grid through a small 
capacity, such as a twist of wire, unless there 
is an attenuator built into the oscillator. The 
resistor acts as an impedance to the IF sig- 
nal and thus the detector acts as an IF am- 
plifier, and the plate coil as well as the grid 
coil of the first IF transformer can be prop- 
erly aligned. It is desirable to have the RF 
volume control set at maximum during these 
tests. 

After the IF amplifier is properly aligned, 
harmonics of the oscillator can he used to 
align the front end of the set. This align- 
ment is done by properly adjusting the two 
band -setting condensers on the front panel 
so as to catch the high frequency end of each 
amateur band at the low capacity end of the 
2 -gang tuning condenser. When the coil in- 
ductances are just right, the detector hand - 
setter will not have to be adjusted as the 
main dial is tuned across the amaeur bands 
(with the exception of the 160 -meter band). 
These coil inductances can he varied by slid- 
ing turns along the coil forms before ce- 
menting them into place with Duco cement. 

Each signal will have two points on the 
oscillator hand -setter, and in every case the 
high frequency one should be chosen. First 
detector regeneration should always be used 
below the oscillating point. If this tube or 
the RF tube oscillates, spurious signals will 
usually he heard which are heterodyned into 
the IF amplifier. 

Adjustment of the BFO knob is simple. 
The knob is set for about t000 -cycle heat 
note on a carrier signal which has been 
tuned in with the switch on phone position. 
The amount of BFO coupling to the second 
detector can be easily adjusted by adding or 
subtracting a capacitative coupling turn 
around the grid lead to the second detector. 
One turn wrapped around this lead, from the 
oscillator plate, seems to he sufficient for 
most signals. In this set the BFO frequency 
is adjusted by means of a kob on the coil 
shield inside of the receiver. 

CALLS HEARD 
Calls Heard at W2ESK 
180 West 135th St., New York, N. 1. Room 302 

Jan. 3 to Feb. 8, 1935 
(Ann on 7 MC) 

VK2ED, VK2RX, VI<21F, VK2DA, 
VK2LA, VK2YO, VK20J, VK2IJI', 
VK3OV, VK3U1t, VK3PV, VKGNP, 
VK4AP, VK4CK, VK41?M, VKSLB, 
VK5LX, VK5CX, 1'1C5BK, VKSCW, 
VK6MA, V1C7JB, VK7CU, EA1F.A, 

VK2F.f., 
V K3 KG. 
V K3D7., 
V K5LP, 
V 1C6LY. 
F.A3EO. 

'EA4.1V, EA4A0, EA4VB. EA5L13, E17A0, 
EA7BC, EA7BE, EA8AE, F3CM, FRAG, FREX, 
FREO. FRPZ, FBPQ. FXFM4AA, C1'1A7., 
CT1CB, CT1I0, CI'1ZZ, CT2ZC, CT2AZ, CT3TM, 
LU2JE, LU2EG, CU2XF, LU3BB, LI'4DC, 
LU5BL, I.U6JB, LU7UZ, LU9BV, K4RJ, K4AF, 
K4BRN, K5AA, 1C5AM, KSAG, K5AI. K5AC, 
K6EWQ, K5CFQ, K7DC. KAtCS, KN'X. FISH. 
ZT1R. 7.S17., ZS6AM. UlUSK, ACRASR, XlI2ES. 
XU3ST, ON4IJ, ON4.I13, CE5AA, D4B1117, D4BBR, 
G2BM, G2DO, G6VP. G5ZX, 'L1lLI. Z12JM, 
'1.12NT, 7.I3GIS'. Z13AN, X1AY, X1DC, X1DV, 
X2BX, X2BC, X2N, XSAY. 

Overload Protective Device 
By W6GEA 

As a safeguard against tube overloads and to 
prevent damage to other equipment in radio trans- 
mitters, the device shown in the illustration has 
been used successfully at station W6GEA. The 
system is indeed a simple one, has no intricate 
mechanical holding devices nor springs. 

A Cutler -Hammer No. 600 relay is used for the 
normal open circuit, (A), another for the normal 
closed circuit, (B). E, El are the special holding - 
coil contacts. 

The winding (L1) Is in series with the TOTAL 
negative plate current. It consists of 1500 turns 
of No. 30 B.S.G. Enameled wire, and is tapped 
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Circuit diagram of the 222 Receiver with RF stage. Data for LI, L2, 13 and L4 given in table below. 
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Coil Winding Table for Frank C. Jones' 222 Communications Receiver 

With R.F. Stage 

LI 
(R.F. Grid Coil) 

L2 
(Plate Winding) 

L3 
(Detector Coil) 

4% Turns No.22 DSC Wire, 
space wound to cover a wind- 
ing space 1 inch long on a 

1%2 inch dia. coil form. 

Tapred at 1/3 twit. 

L4 
(Oscillator Coil) 

4 Turns No. 22 DSC wire, 
space wound to cover a wind - 
ing space 1 inch long en a 

1%2 inch dia. coil form. 

Tapped at 1% turns. 

8a%t Turns No. 22 DSC wire, 
space wound over a winding 
space 1 inch long on a 11/2 
inch dia. coil form. Tapped 

at 21/4 turns. 

For 
10 

Meters 

20 Turns No.18 DCC 
Wire. Winding space 
1 inch long on a t7, 
inch dia. tube. 

3 Turns No. 36 DSC 
Wire, interwound with 
L3. 

For 
20 

Meters 

35 Turns No.22 DSC 
Wire. Winding space 
1 inch long on a ire 

inch dia. tube. 

7 Turns No. 36 DSC 
Wire, interwound with 
13. 

7 Turns No. 36 DSC 

Wire, interwound with 
1_3. 

10 Turns No. 22 DSC Wire, 
space wound to cover a wind- 
ing space 1 inch long on a 

1%2 inch dia. coil form. 

Toured at %2 turn. .. . 

10 turns No. 22 DSC Wire, 
space wound to corer a wind 
ing ;pace of 2 inches long on 

a 1s/, inch dia. coil form. 
Tapped at %2 turn. 

30 Tuns No. 22 DSC Wirt 
over a winding space of 1% 
inches long on a 11/2 inch 
dia. coil form. Tapped at y 
turn. 

60 Turns No. 28 DSC Wire 
over a winding space of It/Z 
inches long on a 11/2 inch 
dia. coil form. Tapped at 

1% turns. 

For 
40 

Meters 

60 Turns No. 26 
Enameled Wire. Wind- 
ing space 1 inch long 
on a s7a inch dia. 
tatr. 

Sy, Turns No. 22 DSC Wire, 
space wound to cover a wind - 

ing space 1 inch long on a 

11/2 inch dia. coil form. 
Tapped at 2% turns. 

For 
80 

Meters 

160 Turns No. 36 
DSC Wire. Scramble 
wound on a 1n4 inch 
dia. tube, 1 in. long 

16 Turns No. 36 DSC 

Wire, interwound with 
13. 

30 Turns No. 36 DSC 
Wire, interwound with 
L3. 

26y Turns No. 22 DSC 
wire over a winding space of 
1% inches long on a 1% 
inch dia. coil form. Tapped 
at 4% turns. 

For 
160 

Meters 

.300 Turns No. 36 
DSC Wire. Scramble 
wound on a ,, inch 
dia. tube, 1 in. long. 

53 Turns, No. 28 DSC wire 
over a winding space of 11/2 
inches long on a 111/, inch 
dia. coil form. Tapped at 7 
turns. 
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THE ORIGINAL. FRANK C..tONFS' 222 COMMUNICATIONS I{ECEl%ER 

This is the circuit of the original 222 Receiver WITHOUT RF stage. The circuit as published in 

January "RADIO" was not correct :n that there was no plate voltage connection to the oscillator tube. 
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PLATE sup 
A 

IID AC 

no PRIMARIES OF ALL 
PLATE TRANS 

B 

at 500, 750, and 1000 turns. Finer adjustment is 
made with the variable resistance (R1) which 
shunts the coil (LI). The winding (L2) is for 

normal 110 volt AC operation, causing the break 
in the prirnnry of all plate transformers, and is 
also the holding coil. 

For example, let us assume that the final stage 
starts drawing excess current, which may be due 
to many reasons. The additional current in (LI) 
would attract the armature (C), completing the 
circuit through (L2) which breaks the primary of. 
all power transformers, formerly completed through 
contacts (G, GI) ; if it were not for the holding 
contacts (E, El) the process would perpetually 
run on and off. 

After the plate power is off, the holding relay 
will rim until the normal closed switch (Sw) Is 
opened for a moment. (H) Is a contact spring to 
prevent "humping" of the armature (D). 

This relay will quickly pay for itself, and should 
be considered an integral part of every transmitter. 
The circuit is self-explanatory, 
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Disturbances in Radio Transmission 

ALL 
radio waves which traverse long 

distances over the earth's surface 
make use of the upper atmosphere. 

Indeed were it not for the electrical proper- 
ties of these high regions, by reason of 
which the waves are bent hack toward the 
earth, radio transmission over distances 
greater than a thousand miles or so would 
be impossible. Short waves, at least, would 
simply pass out into space instead of follow- 
ing the curvature of the earth. 

These electrical properties are due to the 
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TIME IN YEARS 
FIG. I-Magnetic and sun spot data show an eleven -year period of variation. These data were com- 

piled by the Department of Terrestrial Magnetism of the Carnegie Institution of Washington. 

By A. M. SKELLETT 
Radio Research, Bell Telephone Laboratories 

ionization of the ionosphere being responsi- 
ble for the major effects. The latter devia- 
tions appear to be of two kinds, a general 
increase in the amount of ionization and an 
increase in the tu_bulence. In the daytime 
the resultant effects on radio transmission 
vary greatly with the wave length: long dis- 
tance transmission by long waves (5,000 me- 
ters or more) is better, but transmission by 
short waves (10 to 100 meters) may be se- 
verely disturbed or completely wiped out. 
During the night hours, the effect on the 

short waves is of the same kind as in the 
daytime, whereas the long waves experience 
a relatively mild depression in the strength 
of the received signals. 

Apparently the general increase in ioni- 
zation during disturbed periods enhances the 
"reflecting power" of the ionosphere for long 
waves during the day, while an opposite ef- 
fect is produced on short waves. It appears 
that the layer of ionization which is intensi- 
fied by the disturbance acts both as a reflec- 
tor for the long waves and as absorber for 

the short, so that the increase in ioniza- 
tion affects the two ranges of frequency 
oppositely. These facts imply that the 
short waves are reflected at a higher level 
than the long, and such is known to be 
the case. 

The study of magnetite storms has fur- 
nished strong evidence that the funda- 
mental cause of these various phenomena 
is to be found in the sun. This is indi- 
cated by the appearance, in the magnetic 
records, of the two major solar periods; 
the eleven -year period of sun spots and 
most other forms of solar activity (Fig. 
I), and the approximate twenty -seven- 

day period of the sun's rotation. There are 
now also enough radio data to show this 
twenty -seven-day period. In Fig. 4 the 
size of a dot on the radio chart corre- 
sponds, roughly, to the relative intensity 

ionization of the gases; that is, the break 
ing up of the atoms and molecules into 
electrons and ions by ionizing agents. It 
is believed that the most important of 
these agencies is the ultra -violet light 
from the sun. Others which are believed 
to contribute to the ionization are the 
ultra -violet light from the stars, cosmic 
rays, meteors, and electrons, ions or neu- 
tral particles from the sun. None of these, 
except possibly cosmic rays, acts in a 

steady continuous manner, and in conse- 
quence the electrical state of the iono- 
sphere varies continually. Some of these 
variations are fairly regular and give rise 
to disturbances in long distance radio 
transmission. 

One type of such disturbance occurs 
at the time of a "magnetic storm," and 
is very detrimental to short waves travel- 
ing over high -latitude paths. In fact, radio 
pulse experiments have shown that the 
ionosphere in polar regions completely 
absorbs short waves at such times. Co- 
incident with the magnetic and radio ef- 
fects other phenomena are observed, the 
most prominent of which are the abnor- 
mal electric currents in the earth's crust 
and the appearance of the aurora in un- 
usually low latitudes. Since the magnetic 
aspect of these disturbances has received 
by far the greatest amount of study, the 
term magnetic storm is used in the dis- 
cussion of any of these phenomena. 

Theoretical considerations indicate that 
the variations of the earth's magnetic field 
have only a minor effect on radio trans- 
mission in general, the changes in the 

The atmosphere may be divided into four 
Darts: (1) the troposphere. extending to a 
height of about 7 miles: (2) the stratosphere 
or "isothermal region" from 7 miles to about 
25 miles; (2) the ozonosphere from about 25 
to about 45 miles and (4) the ionosphere.above 
about 45 miles. The ionosphere is the region 
"hich is important in radio transmission. 

rie 

FIG., 2-This photoheliogram, taken by Ellerman at Mount Wilson Observatory, shows several sun spots. 
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FIG. 3-This spectroheliogram (in the H. line) 
the same 

from day to day of the disturbances of the 
short-wave telephone circuits between New 
York and London. The tendency for these 
to recur time after time at intervals of ap- 
proximately twenty-seven days is apparent. 
There are also enough data on the long 
waves to show an :!even -year period of 
variation over more than one solar cycle. 

At the time of each of the nineteen 
great magnetic storms that occurred from 
1875 to 1903, E. W. Maunder, an English 
astronomer, found that there was a large 
sun spot on the visible side of the sun. 
For storms of lesser magnitude the rela- 
tion did not always hold. Magnetic dis- 
turbances sometimes occur when no spots 
are visible on the sun, and large spots 
are at times observed when no disturb- 
ances occur. Evidently the cause of the 
terrestrial disturbances must be sought 
further. 

An instrument which makes such a 

study possible is the spectrohelioscope, 
which discloses phenomena entirely in- 
visible in the ordinary telescope. As its 
name imples, it enables one to observe 
the sun in the light of any particular 
wavelength in the solar spectrum. If the 
instrument is set for one of the absorp- 
tion lines of hydrogen, the distribution 
of this element over the solar surface may 
be seen. In this light the appearance of 
the sun is strikingly different from that 
given by white light (Fig. 2). The gran- 
ular structure is much coarser, and clouds 
of hydrogen are usually seen over the 
surface, while around the edge such 
clouds may often be observed as promi- 
nences or ruddily hued flames projecting 
out from the sun. 

The prominences are sometimes seen to 

1 

showing flocculi was taken at Mount Wilson at about 
time as Fig. 2. 

blow off into space with great velocities 
(Fig. 5), and such observations strongly 
suggest a mechanism by which a disturbance 
may be transmitted from the sun to the earth. 
A number of bright eruptions have been ob- 

MAGNETIC CHARACTER 

served to occur on the solar surface, usu- 
ally near large spots, which were fol- 
lowed by magnetic storms on the earth 
after an average interval of about twen- 
ty-six hours. Theoretical consideratitsns 
indicate that the speed of a particle eject- 
ed from the sun by radiation pressure 
would be a thousand miles per second, at 
which velocity the particle would take 
twenty-six hours to traverse the 93,000,- 
000 miles from the sun to the earth. The 
conditions are not as simple as this would 
imply, however, and recent studies of the 
notions of prominences cast some doubt 
on the generally accepted importance of 
the role which is played by radiation 
pressure in ejecting them. 

Regarding the means by which the dis- 
turbance is transmitted between the sun 
and the earth, it appears likely that the 
actual carriers are electrons or ions or a 
combination of both. The fact that the 
disturbance on the sun can be seen be- 
fore electrical effects are experienced on 
the earth, implies a carrier other than 
light. Moreover, the form and position 
of the aurora produced at s..rh times 
have been reproduced in the laboratory 
by bombarding a magnetized iron sphere 
with electrons. 

One may picture the origin of a mag- 
netic storm in this way. First a solar 
eruption emits a stream of electrons and 
possibly ions into space; then some time 
later these charged corpuscles arrive at 
the earth and are so guided by its mag- 
netic held that most of them enter the 
atmosphere around the polar regions. As 
they strike the outer atmosphere they 
ionize and disturb it, and as a direct re- 
sult radio transmission through these re- 
gions is poor and a brilliant aurora ap- 
pears. It has been suggested that electric 
currents would be set up in these high 
regions which would give rise to the mag- 
netic and electrical effects observed at 
the earth's surface. 

The durations of these great solar erup- 
tions are very brief, astronomically speaking, 
usually a matter of hours or less, and since 
the sun can be observed only intermittently, 
the record of their appearance is necessarily 
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very incomplete. It is probably significant 
that almost all of those observed have been 
followed by intense magnetic storms. At 
times long distance transmission is disturbed 
when there is no magnetic storm. The ques- 
tion naturally arises: are there 
other means by which the nor- 
mal behavior of the ionosphere 
may be altered. Is it possible, 
for example, that the haphazard 
bombardment of the upper at- 
mosphere by meteors is one 
such cause of disturbance? 

The average shooting star has 
a velocity many times that of 
the fastest rifle bullet. When it 
strikes an atmospheric molecule, 
the energy of impact is great 
enough to break up the mole- 
cule into ions and electrons. 
Often a bright meteor will leave 
a glowing train which floats in 
the upper atmosphere for some 
time after the meteor has disap- 
peared and which may be a 
mile or more in diameter. It 
seems likely that such night-time 
trains are one of the phenom- 
ena accompanying ionization. 
They seem to occur exclusively 
in the lower layer of the iono- 
sphere. 

More direct proof of meteoric 
ionization was obtained at the 
Laboratories at Deal during the 
Leonid meteor shower of 1932. 
Measurements of ionization by 
the radio pulse method indi- 
cated increases in ionization di- 
rectly overhead coincident with 
the passage of bright meteors 
through this region. For the 
brightest observed, the ioniza- 
tion increased by an amount in 
excess of that which is found at 
noon in summer. These observa- 
tions, as well as others made by 
J. P. Schafer and W. M. Good- 
all during other meteor showers, 
furnish direct evidence of the 
ionizing effects of visible mete- 
ors in the lower layer of the 
ionosphere. 

A conservative estimate of 
the number of meteors which 
hit the atmosphere each day is 
one billion, averaging about five 
per square mile of the earth's 
surface. If each meteor spreads 
ionization around its path to a 
distance of a fraction of a mile, 
a radio beam which travels a 
long distance through the iono- 
sphere will be subjected at nor- 
mal times to a continuous bom- 
bardment. This brings up a 
question which has not as yet 
been answered: does this bombardment pro- 
duce sufficient turbulence to cause fading? 

It is in the general region of the lower 
layer, fifty to seventy-five miles above the 
earth, and in that neighboring to it, that 
most of the shooting stars observed by the 
naked eye are seen. The telescope, however. 
reveals many more whose paths apparently 

"';" a 

lie in or near the region of the upper layer 
(175 to 190 miles high). These are much 
more difficult to observe since they are much 
fainter and traverse the field of the telescope 
in a very small fraction of a second. It is 

. 

ap 

FIG. 5 -These spectroheliograms show three successive stages 
of a prominence blowing off the sun. The time interval be- 
tween I and 2 is about forty-four minutes, and between 2 and 
3 about fifteen minutes. The pictures were taken by Pettit 

at the Yerkes Observatory. 

not unlikely, therefore, that the upper layer 
may experience meteor showers which are 
never seen. Whether or not they are the 
cause of unexplained interruptions of long 
distance transmission cannot be determined 
from present data, hut that they constitute 
a possible source of such disturbances as 
these is evident. 

* Spzcial. Gfnuw.cuuº snsazt 
A new Beat -Frequency Oscillator and An Improved Crystal Filter Circuit for 
Superheterodyne receivers will be described in detail in April "RADIO" by 
Frank C. Jones. These new developments can be incorporated in any 
receiver and will be of material aid in better reception. April "RADIO" 
will be of an unusual!y-high technical standard. Why rot send $1.00 now for 
a 4 -month subscription? 

CALLS HEARD 
Calls Heard at W3OP, Allentown, Pa. 

Jan. 15, to Feb. 15, 1935, on 7 MC 
CN8SEG, CT1AG, CT1BQ, CT1ED, CT1ET, 

CT1OI, CTIKN, CT1KR, CT1JW, D4BJL, D4BKU, 
D4BUK, D4BWM, EAlAM, EA4AP, EA4BF, 
EA4B, EA5BG, EA5BS, EA5BM, EA5BA, EA6AM, 
EA7BD, EA8AG, FSGV, F8JI, FSJJ, FSTQ, FSEO, 
F8GS, F8RI, F8IM, F8TM, FM3FB, FM8CR, 
FM8JO, FMSPW, G2FM, G2MV, G5CW, G6FN, 
G5YV, G6NJ. G6CT, G6VP, G6OX, G6RH, G6NF, 
G6KU, G6WY, HB9J, MC1FS, HC2IIP, HPIA, 
LU2EG, LU2EN, LU2RC, LU6BL, OKIPK, 
OK2LK, PArhIR, PAmXF, ON4AU, ON4MT, 
ON4ZA, ON4ZQ, PK1BO, PKIBO, PY1AW, 
TI2TF, VQ4CRH, VQ4CRL, VK2HF, VK2QP, 
VK2Y0, VK3XW, VK3XQ, VKSFB, VK7HL, 
VP4JL, VP4AA. ZLIDI, ZU1D, HJD2. 

Calls Heard at W I FET 
14 MC -Oct. 31 to Dec. 31, 1934 

CM6AW, CX1CX, F3SMI, FC4CJJ, FMSBG, 
HAFSD, HC1JW, HI7G (tone), HPIA, J2GX, 
K4BTL, K4KD, K5AA, K5AC, K6HLP, LA3R, 
LA4U, LU5FV, LU6AP, LYIJ, NYIAB, OE3FL, 
ON4CSL, ON4CJJ, PY1AW, SP1DE, SPICO, 
SU1EC, SU1SG, TI2TAO, TI3WD, VK3MR, 
VP2AT, VP4AA, VP4JR, VP5AB, VP6AC, VP5JB, 
VP5PZ, VQ4CRL, VQ4CRP, VQ8A, X1AG, X1AM, 
XIAY, X1BB, X1D, X1DC, XIY, ZF.1JF, ZEIJJ, 
ZS1D, 7.S1H, 7.SIP, ZS2A, ZS2J, ZS4U, ZS6M, 
ZS6V, ZT1H. ZT1R, ZT1Z, ZT2F, ZT6A, ZT6J, 
ZT6N, ZU6P. 

7 MC -Oct. 31 to Dec. 31 
CM2AD, CM2AF, CM2DO, CM2FA, CM2FC, 

CM2IP, C1112NA, CM2MG, CM7CX, CM7JP, 
CMSPQ, CNBMR, CN8ALC, CTIAA, CT1BG, 
CTICB. CT1CC, CT1ED, CT1FI, CT1JW, CT1KR, 
CT1L7., CT1ZZ, CT2BK, D4BBT, D4BFH, D4BGK, 
D4BHH, D4BKU, D4BLU, D4BNN, D4LBV, 
EAIAE, ET1AN, EAIAR, EAIBA, EA2AD, 
EA3AN, EA3EG, EA4AO, EA5BS, F.A7AH, 
EA7BC, F.A7BE, EA8AF, F,ASAH, F.ISB, F3CX, 
F3DM, F3EY, F8E0, F8JJ, F8PLM, F8WO, 
F8ZE, F87,F, FM3JZ, FM4AB, G2AO, C2DU, 
G2IC, G2NM, G2TR, G2VV, G5BJ, G5CV, G5FN, 
G5HC, GSLI, C5PJ, G5WP, G5US, GSYV, G6GM, 
G6IY.G6KP, G6NJ. G6RS, G6TM, G6UF, G6US, 
G6RV. G6VK, G6WY, G6X6, G6YL, CISMZ, 
GI6TK, HB9Adj, K5AA, K5AF, K5AG, K5AM, 
LU1AB, LU7AZ, NY1AA, NYIAB, NY2AB, 
0E7JH. OKICB, OK1FF, OK1JC, OK1LN, OK2MS, 
ON4AP, ON4AU, ON4CJJ, ON4DS, ON4FE, 
ON4GRX, ON4GU, ON4GW, ON4PA, ON4VC. 
PAmASD, PAd,DC, PAQ,HG, PAchLR, PAmMR, 
PArbQL, PAchYG, PAm7.M, PAct.ZP, PYIAW, 
SP1AR, SP1DB, SP1HN, SPIKX, TI2RU. U3EN, 
VK2OA, VK2FD, VIC'LKJ, VX2KM, VK2OJ, 
VK2SK, VK2XJ, VK2YO, VK3MR, VK3YU, 
VK3XQ, VK37.F, VK4KY, VK4RY, VKSHG, 
1VK5MH. VKSWG, VK5XU, VO8Y, VP5PA, 
XIAX, X1D. X1DA, X2C, X2N, XZN2C, YR5AA, 
ZL2BZ, ZL4CK, ZS6AM, ZU6B. 

Calls Heard at W9SOW 
Jan. 1, 1935, to Feb. 12, 1935 

Chas. B. Kindred, (F.X9FDJ) Atlanta, III, 
14,000 KC 

AX7RH, CM2IP, CM5JD, CM6AA, CMSPQ, 
CXIFB, CX2AM, F3MTA, F3SMI, FSWK, 
11J3AJH, HPIA, K5AA, K5AC. MAN, K5AT, 
K5AY, K7DVF, LU4DQ, LU5AQ, LU5EW, 
LU5FV, LU7EF, NYIAA, NYIAB. OA4AA, OA4J, 
ON4AU, ON4C.TJ. ON4CSL, PYIAW. PY9AD, 
VO4Y. VO4Z, VP2AT. VP4AA, VP4FH, VP4JR, 
VP5AB, VP5AC, VP5P7., VQ4CRP, X1AM, XIAX, 
X2H, ZD2C, ZE1JB, ZE1JJ, ZE1JN, ZS6AL, 
ZS6V. 

7,000 KC 
CE3EL, CF,5AA, CM2AS, CM2DO, CM2OP, 

CM2ZN, CM6CR, CM6DW, CXIBU, EA3EG, 
EA4AO, EA7BE, EA8AH, J2CL. K5AA, K5AC, 
K5AF, K5AG. K5AM. K5AY. K6EWQ, K6GQF, 
K6HLP, K6JPT, K6KVX, K6MV, LU1AB, LU1JH, 
LU7AZ. NY2AB, OM1TB, OM2AA, OM2RX, 
PYIAW, VP4JL, VIC2DA, VK2FK, VK20J, 
VK2YL, VIC31X. VK3BG. VK3FG, VK3ZB, 
VK5GL. VK6SA. VK7XL, X1CM, XIDC, XIFQ, 
X2A, X213,1, X2V, ZLIAO, ZL1AR. ZL2CI, 
ZL2CY, ZL2FN, 7.L2JA, 7.L2LT, ZL2NC, ZL3AN, 
ZL3CM, ZL3FG. ZS1Z, ZS2A, ZT1H. 

Calls Heard By W8DVS, 
Ambridge, Penn. 

Between November 15 and December 6 
Worked Heard 

8C CN8MP 
HB9N 416TK 
HJ3AJH HAFBD 
J2HG J2GX 
ON4CUU K7ZZK 
ON4LX KX3 
SPICO LA4U 
VQ3BAL OHSNB 
ZE1JF SP1LM 
ZSIC U1BL 
ZS2A VQ8A 
ZS6AA 7.E1JJ 
ZT6A ZSIH 
ZT6N ZS4U 
ZU I X ZS6M 
ZU6M ZT1Z 
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IRF Rehabilitation Plan 
The first of these plans was announced last 

month. Briefly, it consists of educating our law 
makers as to what amateur radio is and the true 
function of the amateur; this to be accomplished 
by actual d monstration of representative ),rood 
amateur st tions and operators which IRF is 
equipped to provide. Amateur phone will be used 
to a great c. -tent in this program. 

Movements as great as this one cannot lie dupli- 
cated in a proverbial day. It takes time and 
often too -rap d progress is detriment -I. With this 
in mind, the coming year of 11W will undoubtedly 
see a strengthening of the lines and a perfecting 
of the gre t plan it has conceived. It does not 
seem unr'a, rabic to be most optimistic as to the 
future of 11W and its promulgation of the New 
Deal in art t ur radio. Whether amateur radio is 
bettered and greatly improved directly, by the IRF 
plan, or causes others to accomplish the same 
purpose, makes little difference. As long as ama- 
teur radio 1s restored to its place in the sun, 
those w:,a conceived the plan will feel that their 
work was not in vain. 

IRF Contest 
A cont 'or the largest number of IRF QSO's 

will he in -'re^t during the third week of April. 
startine 1-, '1 14th. Sunday, 10:00 a.m. PST, and 
finiahin 'I 2:st. Sunday, 10:00 p.m. PST. All 
IRF men urged to participate in the contest. 
in ord r -how the radio world that IRF is a 
strong E r rnity and world .vide. At the con- 
clusion o ^ contest, contestants will send in 
their 11 t (SO's to IRF headquarters. this list 
to be cot, ' out of the log. showing time. call, 
report. t Messages are unnecessary. A sub- 
alanti^I ; r will be awarded the winner as soon 
as the. li ' ere judged. IRF men will be sent 
further rot ' of the contest. 

- 
The M'I:o : nd Key Club, Elyria, Ohio 

The Fora Annual Ilamfest sponsored by the 
Mike an '"-v Club is to he held Sunday. Feb- 
ruary 2rt!' t the Masonic Auditorium in Lorain, 
Ohio. 

Reservat "a are being made by radio amateurs 
from I' "ono of Northern Ohio, and present 
indications that the attendance will reach two 
hundred. "-eluding the speakers and entertainers. 

Second Annual "Ham Fest" 
The 1-'^ e'' Annual Ham Dance and Fntertain- 

ment specs - d by the Mid -West M^rt will be held 
in the Co' -ream Hotel. Saturday evening. March 
30th, rod -a" indications ]stint to a record crowd. 

Most -r o' Ceremonies will be .lobo O'Ilara, well 
known ar'^'-rr and station announcer. 

Dav'd ". nay has arranged a most complete 
program in l -ding a very entertaining stage show. 

Pri.ea -minting to over f5.000 will be given 
to the hoMr-q of the lucky tickets. 

\ sprint prize will be awarded to the "Ham" 
cominr fr^rt the most distant point. 

Her- is ' opportunity to meet all the QSLs 
you have made. but have never met personally. 

Friars h e been donated by the following: 
Aerevox. ',returns. Bliley, Allen D. Cardwell. 

Contra's". Cornell Dubilier, Raytheon. Electrad. 
Carter Moto, Co., Hygrade Sylvania. Lenz i':lec- 
tric. Lynch Mfg. Co., Magnavox, McMurdo Silver, 
Ohmite. P lie. Crowe Name Plate. Sangamo. 
Thordcrron Burgess Battery, Continental Carbon, 
Universal Mi ophone. General Mfg. Co.. Yaxley 
Mfg. Co. and many others. 

Your Ion --I club can get full particulars by 
writing to the Mid -West Radio Mart of 520 S. 
State I't.. Chicago. 

DX News 
Feb. 14, 1935. 

Editor. "13 "10" 
Pacific Building, 
San Franri"'o, California. 
Dear OM: 

llave a litle DX news which may be of interest 
to you. 

On Feb'u ire 12. 1935. I had the extraordinarily 
rare good In^k to work Australia. South Africa. 
and ithin a period of three hours. This 
was dor- n-, 14 MC, in the late afternoon. It is 
heliev .1 '1. t this is somewhat of a record for 
these True- speaking of the first and second 
districts. Di'tricts to the west and to the south 
of the second are, of course, not affected by quite 
the sane adverse conditions as are the first and 
second districts. 

As you know Asia is our greatest stumbling 
block. Fven to hear an Asian was something to 
talk about until a short time ago. It was only 
about a year and a half ago that any South 
Africans could be heard on 14 MC. Although 
Australia is easily worked on 7 MC. VE signals on 
14 MC are about as rare as J's. Only a few have 
been heard at this station in several years, and 
then only in the early morning. 

t 

Conditions have changed greatly in the last two 
years. Now it is no trouble rt all to work South 
Africans in the afternoon hours, on 14 MC. Lately 
J2IIG, on 14 MC, has been coming in here almost 
every evening around 5:30 p.m., EST, with fair 
strength. He is generally good for only about 
20 minutes or a half hour, but when conditions 
are exceptional he stays in for periods up to an 
hour end a half. Although we have no schedule 
I have been able to work him with fair regularity. 

At 3 óclo,L- on the afternoon of Feb. 12, I 
was quite surprised to hear VK4GK calling "CQ". 
I had just turned on my receiver. I got him oil 
the first call. Ile was quite strong, and was still 
coming in good over an hour after I worked him. 
Got him at 3:11. ZS6AL came next. at 4:43, and 
then J2:'G. at 6:07. f think it very rarely hap- 
pens th-t these widely separated countries come 
in here rt the same time on 14 MC, and it is even 
more r^r. to have the good luck to hook them. 
Ili! Best wishes. 73. 

Sincerely your, 
Arthur M. Braaten. W2BSR. 

Macon's Radio Man Is 

Lauded In Senate 
"Greater love Hall, No Man Than This . 

, The rffnrs of government were cast aside on 
Canyon Dill in Washington as solemn visaged sena- 
tors he -rd the story of a man who laid down his 
life for his friends. 

The rtory o' Ernest E. Dailey, radio operator, 
who. by his cool headed heroism, saved the lives 
of eig''ty-one officers and men when the Macon 
crashed into the sea off Point Sur, oecome, for a 
time. more import-nt than all the politics and 
Problems of the nation. 

Johnson Speaks 
The story was told when Senator Hiram Johnson 

asked Congress to insure the future of the widow of 
the heroic radioman. Senator Johnson introduced 
a hill to p^y a pension of $100 per month to Mrs. 
Dailey instead of the $20 which she would receive 
tied- r present regulations. 

"Rrdiomrn Dailey," Senator Johnson declared, 
"n.et his death heroically in the performance of 
his duty and his widow should not he left in need." 

Behind the story of Radioman Dailey is a story 
of wifely fortitude which is blazoned across the 
history of the naval service. 

Tuesday Night 
it is the night of Tuesday, February 12. At 

Sunnyvale the wives and sisters of the members 
of the r few are awaiting the return of the queen 
of the skies from maneuvers at sea with the fleet. 

t'udelcrl out of the dusk. comes a calm message 
from the Macon. It is brief, terse. but it is filled 
with tra tidy. "Falling", it said. The message 
was being calmly transmitted on the Macon's 
radio by Radioman Dailey. 

A moment later there is another message, like 
the first rain-. terse, but complete, giving the 
exact position of the giant dirigible. The women 
of the a'r base rush to headquarters, among them 
Mrs. Dailey, an expectant mother. 

Wives Talked 
She converses with the other wives. They are 

told of conversation between officials of the naval 
district here end Admiral .1. H. Reeves with the 
fleet. There is a hopeful message and they are 
buoyed up in spirit. Only two men have been lost. 

Then. laboriously, comes the message containing 
the names of the survivors. Eagerly, Mrs. Dailey 
and the other wives scan the list. Then -tragedy 
for this .wife. The name of her husband is not 
included among those saved. It was more than 
she could stand and she collapsed. 

It was not until the next day that she learned 
of the great heroism of her husband. Ile had 
stuck to his post sending the Macon's position until 
it was too late to save himself and he had leaped 
into the .eater. In the plunge he turned over 
and struck on his back, breaking it. 

Only last tall had she become the bride of 
Radioman Dailey. The future was dark for her. 
His pay had been small, for he was but an enlisted 
man. 

That is the atory which lay behind the action of 
Senator Johnson in the Senate. The future of a 
hero's wife must he insured. 

-A.P. 

Stockton Hamfest Writes New 
Chapter In Amateur Radio History 

TO the officers and members of the Stockton 
Amateur Radio Club of Stockton, California. 

goes the credit for conducting one of amateur 
radio's most lively and colorful hamfests. 

It was the first of California's "free lance" ham - 
feats, having no affiliation with any national 
amateur radio organization. Thus the political 
meeting was thrown open to all, and a red-hot 
debate was staged. No words were minced in 
telling the amateurs what must be done to safe- 
guard their interests at Cairo. A plan was suggested 
for united effort by other free -thinking amateur 

radio clubs throughout the nation so that the unor- 
ganized majority can play an important part in the 
protection of amateur privileges. The Stockton 
Club welcomes communications from other groups 
of radio amateurs who are seriously interested in 
joining the great drive to carry the plight of 
the radio amateur to the floor of Congress. 

Wild enthusiasm was displayed when Pacific 
Division's Director Culver scored interference by 
foreign powers with American amateur radio privi- 
leges. He called upon the American radio amateur 
to do his part to help make his own air a safe 
place in which to operate. 

Highlights of the Ilamfest 
Largest attendance of any similar affair staged 

in a remotely -located city. Banquet hall filled to 
overflowing.. 

Out-of-state visitors. 
Naughty burlesque show. 
Blushing YLs and YIN who got an orful earful. 
Colonel Foster's reply to the "gentleman from 

Sacramento". 
Frank C. Jones' announcement that a new BFO 

and crystal filter circuit will be shown next month. 
Expression of delight on face of brand new 

ham who won HK -354 Gammatmn. 
Embarrassing position of publisher of "RADIO" 

when his ticket was drawn as winner of capital 
prize complete National FBXA with speaker and 
accessories. 

Sigh of relief by entire audience when publisher 
requested re -drawing for the prize. 

Cruel twist of fate when same publisher draws 
another .winning ticket later in the evening. 

Sidelights 
YL in the rear left corner who wrote down the 

jokes of the naughty comedian. 
Ja"enaya absence from the meeting because be 

heard that Jean Harlowe would he in Carmel on 
same night. 

Look of disgust on Goodman's face when ham 
comedian swiped his favorite blindfold act. 

Lack of invitations to take chorus girls home. 

Calls Heard by W9FLM, W. A. Craig, 
Jan. 5 to Feb. I I, Prophetstown, Ill. 

7 MC 
CE.3EL, EA1BB. F,A3F.G, EA413M. EASAE, 

F3AL, FSZE, J2CL, J2GX, J2KA, J2KP, J2KS, 
i2LC, J2LO. .I3FK. KAtSX, K6CGK, K6GQF, 
ESN LP, K6JPT. K6KTF, K6KVX, K6LBR, 
K6LEJ, K6MV, OM2AA, OM2RX, PYI(W, 
\'K2NL, VK2NJ, VK2EL. VK2MY, VK3VL, 
VK3DM, VK3AX. VK3KX, VK6F0, ZS2A, 
/.SEAM, ZTIII, ZU6B. 

14 MC 
CT! B Y, D4BAO, D4BHH. D4BBN, FB8C, 

F8WB, F2FC, F8RJ, F8EO, G2PL, G2RQ, G2BH, 
G2BY, G2DI, G2HG, G2SX, G5BY, G5BD, G5YH, 
G5SR, G6I3S, G6HP, G6NJ. G6QP, G6QB, G6KP, 
G6NH. G6\\'U, G6RH, GI5MZ, HJ3AJH, K7DVF, 
OKIFK, ON4CMY, ON4CSL, ON4HM, ON4CJJ, 
PAOLU, P \OLR, PAOCE, PAOFP, PAOWR, 
VI'4JL, VO4CRP, VQ4CRH, VQ8A, ZE2AZ, 
ZS6AL, ZS6M, ZU6E. 

Calls Heard by W9PAO 
Dec. 12 to Feb. 15 

7 MC 
B4UI'. H.iDA, CM2FA, CM2OP, CM2DO, 

CM8AA, CM2AS, CM2PW, VK2EO, VK20J, 
VK2I1'!,. VK2U0, VK2DA, VK2VQ, VK2XV, 
VK2.1'!,. VK2F.L, VK2KN, VK2TA, VK2LA, 
V1:2KO, VK2WU, VK3I3Q, VK3DP, VK3OL, 
VK3ZQ, VK3NQ, VK3GU, VK3BS, VK3XF, 
VK:3MR, VK3ltK, VK4RN, VK4AP, KV5ML, 
VKSCL, VK6MI, VK6MN, VK6FO, VK7JB, 
VK7XL, X1CZ. X1D, X20, X2T, X2F, X2L, 
7,2BG. K6LEJ, K6KVX, K6GQF, K6EWQ, K6KPJ, 
K6KFB (W6) K6AA, K5AF, K5AM. K5AT, K5AY, 
NYIAB, KA1HR, OMITB, LU7AZ, LU1ZA, 
I,IISBL, LU6DJK, LUIDA, ZL4CK, 7.L2DW, 
'LI.3ES, 'LL1DI, ZL2FR, ZL2NC, ZL3AN, ZL2LG, 
ZL4A3, ZL3FM. 7.L3CU, K77.'LK, EA4AO. EA1BB, 
TI212C (FONE), PYIAW, CE5AA, CE3EL, ZU6P, 
ZU6II, Z52A, VP4JR, 0A40, D4CDA, -32LK, 
J2LO, IIC1FG (FONE). 

14 MC 
ON4AL, ON4AU, G5YH, G2HG, G5TZ, G2BM, 

G2SX, G2HX, G6NB, G6AS. G2OA, VP4AA, 
VP5PZ, VP5AB, FSEO, YNIBX, CM2FL, K5AA, 
K5AG, K5AF, NYIAB, NY2AR, X1AM, X1W 
(FONE) HI7G (FONE), OA4V, OA4U, ZS1H, 
S2GX, HJ3\BK, ON4CSL, VQ4CRP. 

Calls Heard by G6ZU 
R. II. Jackson, 54 Prine s St., Stockport, 

Chesire, England.) 
October to December. 1934. 

\VSADI', \1'6IIVX, W6BYU, W6BIP, W6CXW, 
\V -3 L1., W6GRX, W6HJT, \V6LFL, W6RZ, 
W7AYQ. 
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The Lafayette B-46 Modulator Unit 
A Companion Unit for the Model P-46 40 -Watt Transmitter 

The Lafayette Model P-46 30 -watt trans- 
mitter, using the 2B6 exciter circuit and in- 
expensive parallel 46s in the output stage, as 
described in the previous issue, has already 
achieved popularity among amateurs because 
of its reliable electrical design and its simple, 
compact construction. Readers will recall 
that the circuit uses a 2B6 double -triode as 
crystal oscillator and butler or doubler, 46 
amplifier and parallel 46s in the final. The 
entire outfit, including power supply, is built 
into an attractive steel table style cabinet 
measuring 19 by 12 by 8% inches. 

With the presentation of this transmitter 
came an immediate demand for a modulator 
unit for use on the 20, 75, and 160 -meter 
phone hands. Accordingly, the same cabinet 
was used and several experimental circuits 
laid out for trial. The final layout, selected 
after thorough test in the laboratory and ac- 
tual trial on the air, is shown in the accom- 
panying diagram. The unit is known as the 
Lafayette Model B-46 Modulator. 

Five tubes plus rectifier are used. The first 
is a 57 used as a high -gain pentode, resistance - 

r-- 

13 
a 

Interior and Exterior Views of the Modulator Unit 

capacity coupled to a 56. The potentiometer - 
grid leak R3, in the grid circuit of the latter, 
functions as gain or volume control. The 56 
is transformer coupled to a 46 used as a 
triode, with the No. 2 grid tied to the plate. 
The plate of the 56 is shunt -fed through the 
resistor R7. The blocking condenser C5 
keeps the DC out of the primary winding of 
the transformer Ti, at the same time per- 
mitting the audio frequency component of the 
plate current (representing the amplified mi- 
crophone current) to pass to the primary for 
further amplification. 

The two 46s in the output stage function 
as class B amplifiers, the two grids being 
connected together in each tube. The sec- 
ondary of the output transformer T3 con- 
nects merely to the two posts marked "MOD" 
in the transmitter; i.e., directly in the plate 
circuit of the final amplifier. A 0-300 MA 
milliammeter acts as a visual modulation in- 
dicator. 

The power supply consists of the trans- 
former T4, an 83 mercury-vapor rectifier, the 
chokes T5 and T6, the filter condenser C9 and 

Engineer, Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc. 
C10 and the bleeder resistor RIO. Filament 

- 

By FRANK LESTER* 

current for the tubes is provided by two low 
voltage windings on T4. The 83 rectifier, 
with its low internal voltage drop of only 15 
volts, gives the power pack the good regula- 
tion necessary for class B service, with its 
widely varying current requirements. 

The 57, the 56 and the first 46 receive their 
plate voltage through individual series drop- 
ping resistors, R5, R8 and R9 respectively. 
These also function as decoupling resistors 
and completely prevent coupling effects 
through the common power supply. The by- 
pass condensers CI, C2, C6 and C7 chase the 
AF plate current components back to cathode 
or filament. These simple precautions give 
the entire amplifier a rock -hound stability that 
is reflected in its beautifully -clean operation. 

Because crystal microphones are now rela- 
tively inexpensive and their quality and con- 
venience make them ideal for amateur pur- 
poses, this modulator unit was designed for 
them. The mike is simply hooked across the 
input posts and that's all there's to it; no 

LIST OF PARTS 
R1-5 megohms, 1/2 watt 
R2-I/4 meghom, 1/2 watt 
R3-I megohm potentiometer 
R4-2 megohms, 1/2 watt 
R5-200,000 ohms, 1/2 watt 
R6-5,000 ohms, 1/2 watt 
R7-100,000 ohms, I waft 
R8-50,000 ohms, I watt 
R9-5,000 ohms, 20 watts 
RIO -30,000 ohms, 50 watts 
RI I-1,500 ohms, 1 watt 
R 12-5,000 ohms, 1/2 watt 

messing with pre -amplifiers or anything else. 
The overall gain of this modulator unit is 

110 Dh, with a hum level of minus 50 Db. 
The frequency response, as determined by 
test with the RCA beat frequency oscillator, 
is uniform to plus or minus 11/2 Dh. from 
60 to 17,000 cycles. While this is its excess 
of amateur requirements. it assures the user 
of absolutely perfect modulation in the voice 
frequency stage. "Broadcast quality", the 
goal of every phone ham, is easily achieved 
v.'ith this outfit. 

The mechanical construction of the modu- 
lator unit is made clear in the accompanying 
photographs. The heavy audio units, trans- 
formers and chokes, are lined up along the 
hack of the chassis, with the tubes in front. 
Note that the 57 is fitted with a shield to 
cut down external noise pick-up, which can 
he serious with a high -gain amplifier. 

In the center of the front panel are the 
plate milliammeter and the gain control. On 
the left, the microphone jack; on the right, 
the line switch. 

The electrical values of all parts are given 
in the accompanying table. 

CI -1/2 mf., 500 volts 
C2-I mf., 500 volts 
C3-.1 mf., 600 volts 
C4-5 mf., 50 volts 
C5-1/2 mf., 600 volts 
C6-1 mf., 500 volts 
C7-I mf., 500 volts 
C8-5 mf., 50 volts 
C9-8 mf., 600 volts 
C 10-8 mf., 600 volts 
CI I-5 mf., 50 volts 
TI-Interstage AF trans. 
12-Class B input trans. 

46 
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T3-Class B output trans. 
14-Power transformer 
T5-I5 henry filter chokes 
16-15 henry filter chokes 

5 -Meter Auto Set 
(Continued from page II) 

soldering lugs. Once its correct length is 
determined it can be coated along one side 
with Duco cement to be sure that it will 
retain its proper inductance. 

The semi -vat iahle coupling condensers, 
marked 3-30 nunfd in the circuit, can be the 
small compression type condensers with mica 
spacers. The one on the transmitter (for 
maximum frequency stability), should he an 
air spaced plate variable condenser with 
screwdriver slot adjustment. Tile main oscil- 
lator tuning condenser can be either dial or 
screwdriver slot controlled. Since this cir- 
cuit uses a TNT circuit with resonant un - 
tuned grid coil, it will give maximum results 
over only about two MC. The 15 turn coil 
specified is for use around 58 to 60 MC. 

This set is to he used with a dynamotor 
for power supply from the car 6 -volt battery. 
A microphone filter is built into the dyna- 
motor and consists of a 100 ohm resistor and 
a 20 mid 25 volt electrolytic condenser. The 
latter provides a return path for the voice 
frequencies, while the 100 ohm resistor acts 
as an impedance to noise from the common 

battery supply. The circuit is shown for use 
in a car with ''plus'' terminal grounded to the 
car frame. If the negative terminal is 
grounded, this 20 mfd electrolytic condenser 
would have to be reversed in polarity. 5 - 
meter RF chokes would he necessary at the 
dynamotor to prevent excessive receiver noise 
also. 

A built-in five -inch magnetic loudspeaker 
is incorporated so as to eliminate the need 
of wearing a telephone headset while driv- 
ing. As can he seen from the pictures, the 
set was built into a very narrow steel can 
for the purpose of mounting it on the under 
side of the car roof. The outside dimensions 
of this can are 3 -in. by 11 -in. by 12 -in. and 
the hack cover fastens by screws to ribs in 
the car roof. Tile set can he mounted in 
hack of the windshield, where the send -receive 
switch and controls will he convenient to the 
driver's right hand. This also puts the 
loudspeaker in a good position. The mike 
is a W.E. 266 watchcase type, which can he 
gripped in the right hand and still leave one's 
forefinger and thumb free for use in switch- 
ing or tuning the set. This eliminates the 
need of a remote control tuning and volume 
control, as well as a send -receive relay. 
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DESIGN AND OPERATION OF TEST AND MEASURING EQUIPMENT FOR EVERY RADIO PURPOSE 

A Simple Vacuum -Tube Voltmeter 
A vacuum tube voltmeter has many uses 

in an amateur or service laboratory. It can 
be used to measure AC voltages of any fre- 
quency from 30 cycles up, through the audio 
range, and also the RF frequency ranges. It 
is also useful for determining the audio res- 
ponse of an amplifier, a radio receiver, the 
gain of an audio or radio frequency ampli- 
fier. It can even be used to measure per- 
centage of modulation of a phone transmitter 
or to run the frequency characteristic of the 
latter. Next month a simple full -wave linear 
rectifier will be shown which, when used 
with the peak voltmeter here described, can 
be used to measure both the "up" and 
"down" sides of a modulated carrier signal. 

The vacuum tube voltmeter here shown 
uses a peak voltage rectifier of the diode 
type and a DC amplifier to enable the use 
of a 0-1 milliammeter for reading low volt- 
ages. The diode type has several advantages 
over the plate rectifier type. It is linear, not 
square law. Thus the meter scale can he 
direct reading. The diode measures peak 
voltage if the D.C. load is at least a megohm. 
This load can be divided -up into a resistance 
divider for multirange use. That is, the 
voltmeter can he used to cover from a small 
fraction of a volt to over a hundred volts 
by means of a multiplier switch which will 
not affect the input circuit. An ordinary 
milliammeter can be used instead of the 
costly miscroammeter, such as is used in the 
less sensitive plate rectifier type. Its one 
disadvantage is that it acts as a slight load on 
the circuit across which it is connected. For 
over 90% of all needs, this slight load is of 
no importance, and thus its other advantage 
can be utilized. 

The circuit consists of two type 30 tubes 
connected as shown. One tube acts as a 
diode peak rectifier and the other as a sim- 
ple, foolproof, DC amplifier. The latter by 
itself, through an extra binding post on the 
panel, acts as a DC voltmeter over the range 
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of from a fraction of a volt up to 100 volts. 
This DC connection draws less than 0.1 ma 
load for 100 volts impressed, and in the 
one volt range the load drawn is less than 
a microampere. This makes it useful in 
measuring DC voltages where no appreciable 
load can he allowed, such as the voltage de- 
veloped by AVC in a radio receiver. 

In the particular meter here illustrated, 
the resistances, tubes and battery voltages 
are such that for practical purposes the scale 
is direct reading. The multiplier can he 
marked 1, 10, and 100 and the scale deflec- 
tion multiplied by those values for either 
DC or RMS voltage. The error is not over 
6%. For actual peak values of AC voltage 
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the scale reading must be multiplied by 1.4. 
Over a period of time this form of voltmeter 
should not be relied upon for better than 
+ 10% accuracy because of tube and battery 
age. For any individual set of measurements 
a calibration can be made, althoagh generally 
the relative ratio of voltages is the impor- 
tant thing. The voltmeter is accurate for 
this purpose. 

The resistances used as a multiplier should 
be fairly accurate, certainly not less than 5% 
error can be tolerated in their values. Any 
form of rotary single -pole switch can be 
used for switching the grid of the DC ampli- 
er tube along the points of the multiplier. 
This swich should have no dead positions 
between points, otherwise it will leave the 
grid circuit open. It should have good bake. 
lite insulation so as to avoid leakage. 

The 10.000 ohm resistor should he set so 
as to put the metal needle to zero when there 
is no impressed AC voltage. This resistor 
makes use of the 41/2 volt A battery as a 

bucking battery to balance out the steady 
current drawn by the DC amplifier from the 
90 volt B battery. This tube should operate 
as a linear amplifier in order to keep the 
calibration linear, or direct reading on the 
meter scale. 

The 5 ohm filament resistor provides about 
a quarter volt negative bias on the diode to 
present current from flowing in the multiplier 
resistors when no AC voltage is impressed 
This makes the 10.000 ohm resistor control 
setting practically constant for any step on 
the multiplier. 

Needless to say, the polarity of the bat- 
teries and the milliammeter should he exact - 
Iv as shown. If any trouble is had from in- 
ability to set the meter to exactly zero witl- 
the variable 10,000 ohm resistor. a vernier 
adjustment can be added by putting a 200 
ohm variable resistor in series with the 
10,000 ohm resistor. The battery switch 
should preferably be a DPST switch in order 
to open -up the plate circuit at the same time 
the filament and bucking battery circuit is 
opened. A 1000 ohm resistor in series with 
the 10,000 ohm variable resistor limits the 
current drawn from the bucking battery so as 
to prevent meter burn -out if this control is 

advanced too far for a short time. 

A hakelite front panel is used to simplify 
insulation problems. It measures 5x8x3/16 
inches and is mounted at right angles to a 
wooden baseboard. The latter holds the 
tubes and batteries, as shown. The alumi- 
num cover is 5x9 inches and serves to pro- 
tect the instrument from dust and breakage. 

In using this VT voltmeter it is neces- 
sary to have a DC path through the circuit 
under measurement. Most circuit measure- 
ments provide such a path, although occa- 
sionally a path must he provided by means 
of the secondary of an audio transformer for 
audio frequency measurements, or an RF 
choke for RF measurements. In such cases, 
the choke should shunt the AC input binding 
posts. The DC path resistance of the cir- 
cuit under measurement can be as high as 
50,000 ohms without affecting the calibration 
of the VT voltmeter. 

This meter is useful in lining -up a radio 
receiver. It can be connected across the last 
IF coil or across the audio amplifier, and a 
modulated oscillator used as a signal gen- 
erator. It is possible to check either stage of 
a receiver in order to locate trouble. The 
uses of such an instrument in connection 
with audio amplifiers has been covered 
thoroughly in most all radio books and it 
can easily he the most useful piece of equip- 
ment in an experimenter's possession. 
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MME.U'R 
ALL STANDARD LINES 

HEADQUARTER) 
WE SERVE YOU BESTr 

SEND FOR THIS CATALOG! 
IT LISTS EVERYTHING FOR SHORTWAVE 

TRANSMITTING AND RECEIVING 
Aerials 
Chokes 
Coils and Forms 
Condensers 
Crystals and 

Holders 
Dials and Knobs 
Insulators 
Jacks, Plugs 
Keys Meters 
Monitors 

Oscilloscopes 
Power Packs 
Preselectors 
Relays 
Receivers 

0 Resistors 
Sockets 
Transformers 
Transceivers 
Tubes Tubing 
Wave Meter 

NOW IN STOCK 
THE NEW RCA-ACR 136 

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER 
Write for Literature 

SEND FORTHEALLIED CATALOG 

A1:1 í é 1:Rád í,ó >. 

ALLIED RADIO CORPORATION 
B33 W. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Dept. J. 

Q Send me your FREE 1935 Catalog. 
i] Send me the RCA-ACR 136 Bulletin. 

Name 

Address 

City 

7 -POINT MI 6E 
FELL 20 FEET 

STILL GOOD AS EVER 
ile--I 

I 

. . . AND STILL NO FEEDBACK! 
1 .I Johnston P. A. Service, Oneonta, N.Y., 

I 
writes us: "We are certainly well 
pleased with your velocity mike (the - 

II 7 -point Mike). We believe that no THIS 
other mike can take the punishment 
it has and still work. One time it fell ' 

n 

20 feet to the ground. And dozens of 
times it has seen rain. We use it in 
our mobile outfit, and it's just as good 
as ever. Also a wonderful help in eli - - 

minating acoustical feedback." Guar- 
- 

anteed. Order from your wholesaler, oi 
write for illustrated Bulletin It2. 

IbwPL RITZ (e.yonrbn 
jbl teO..owAY NtW CONY 

NOT 
This 

lb PERITE 
VELOCITY M ICROPHON 

n 

PI áINYúW 
BY 

EEKS 

aining! 
Prepare for jobs In Service Work, Broad- 

casting Talking Pictures, Television. Wireless. 
etc.. by 10 weeks practical shop work to Coyne 

Shops. Free Employment Service. Many earn while 
learning. Write for BIG FREE RADIO and TELEVISION 

BOOR, and detailsof my"Pay-After-Graduation" Plan. 
H. C. LEWIS, President, Cfsve.e RADIO SCHOOL 
500 S. Paulina St.. Dent. 35.3M. Chicago. Illinois 

$ 1 brings you the next four issues 
of "RADIO"-Subscribe NOW. 

Osockme, Japan. 
January 23, 1935. 

Editor of Free Prize 
Department of "RADIO", 
Dear Ed:- 

This are hamfest seasons of year, and Scratchi 
find numerous and many invitations in male box 
for requests of presence at attendance at such. 
Cost for tickets very from two $ and reverse. 
Such hamfest each try to undo and outdo one and 
each other until time soon come when radio manu- 
facturers will be asked to donate entire year pro- 
duction of parts to give away in form of free 
prizes. One manufacturer have writ me private 
personal letters some weeks hence in which he ask 
for my humbling opinion as to solution of prob- 
lem. I make answer to him far better to go into 
nutomebile manufacturing business because panda 
.who go to automobile meetings are not given free 
cars as prizes every time crowd get together for 
hamfest and drinks. 

It are beyond reason of Scratchi brain scope to 
see into d-nse scheme where radio manufacturers 
are r.quired to give next year's dividends in form 

f radio parts to each of several hundred ham- 
(`sts whirls are held about in all cities so often 
that special calenders are soon make publish to 
show svitle red circles each day of month on which 
some hamfest are not held somewhere someplace, 
:it some time or in future. 

Sr r tchi have make round about tour of radio 
shops to soli it prizes from store owners. I scene 
make chrirrean goat for big hamfest here in Osock- 
me. First deals I go to tell me he cannot give 
me free prize because he are superstitious people 
and are afraid that prize winner will come back 
to his sttra and try to sell prize back to him for 
.pore then dealer paid for it. 

Next deal r I go to call me all kinds of names 
.which I rerd once in my Bible, but which do not 
sound so good when come from husky lungs of 
. ngry dealtr. Another dealer are more good 
friendly person. He take me into private office 
and ask me what I want. I give him long list of 
special priz_s of great value and he tell me he 
will tyke matter up and under consideration. So 
lie open up bottle of juice of the grape and we 
drink from such. \Ve then drain contents from 
bottle of rara old Scotch, which his brother-in-law 
,make in spare time at home. Next we make drink 

reens long ne k, false bottom bottles of eight 
afar Atci.lroy and soon we begin feel pretty 
friendly. Be' ter then bring out inventory sheets 
:end show me how great are his business for month 
just past. Column on right of ledger show that 

ItVerr hundred dollars are taken in for sale of 
parts to radio hams, and column on left show that 
he give es. a. twelve hundred dollars for hamfest 
:rizos. .c'o l e :ask me what are secrets of success 

in radio store business when it cost one hundred 
dollars more for prizes for hamfests than he take 
in in cash. To wish I reply with toothsome smile, 
.wcle question are riddle for income tack collector 
to solve. 

M -think he are trying to give me bum's rush. 
so I ask him again for free prizes. He answer 
by opening up another bottle of spirits of corn. 
We drink from such. Scratchi are not drinking 
man. lie hrve never have more than two drinks 
':t one time together. He pour another. Scratchi 
make protest. But he hold beautiful $300 crystal 
microphone near my face and shake it in front 
of me. Sur h are great temptation, so Scratchi 
take another drink. Ile then produce huge carton 
of assorted high power tubes and shake them up 
in front of me. Scratchi take another drink. He 
next bring out magnificent assortment of AT -cut 
quartz. tryst Is. Such are Scratchi's weakness. 

Scratchi take another drink. 
Hamfest are going to be huge and glorious suc- 

cess, methinks why not? So he pour contents of 
one more bottle into me. He tell me he will soots 
all express wagon to take hamfest prizes and me 

home together. By time that express wagon ar- 
rive, `'cr^Lehi are half sway on road to Limbo. I 
are so full of happiness I bubble inside and outside. 
Daaler friend give rapid instructions to store clerk 
to carefully wrap up large assortment of prizes 
for Strntchi to take homeward. While clerk are 
wrapping such prizes, Scratchi hear sounds that 
are like glass clicking together. Ah, think I, such 
are assortment of large power tubes which dealer 
will donate. So Scratchi take another drink. Suc- 
cess are closer at hand. 

Dealer friend walk in with huge package under 
his term and hand to express -man. Scratchi are 
overcome with great happiness and chuckle forth 

(Continued on page 28) 
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Lady -Call Constable 
Centralab ! 
By crachy ... he'll soon put a stop to that noisy 
"picket fence" attenuation. If your radio acts up, 
Madam, call a good serviceman ... he'll change 
that noisy wircwound control to a smooth as silk 
CENTRALAB Radiohm that will forever ban 
ieh ''picket fence'' reception. 
Note to servicemen: A mere handful of CEN- 
TRALAB RADIOHMS will service practically 
any radio that is still worth fixing. Employs the 
smooth, non -rubbing contact in both high and 
low resistance values. Furnished with fixed mini- 
mum external resistor at no extra cost. 

Radiohms Resistors 
Suppressors 

Sound Projection 
Controls 

r.y Radio Sir, ire Alan 

,hr,ld bra .v,,.b.. of Me 

(Division of) 
GLOBE UNION MFG. CO. 

MILWAUKEE 

At Last! - - - NAME PLATES 

41.9ÁSS 1:MODULATORa 

\ OU have always wanted transmitter and asso- 
ciate equipment name plates-now you can have 

them-and at a really low price, too. In the list you 
will find plates covering every conceivable require- 
ment. 

Specifications: Made of brass with charac- 
ters and border chromium plated, satin fin- 
ish. Background etched black. Size: 21fjx342 
inches. Corners rounded. Furnished com- 
plete .with self -tapping machine screws for 
mounting on metal, bakelite, or wood. 

LIST OF NAME PLATES AVAILALBLE 
Oscillator 3rd Buf.-Dhlr. Plate Microphone 
Crystal Osc. Plate 3rd Buf.-Dblr. Grid Gaits Control 
Crystal Osc. Grid Power Amp. Plate % Modulation 
Tritet Osc. Power Amp. Grid 200 Ohm Input 
Triplet Plate Antenna 200 Ohm Output 
Tripler Grid Neut. Condenser 500 Ohm Input 
Transmitter Plate Voltage 500 Ohm Output 
1st Buffer Grid Filament Voltage 50 Ohm Input 
2nd Buffer Grid Key 50 Ohm Output 
3rd Buffer Grid Rectifier 125 Ohm Input 
let Buffer Plate AC Input 125 Ohm Output 
2nd Buffer Plate Modulator Plate Input 
3rd Buffer Plate Modulator Grid Output 
1st Buf.-Dblr. Plate Class B Modulator Transceiver 
1st Buf.-Dhlr. Grid Class A Modulator Monitor 
2nd Buf.-Dblr. Plate Sp. Amp. Der. Plate Send 
2nd Buf.-Dblr. Grid Receive 

NET PRICE, EACH, Co.+rzere \VIrN 
plea postage MOUNTING SCREWS 

At your favorite jobbing supply house. 
Illustrated circular upon request. 

GORDON SPECIALTIES COMPANY 
233 EAST AVENUE PARK RIDGE, ILLINOIS 
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T AKE no risk! You cannot afford to experiment 
when purchasing high -power transmitting tubes. 
You must know in advance that you are getting 

value for your money, that the guarantee behind 
the tube means what it says. You want to know 

that your tube was engineered by men who have 

spent a proverbial lifetime in the design of just ONE 
line of .tubes ... tubes for your transmitters. The 

HK -354 GAMMATRON is the ace among transmit- 
ting tubos. For behind it is a pedigree . . . 20 

years of sound engineering, painstaking care to see 

that only the finest tubes leave the factory. You 

do not experiment when you buy an HK -354 GAM - 
MATRON. Here is a tube that will convert your 
input power into radio frequency power more effi- 

ciently than any other tube on the market. A tube 
capable of handling one kilowatt input for your C.W. 
transmitter. 

Behind this HK -354 GAMMATRON is the Heintz 

and Kaufman factory, utilizing over 40,000 square 

feet of floor area. It is a sound establishment. 
Here the finest transmitting tubes are made, and 

supplied to large maritime and commercial com- 

munication companies. The engineering skill behind 

the HK -354 GAMMATRON is proved in practice 
by the hundreds who now have these new tubes on 

the air. Ask any amateur who uses a HK -354 GAM- 
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150 Watt Plate 
Dissipation 

High Mutual 
Conductance. 
High Out -Put 
Easy to Excite 

Write for 
Engineering Bulletin 

MATRON. Let him tell you how easy it is to excite 
. . . how rugged its construction, how efficient its 

operation. 

In the HK -354 GAM MATRON you find a Tantalum 
plate, most costly plate material known. The en- 

velope is made of NONEX glass, hardest, finest for 
high -power tube design. The plate and grid sup- 
ports are original, as is the massive base and socket 
structure. The filament is a husky one, 5 volts at 
IO amperes, rigidly supported maintaining a high 
uniformity of characteristics. 

HK -354 GAMMATRONS are built to STAND 
UP. It took years to perfect this tub.. It requires 
expensive and special manufacturing equipment. In 

the Heintz end Kaufman plant where these tubes 
are made, the most exacting engineering and manu- 
facturing methods are maintained. Every HK -354 
GAMMATRON is PERFECT when it is shipped to 
your dealer. The immediate success which this tube 
has attained is the talk of the better amateurs very - 
where. 

Want a testimonial? Ask the fellow on the air 
what he Milks of the HK -354. You will never be 
satisfied with anything less. The price ... $24.50 
net. Leading amateur supply houses stock the HK - 
354 GAMMATRON. Go see them! 

These Authorized HK Dealers Have the 354 in Stock 

BOSTON, MASS. 
The Radio Shack, 46 Wattle Street 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
Mid -West Radio Mart, 520 So. State St. 

SAN FRANCISCO 

I. S. Cohen's Sons, 1025 Mar- 
ket Street 

Zack Radio Supply, 1470 Mar- 
ket Street 

OAKLAND 
Electric Supply, 51 - 12th St. 
E. C. Wenger, 1020 Oak St. 

SPOKANE, WASH. 
Spokane Radio Company, Inc., 611 
1st Avenue 

PORTLAND, OREGON 
Stubbs Electric Company, Park and Couch 

Streets 

L' 

ST. PAUL, MINN. 
Lew Bonn Company, 2484-2486 Uni- YOUNGSTOWN, OHIO 
versity Avenue, Midway Ross Radio Company, 46 E. Federal St. 

NEW YORK, N. Y. NEWARK, N. J. 
Wholesale Radio Service Company, Inc., Kalter A Romander, 62 Court Street 
100 - 6th Avenue 

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

LOS ANGELES 
Pacific Radio Exchange, 729 
South Main Street 
Radio Supply Company, 912 
South Broadway 

SEATTLE, WASH. 
Seattle Radio Supply, 2319 
2nd Avenue 
Northern Radio Cempany, Joseph 
Vance Bldg. 
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Shhh! Shhh! 
QUIE 

/nd/vidua//yTESTED 
for NOISE 

Of course, you've heard 
OF it-but you've 
never HEARD it! 

The New 

ELECTRAD 
VOLUME CONTROL 

Is 

GUARANTEED 

QUIET 

HERE 
is the great achievement of 

modern radio engineering-a vol- 
ume control, so radically improved in 
design and smooth in operation, it is 
guaranteed quirt 
The resistance clement is baked on the 
flat outer rim of a rigid Bakelite ring. 
Over this, the special -alloy floating con- 
tact gently glides in a straight path. 
More even distribution of current and 
longer life are attained. Molded Bake- 
lite case, when mounted, projects only 
one-half inch back -panel. New type 
power -switch (approved by underwrit- 
ers) instantly attached or detached. 
Long, easy -to -cut, aluminum shaft. All 
standard values. 

ELECTI I ELECTRAD, 
Inc.r 

, 

Varick V i St., 
i New York, N. Y. 

Please send new 1935 Resistor 
Catalog . Check here for folder 
on new QUIET Volume Control. 

175 

(9 - Name 

P. Address 

I'R-3 

CANNON -BALL 
HEADSETS 
Made by America's oldest 
manufacturer of headsets 

Heavy bar magnets, double pole, aluminum 
cases, D. C. resistances of 2000, 3000 and 
5000 ohms. 
Sturdy construction, sensitive and faithful 
in reproduction. 

Sold everywhere in America 

C. F. CANNON CO. 
SPRINGWATER, N. Y. 

SCRATCHI 
(Continued from page 26) 

r.nd fifth with delirious words of kindness and 
thanks for dealer friend. So he give me another 
drink. 

And when I wake up in my home several days 
thereafter and look around me, I make wonder 
where I have been in my past absence. I recall 
I have make visit to dealer store for hamfest prizes. 
Lo and be hold and be dropped, I see in corner 
of room huge package which dealer friend hand 
to express man when he take me and hamfest 
prizes home in company together. He are my pal, 
he are my pal. I shout with glee. He fill me full 
of liquor spirits, he send me home in express 
wagon, and he send along great package of ham- 
fert prizes. 

I quickly open large bundle to see what make 
and type of power tubes he give for prize. What 
do I find? Fourteen empty liquor bottles and a 
bill for $12 for liquor I consume in his store. 

I make rapid foot to dealer store and demand 
explanation for such joke. Dealer friend say it 
are no joke and he inform me that he have long 
since gone out of radio business because he were 
forced to give away more prizes for hamfests than 
merchandise he sell in each year. He say he keep 
radio store sign on front door only as lifetime re- 
minder to hint to show him how much more profits 
there are in liquor business than in running radio 
store. 

As I make say more previously, Hon. Ed., he 
are my pal, he are my pal. Hoping you will 
always he the same. I ant, 

Your Hamfest Prize Promotor. 
Hashafisti Scratchi. 

The Single Tube 
35- 19 Transceiver 

(Continued from page II) 
monitor the speech. This circuit is so sim- 
ple that two sets can easily be built for 
duplex operation, using one as a receiver and 
the other only as a transmitter. A 6.3 volt 
pilot lamp is a useful tool for testing this 
set. A single turn of wire about an inch in 
diameter enables this lamp to he coupled 
to the oscillator coil. It should light up 
when testing the transmitter; when the mike 
is spoken into loudly, the lamp should be- 
come somewhat dimmer. Too -loose coupling 
will give no modulation and too high coup- 
ling will cause the transmitter to stop oscil- 
rating due to excessive absorption modula- 
tion. A low resistance single button micro- 
phone should be used. 

1.'1* o 
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FORMS' CLOS E ` '; /RATES' IOtPER 
ON THE IOtn - /WORD PAYABLE 
OFMONTH IN ADVANCE CLIFIE 

1112,&11D 4D,nW1 
QSLs, 75c per 100. 2 colors. W9DGH, 1816 5th 
Ave. North, Minneapolis, Minnesota. 

MODULATED OSCILLATORS. Built to specifica- 
tions of A. Binneweg, Jr., as described in this 
issue. Mounted in neat metal case. Vernier Dial. 
Calibrated for the 15 to 200 meter range. Two - 
volt DC Model, complete with three calibrated eoils 
and the two tubes, $13.00 net. AC Model, less 
power pack, $16.00 net, complete with calibrated 
coils and the two tubes. Calibrated AC Model with 
built-in poser, for 110 -volt AC operation, $20.00 
net, complete with calibrated coils and the two 
necessary tubes. DELFT RADIO MFG. CO., 524 
Fairbanks Ave., Oakland, California. 

RADIO ENGINEERING 
RCA Institutes offers an intensive 
course of high standard embracing 
all phases of Radio. Practical train- 
ing with modern equipment at New 
York and Chicago schools. Also spe- 
cialized courses and Home Study 
Courses under "No obligation" plan. 
Illustrated catalog on request. 

RCA INSTITUTES, INC., Dept. RA -34 
75 Varick St., N. Y. 1154 Merchandise Mart, Chicago 

Recognized Standard in Radio Instruction Since 1909 
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MICA 
CONDENSERS 

... AEROVOX Engineered 

There's ample reason why Aerovox Types 1455, 

1456 and 1457 Mica Transmitting Condensers 

depart from conventional design. For instance: 

Flat top and bottom permit perfect stacking for 

compact assemblies or condenser banks. 

Insulated mounting holes permit any mounting inde- 

pendent of electrical connections. 

Insulated terminals permit any combinatiar or in- 

dividual wiring, series or parallel connections. 

Special terminals permit soldered connections with- 

out harmful heat transfer to encased section. 

1000, 2500 and 5000 Volt D.C. ratings. Wide 

range of capacities. Values stamped on each unit. 

Aerovox engineering spells quality. Acrostic mass production 

spells loge prim.. Remember, Aerorox list prices are equal and 

in many instances lower than competitive makes. Why pay more 

and get less? 

FREE DATA: New 1935 Catalog is yours for the asking. 

Also sample copy of Research Worker. Look for yellow and 

black carton when buying condensers or resistors. 

ERQV( 
CORPORATION 

84 Washington St. .. Brooklyn, N. Y. 

LEARN CODE QUICKLY 
AND EASILY AT HUMc. 

THE 
INSTRUCTOGRAPH 

Enables You to Practice 
ANY TIME - ANY WHERE 

ANY SPEED 
The most practicable meth- 

od of learning the code on the 
market today. Leading schools 
and the Government use tape 
machines bemuse there is 
nothing better. 

START NOII with the aid 
of an INSTRICTOGRAPII TO 
QUICKLY MASTER TILE 
CODE and send intelligently 
with the best of them. 

For sale (cash or terms) or for rent at a reasonable price. 
Rental can be applied on purchase price. One additional 
month free If rented for 2 months. A post card will bring 
full particulars. 

1NSTRUCTOGRAPH CO. 
915 LAKESIDE PLACE, DEPT. S.F. 3 CHICAGO 
Representative for Canada: Radio College of Canada, 

863 Bay Street, Toronto, One. 
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An Efficient Condenser Analyzer 
SOME time has been spent in making a 

survey of the serviceman's problem to 
determine what apparatus is the cause 

of most of his cal is. The answer seems to he 
that condensers and resistors probably cause 
more trouble than any other of the com- 
ponent parts of the radio receiver. Most 
servicemen even though technically trained 
do not have apparatus which will quickly 
and conclusively give them indications of the 
actual conditions of various types of con- 
denser. \With these facts in mind, the Tolle 
Deutschmann Corporation started develop- 
ments on an instrument which would give 
positive indications on various types of ca- 

pacitors commonly employed and thus ma- 
terially reduce the time taken in locating and 
repairing faults. 

There are many simple tests for determin- 
ing whether or not condensers are open -cir- 
cuited or short-circuited, hut in most of these 
tests, the .oltage applied to the condenser is 

much below its operating voltage and, con- 
sequently, does not give conclusive proof as 

to whether or not the condenser is defective. 
The writer has tested many condensers at low 
voltage which appeared to he satisfactory 
though these same condensers when tested at 
oprating voltages had a resistance low enough 
to condemn them. The above statement holds 
true for either solid dielectric type-such as 

the ordinary paper impregnated condenser- 
or electrolytic condensers. 

As most condensers have a DC voltage im- 
pressed across them, it would seem logical to 
employ a DC test voltage. A satisfactory 
test for most solid and electrolytics may he 
made by measuring the leakage current, or 
the resistance, at-or slightly below-their 
rated potential. if a condenser has too low 
a leakage resistance it means that the dielec- 
tric is poor and that either deterioration has 
set in due to moisture, chemical action or 
carbonization, or that the original materials 
were not high grade. The leakage resistance 
of a condenser itself, however, must not he 
confused with the leakage over the surface of 
the dielectric used to support the terminals. 
This on damp, humid days may he in itself 
a considerable amount compared to the leak- 
age through the dielectric of a solid con- 
denser. Figure 1 shows the two leakage 
paths. The capacity of the condenser we shall 
assume to he 1 Mfd. It is a solid dielectric 
condenser. Therefore, the leakage resistance 
through the dielectric itself (R2) should he 
over 25 megohms. On damp clays It I, the 
leakage over the hakelite supporting the ter- 
minal lugs might he as low as 10 megohms, 
so that the toral resistance of the cased con- 
denser would be a trifle less than 10 meg- 
ohms. i lowever, on a dry day the resistance 
of the condenser would he 25 megohms. 

If the resistance of the dielectric in a 

solid condenser as exemplified by R2 drops 
below 5 to 10 megohms, breakdown is al- 
most sure to follow if the condenser is being 
operated at a voltage near that for which it 
is rated, and thus is a good criterion as to 
its condition. 

This same argument holds true for elec- 
trolytic condensers, even though inherently 
the leakage of this type is very much higher 
and therefore the I)C resistance a great deal 
lower. In testing for leakage resistance on 
this type of condenser, it is even more impor- 
tant to use a test voltage which is approxi- 
mately the value at which it is being oper- 
ated. 

If this type of condenser has been out of 
service the leakage will be unusually high 
when voltage is first applied due to the fact 

By GLENN H. BROWNING 

that the anodic film has somewhat dissolved 
or disintegrated, the film will he reformed 
upon the application of potential if the con- 
denser is satisfactory. The formation process, 
however, will take an appreciable length of 
time varying from a few minutes to a few 
hours. This salient fact should he kept in 
mind when testing electrolytic condensers 
by any method, for otherwise good con- 
densers will he condemned. 

There is another factor which will deter- 
mine the worth of any capacity which is used 
for by-passing A.C. currents; that is, its 
power factor. Power factor is really the ener- 
gy dissipated at a given frequency per unit 
voltage. It is defined as the watts loss di- 
vided by the AC voltage times the AC cur- 
rent through the capacitor. It is essentially 
an AC measurement and depends on the fre- 
quency and voltage applied. It is a very 
worthwhile criterion, hut is difficult to meas- 
ure at a rated voltage and at the frequencies 
which are being by-passed by the condenser. 

1 

T 
c 

FIG.1 FIG.2 

Serious consideration was given to this ques- 
tion before the apparatus described was de- 
signed. 

The fundamental or direct method of meas- 
uring resistance is to impress a known volt- 
age and measure the current produced. The 
resistance is then, of course, the voltage di- 
vided by the current. In measuring the DC 
resistance of a condenser by this method the 
condenser must first he charged, for at the 
instant the DC voltage is applied there is a 

considerable flow of current which is stored 
up in the condenser itself. In fact this charg- 
ing current is many, many times the leakage 
current so that any sensitive current measur- 
ing instrument placed in a circuit such as 
shown in Figure 2 would have to he shorted 
to prevent its being damaged. 

Let R he the leakage resistance of the con- 
denser C which we will assume is 25 meg- 
ohms. Let the voltage E be 500 volts. After 
the initial surge of current into the con- 
denser, the total quantity of which is G, 
the meter key is opened, the current will then 
be entirely due to the resistance R and its 
value will he 20 microamperes. The average 
serviceman does not have, as a rule, either 
the 500 volts DC or the sensitive meter 
with which to measure these values. How- 
ever, there is a much simpler and more effec- 
tive means of determining these quantities. 

l.et us consider the circuit shown in Fig- 
ure 3. E it again 500 Volts DC. R. is a 

limiting resistance of 100,000 ohms so that 
if the condenser C, being tested whose leak- 
age resistance is R,, is shorted no damage 
will he done the Neon tube T. C, is a con- 
denser across the neon tube. When the volt- 
age is first applied (C, and C, are in series) 
the total flow of charging current into the 
condensers is Q. This quantity of charge de- 
velops a voltage across C, equal to E, = Q/C, 
and a voltage across C, equal to E, = Q/G. 
If C, and C: are equal in capacity E, and E, 

will be equal and each will be half of the 
total voltage E. The action of the neon tube 
across C, will he as follows. As is well 
known a neon tube has essentially an infinite 
resistance until the voltage across it reaches' 
a certain critical value whereupon the gas 
in the tube is said to breakdown giving rise 
to visible light. When this discharge takes 
place the resistance of the tube is lowered 
to a small value. If the potential to which 
C, is raised is above the critical value for the 
neo -s tube the tube will flash, thereupon dis- 
charging the condenser C, to a voltage below 
the critical value for the neon tube. It should 
he kept in mind that C, is not completely dis- 
charged. If there were no leakage in the 
test condenser the initial flash of the tube 
would he the final one. However, the leak- 
age R, will charge the condenser C, to a 

potential sufficient to again flash the tube. 
The time taken for this second charge will 
depend upon the value of the resistance R,, 
the larger R, the longer the time. By a pro- 
per choice of value for C_ and a given neon 
tube one flash per second will denote a resis- 
tance in the test condenser of say 25 meg- 
ohms. If the condenser under test is open, 

FIG.3 FIG.4 

there will he no charging flash of the neon 
tube, while on the other if it is shorted the 
tube will glow brightly. If the leakage of 
the condenser under test is excessive, the 
tube may glow steadily or flash rapidly ac- 
cording to leakage value. Thus a neon tube 
and a condenser have been made to take the 
place of a sensitive meter for testing con- 
densers and actually has a number of ad- 
van:ages over the meter, among which are 
ruggedness, ability to denote higher resis- 
tance than a very sensitive meter, and ability 
to test a shorted condenser without damage. 

There are many details of design which 
have not been discussed, such as the effect of 
leakage in the condenser C, upon the period 
of flash, however, the general principles have 
been disclosed. 

In order to test electrolytic condensers 
somewhat the same process is applicable, but 
the circuit arrangement must be changed in 
order to meet the comparatively high leak- 
age requirements obtained in this type of 
capacitor. The condenser across the neon 
tube is replaced with resistance of appro- 
priate values, as shown in Fig 4. When the 
electrolytic condenser C, with a leakage resis- 
tance R, is placed across the test terminals 
and the voltage applied as before there is a 

surge of current into the condenser. This 
current passes through the resistance R, and 
consequently builds up a voltage across it of 
R, I. This voltage will he higher than the 
flash voltage of the tube. The leakage in an 
electrolytic is high and decreases with time. 
If the leakage current is of sufficient value 
the neon tube will continue to glow until 
this leakage current has dropped below a cer- 
tain critical value determined by R, where- 
upon the tube will he extinguished. There- 
fore, a good electrolytic condenser being 
tested in that type of circuit will .cause the 
neon tube to glow for some time and then 

(Continued on page 32) 
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Response Curves Obtainable with the VT -1 or VT -2 Varitone 
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A-The connections and resultant response curve shown above 
used where it is desired to bring up the low frequencies. 
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C-This system of connections brings up the low and high frequencies 
simultaneously. 
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F-Many dynamic speakers, particularly when used with a poorly 
designed cabinet, have marked reasonance at the low and high fre- 
quencies, generally in the vicinity of 400 and 4000 cycles. The system 
of connections above will absorb these resonances, as shown in the 
response curves. 
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G-This system of connections is generally used with zero resistance. 
A sharp single frequency filie is effected which eliminates practi- 
cally all frequencies but 1000 cycles. This is ideal for reception of 
C W, as static, heterodyne and other QRM are eliminated, affording 
greater intelligibility and accuracy. This sharp 1000 cycle circúit is 

also excellent for use with A C bridges. All harmonics, etc., are 
completely eliminated. 
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B-The connections and resultant response curve shown above 
used where it is desired to bring up the high frequencies. 
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D-This system of connections brings up the low and high frequencies 
simultaneouly. The equalization is appreciably sharper than in C, 
the slope of the curve being almost linear on both sides. This circuit 
is recommended only with an ampliier or receiver whose frequency 
response is unusually bad, such as a cheap midget radio. 
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E-This arrangement of connections brings up both highs and lows 
to a minor extent until almost all resistance is cut out, at which time 
the low frequencies are brought up sharply. 
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H-This circuit is ideal for the amateur, or short wave DX fan. The 
audio frequency range can be reduced to just the essential frequen- 
cies for intelligible speech. All extraneous static, whistles, etc., are 
eliminated. This arrangement of connection is also used frequently 
where it is aesired to demonstrate poor frequency response. 
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The UTC Varitone is a revolutionary audio device which permits full control of the frequency response of any 
audio amplifier or receiver. Using this device, tone correction can be effected for defects in acoustic conditions or 
overall audio response. It is also possible to produce new tonal effects from phonograph recordings or radio reception 
and to bring back notes which would otherwise be lost completely. Due to the high equalization obtainable with the 
Varitone, some loss in gain is effected. If the amplifier or receiver does not have gain to spare, it may be necessary 
to add an additional stage of audio frequency amplification. The Varitone is made in three types, as follows: 

VT -I This Varitone is incorporated with a universal audio transformer. Two primaries are provided. One 
is suitable for working from a single or double button microphcne, a low impedance pickup, or a line; the other 
primary is designed to work out of the plate of a tube or from a high impedance pickup. The secondary winding 
is centertapped and is equally suitable for working into one or two grids. The types of response curves possible 
are shown in curves A to H. List Price $8.50 

Net to Hams $5.10 

VT -2 The. VT -2 is a varitone control unit, incorporated with an impedance matching device so +hat it can be 
connected directly across a 200 or 500 ohm line, or low impedance pickup or mike, or in shunt with the plate circuit 
of any triode or a high impedance pickup. The circuit is not changed in any other way. The VT -2 is solely an addition 
for tone correction. The original audio circuits are not disturbed. The response curves possible are shown in 

curves A to H. 

\ 

List Price $6.00 
Net to Hams $3.60 

VT -3 The VT -3 is a complete self-contained unit which does not use external control. The components are 
adjusted so that 10 db. equalization is effected at 80 and 7000 cycles. This unit is connected directly from plate 
to B plus of first audio triode. No other alteration is made. List Price $5.00 

Net to Hams $3.00 

Overall dimensions Mounting Dimensions 
L W H 

VT -1 2/y 3 4 I -15/16x2-7/16 
VT -2 .. 21/2 3 3 I-15/16 x 2-7/16 
VT -3 .. 21/2 31/2 2 3-3/16 

The normal primary and secondary connections for the VT -I Figures 3 and 4 on the facing page show the most common methods 

and VT -2 are shown respectively in Figures I and 2 above. The of connecting the control windings of the UTC Varitone. If connected 

high impedance winding can operate in conjunction with any 
as in Figure 3; with the potentiometer arm toward one end the high 
frequency response is improved; at the other end the low response is 

standard triode tube. The low impedance winding will op- improved. If connected as in Figure 4, at one end both high and low 
erate with any carbon mike, broadcast line, or low impedance frequencies are increased; at the other end low frequencies alone are 
pickup. increased. 

The external 50,000 ohm potentiometer may be of the standard graphite or wire wound type. 

UNITED TRANSFORMER ,CORP. 
264466 Canal -Street :: Nei --York, N. Y. 

THE UTC SLIDE ILiTLE 
The UTC slide rule is an accurate instrument de- 
signed to accomplish all standard slide rule func- 
tions such as multiplication, division, square root, 
squares, proportion, etc. Can also be used as a 

Stroboscope. In addition a scale is provided for 
comparison of voltage ratios against DB. This is 

invaluable to every man who has to work with audio 

equipment. This rule has an effective length of 
approximately 14 irches which insures accuracy 
greater than most slide rules. The UTC slide rule 
may be purchased from UTC distributors at a 

nominal cost of 25c which is a fraction of its value. 
Or you may purchase direct from the factory by 
addressing our SR Dept. and telling us who your 
favorite distributor it. 
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CROWE 

No. 192 
MICRO- 
MASTER 

(Illustration 
r/1 size) 

"MICROMASTER" 
Precision Recording Control 
For All Short Wave Sets 

Has auxiliary pointer affording exact 
repeat indication of wave length. Sta- 
tions however closely crowded may be 
accurately logged. 

Slow speed ratio 45 to 1; fast speed 
9 to I in 360 degrees. Secondary 
pointer travels faster than double 
pointer. 

Can be supplied with other scales or 
with special calibrations made to order. 
Specify scale wanted. Made in several 
sizes: 31/2", 4" and 23/4" diameter of 
scale. 

New escutcheons are featured for the 
various sizes and have a synthetic 
transparent non -inflammable Croglas 
convex crystal eliminating breakage. 
The crystal inserted in escutcheon seals 
air leakage or coupling behind baffle. 

We carry in stock a complete line of name plates, dials, 
scales, etc., for transmitter panels. Send today for 
literature illustrating and describing our new material 
for Amateurs, Experimenters and Set Builders. 

Export orders receive special attention, Cable Address-CROWNAME CHICAGO. 

CROWE NAME PLATE & MFG. CO. 
1755 GRACE STREET Established 35 Years CHICAGO, ILL., U. S. A. 

Pacific Coast Representative-W. BERT KNIGHT, INC. 

PERFECTION OF PERFORMANCE 
IS ATTAINED ONLY BY CAREFUL ATTEN- 
TION TO EACH MANUFACTURING DETAIL 

THE electrodes used in Premier Crystal Holders are typical 
of our strict adherence to minute details. A crystal ground 

flat and perfect in every other respect is worthless unless 
used between electrodes that STAY FLAT. 

To make an electrode stay flat is not as easy as it sounds. 
Strains in the metal, possibly caused while the blanks are 
being stamped out, often produces distortions, the bad effects 
of which do not become evident for weeks or even months. 
Ultimately, the twisting of the plates, even though very 
slight, causes destruction of the crystal through arcing, re- 
duces the output, shifts frequency and sometimes destroys 
the crystal entirely by fracturing it. It took much longer to overcome these difficulties than it takes 
to tell about them. Brass would not behave and was discarded. We developed a nickel silver alloy 
which is specially heat treated to relieve the surface and aged by a unique process. 

Determination of the correct thickness of the electrodes and the extraordinary pains taken to produce 
them, enable us to offer permanently flat and perfect electrodes. This important detail, in addition 
to many others, brings to the amateur, Crystals and Crystal Holders much nearer perfection than 
have ever before been produced. 

Write for Bulletin 103 describing sixteen types of new Isolantite holders, "AT"-cut crystals, etc. 

TYPE 180 
ISOLANTITE 

HOLDER 

PREMIER CRYSTAL LABORATORIES, INC. 
69 PARK ROW, NEW YORK, N. Y. 

"(snicker 

t..,r L III' E:L F U 
Instrument Littlefuses, for metes. 1/200 amp. up. 
Hi. -Volt Littlefuses for transmitters, etc. 1000, 5000 and 
10,000 vol ranges, 1/16 amp. up. 
Neon Voltage Fuses & Indicators (Tattelites) 100, 250, 500, 
1,000 & 2.000 volt ratings. 
Aircraft Fuses Auto Fuses, Fuse Mountings, etc. 

Get new Catalog No. 6 
LITTLEFUSE LABS., 4503 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, III. 

RUN YOUR A.C. RADI O 
by DIRECT CURRENT 

AC Generators $16.00 

Operates AC Radios, Ampli- 
fiers, transmitters, etc., from 
6, 32 or 110 DC. See 
your Distributor or «rite. 
KATO ENGINEERING CO. 
Mankato, Minn., U. S. A. 

Light plants $99.00 

10 -Watt 160 -Meter Phone 
Using Low -Cost Tubes 

(Continued from page 15) 

until the plate circuit draws about 100 milli- 
amperes (50 mills for each tubes). If you 
are supplying 400 volts to the final stage, 
and if the meter reads 100 mills, the input is 
40 watts. If your power supply delivers 
only 300 volts to the final stage, the input 
is 30 watts. 

To modulate 40 watts, 20 watts of modu- 
lating power is required; 15 watts of modu- 
lating power is required for 30 watts of in- 
put, etc. 

By loosening the antenna coupling, the 
power input to the final amplifier decreases. 
You can tell whether or not you are com- 
pletely modulating the final stage if there 
is a slight increase in antenna current when 
you speak into the microphone. Tests with 
nearby amateurs will be of great help in 
properly adjusting the entire system. 

There are no adjustments of the speech 
amplifier, other than the correct setting of 
the gain control for best results. Use a 

monitor or a nearby receiver to listen to your 
voice. 

The amplifier originally used for this trans- 
mitter is designed for operation with a 

crystal microphone. If a double button mi- 
crophone is to be used, a microphone trans- 
former and batteries must be connected be- 
tween the microphone and the first audio 
tube. If a double button microphone is 
used, it is always good practice to connect a 

10,000 ohm variable resistor in series with 
the microphone battery circuit so that re- 
sistance can be introduced when the micro- 
phone is disconnected from the circuit. This 
resistor is omitted from the circuit diagrams 
for the sake of simplicity. Before you dis- 
connect the microphone, throw in all of the 
resistance of the 10,000 ohm resistor; then 
disconnect the microphone. Thereby the 
microphone itself is protected because the 
introduction of resistance in the microphone 
circuit prevents the carbon microphone 
granules from arcing or packing. The 10,000 
ohm resistor should have a full "OFF" posi- 
tion, so that when the microphone is fully 
disconnected no battery current will he con- 
sumed. 

When the microphone is spoken into, the 
antenna ammeter should rise about 10 per 
cent for correct modulation. But there 
should he no variation in current at any 
other point in the set. The audio channel 
uses class A modulation and high quality 
speech is obtained. 

In addition to showing the complete cir- 
cuit diagram of the laboratory transmitter 
here described, a number of other speech 
systems will be shown next month. A simpli- 
fied final amplifier RF stage for straight 
phone operation is shown on page 15. 

The equipment is mounted on aluminum 
chassis. A beautiful satin finish can be had by 
buffing the aluminum on a motor -driven wire 
brush. 

An Efficient Condenser Analyzer 
(Continued from page 29) 

be extinguished. If the tube continues to 
glow the leakage is higher than normal, (it 
is assumed that the leakage at which the 
tube is extinguished is properly adjusted for 
tite condenser under Test.) 

The serviceman and others having occa- 
sion to use numerous condensers will find 
the device described indispensable once hav- 
ing learned to use it properly. In fact con- 
tinuity of circuits may be readily checked by 
using the lowest voltage tap; high resistance 
may he measured; and numerous other uses 
will be found. 
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Radiotorial Comment 
(Continued from page 5) 

But his bands are so overcrowded that the 

proverbial sardine -can has rooms to let, com- 
pared with the conditions in amateur radio 
bands. 

Let us appeal to our Congressmen so that 
we will be assured of amateur representation 
on the next Delegation to the International 
Convention. Let us persuade our Congress- 
men to help us get amateur representation 
on the FCC. The FCC is an administrative 
body. Congress makes the laws, the FCC en- 

forces them. So we must go right to the 
top-to the lawmakers themselves. And if 
Congress helps us in our plight, it is only 
reasonable to assume that there should be 

amateur representation on the FCC in order 
to help enforce the laws. We, as amateurs, 
arc people; we are citizens of the United 
States. We help put Congressmen in office. 
They, in turn, are willing and'anxious to serve. 

"RADIO" will throw its support to the 
League officials in full measure, when its ad- 
ministrative branch is strengthened by the 
hiring of more -capable men, when the affairs 
of the League are no longer one-man con- 
trolled, when the amateurs are permitted to 
select their own leaders, by popular vote, just 
as is common practice among numerous other 
societies and fraternal orders. 

Amateurs who have been active for the 
past 20 years know what happens when boss - 
rule and machine politics hold sway in an 
amateur organization. The bosses roll in 
wealth, the amateur holds the sack. The big - 
salaried bosses don't like to admit that Con- 
gress is more powerful than they are. So when 
this true -American campaign of ours is fur- 
ther ridiculed, when you are told it is 
unwise to hire a paid lobbyist to fight our 
cause in Washington, always remember that 
boss -rule goes down to defeat once the pub- 
lic learns that some other agency is more 
powerful than the bosses, more able to do for 
the amateur what must be done immediately ... not next year or two years hence. 

=QUALITY 
at a Price You Can Afford to Payl 

FRANKLIN 
Transformers 

Very conservative rat 
ings on Transformer, 
and Chokes for every 

nr".. Amateur Station. 
"MOST SOCK 

PER DOLLAR" 
Write for Catalogs 

FRANKLIN TRANSFORMER MFG. CO. 
607-609 22 Ave. N.E., Minne.polir, Mine. 

'BIRNBACH 
Standoffs 

Largest and most complete se- 

lection o:` popular priced 
Standoff Insulators for support- 
ing lead-in and ground wires, 
power -supply and R.F. leads. 
chokes, etc. 56 numbers; 28 
models. Highest grade white 
or brown porcelain; nickel - 
plated hardware. 

Write Dept. PR -3 for Data. 

All Site, 

ifs" to 4%" 

BAss 

BIRNBACH RADIO - r- _a 
CO., INC. 

t 145 Hudson St., New York 

McMURDO-SILVER 

We believe that more 5C professional 

Going Into More superheterodynes have gone into ama- 
. teur stations in the last six months than 

Amateur Stations have any other commercial superhets 
-at least, so our sales tell us. 

There must be a reason for this condition-and there is-performance plus. Ask any, 
body you work why he reports you R9 and well bet that once out of every three times a 5C 
in his shack will be the answer. 

You kncw the 5C's predecessor, the 5B. was 
chosen and used exclusively by W9USA all 
through last year's Fair and that alone tells 
the story of performance plus. The roster of 
it and the newer 5C's users includes govern- 
ments, commercial companies, engineering uni- 
versities and amateurs. But read what the 
Egyptian Radio Club Boys say of it. 

And get this one-the IC is the only ama- 
teur receiver whose maker thinks it good 
enough to dare offer it to you on a ten day 
trial basis-hook er up, operate it for ten 
days, and if you're not absolutely satisfied, 
just return it undamaged and you'll get your 
money back. It's just so good we get less 
than half of one per cent back for refund! 

Why the 5C is better 
is told by its features-send a stamp and 
you'll get the story promptly. But out- 
standing arc: no loss of signal strength 
on single signal. Automatic volume con 
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trot that really is 

automatic volume control-or cut 
it out by a switch. Band spread and full coverage 

(1500 to 23,000 kc. on one dial by pulling out 
the single tuning knob. One high gain real t.r.f. 
stage that cuts out images and boosts weak sig- 

nals. Very low inherent noise. Absolute day in 

and day out dependability and performance such 

THE 5-C as the commercials demand. 

Built in a single unit with self-contained power supply, with separate speaker and hot 

and cold running water-in a word, with everything the ideal receiver should have. Yet it's 
priced, ready to go, with speaker and eight Raytheon tubes, at $74.70 net to you, or $83.70 
net with specially selected and aligned single signal crystal filter. 

Order one today on 10 -day trial and fired out 
what a real receiver can do for your schedules 

McMURDO SILVER INC. C3HICAGOnILL. 
362-C N. Paulia St. 
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WHILE THEY LAST!! 

Short -Wave Sets $ 
Television Scanners, $18.90 

r. .,,_^ 

90 . 
a- -4 

Wallace -Hoover Prize -Cup short-wave receiver kits. Fine.a Ilammarluu 1 
al 

parts throughout. Isolant¡te sockets. 3 irulantite mounted condensort_ 
Full amateur band -spread. Finest, vernier dial. Tau tubes, for either tsr) 
No. 30. two -volt tubes or two No. 56 AC tubes. Neat chassis. 
Silver -ribbon wound tails. We were western distributors for those 
flue sets. Former Ram price SI5.:10 wilt coil for any one ham 

baud While they last. $7.90 each, with coil for any one baud. 
('oils available for 20. -10. SO and 160 meters at Osc each 

extra. State whether two -volt I>1 or AC operation is desired. 
The tan tubes. 95r extra. Sets use Iransyusition aerial if desired. 
Fully described in Wallace Short -Wave Mnual. Full wiring in- 
structions furnished. First money orders take them. Orly a few 
left. (List Price, $25.00.) 

We also hare a limited number of complete television scanner kits. Complete with fine motor, scanning disc, cast stand and 
all finings. large neon tube shield. magnifying lens. Absolutely complete for operation from 110 AC line. The only practical 
scanning system that is inexpensive. Complete kit with large 1% in. square plate neon tube. $15.90, each while they last. 

DELFT RADIO MFG. CO., 524 Fairbanks Ave., Oakland, Calif. 
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Radio Servicemen-Radio Dealers 

HADOLEK 
has this new Browning Drake Receiver Kit 
in stock, ready for immediate shipment to 
you. This "Wonder" receiver, with its 
startling array of new engineering prin- 
ciples is rapidly becoming one of the most 
popular receivers of its type. This popu- 
larity means sales and sales mean 
PROFITS to you. Cash in on this oppor- 
tunity now-while it's "hot." As usual, 
Radolek is one of the first to offer to you 
this new up-to-fhe-minute merchandise. 

Lowest Prices, Finest Quality, Fastest Serv- 
ice and Profit protection are yours when 
you deal with- 

The Radolek Company 
601 W. RANDOLPH ST., CHICAGO, ILL. 

OFFICIAL DISTRIBUTOR 
For the Southwest 

for the 

' 
Here is the newest all wave set that under 
actual tests by qualified authorities, has 

demonstrated its superiority over receivers 
costing several times as much. It includes 
the TOBE TUNER, the heart of the Brown- 
ing 35. This tuner is a pre -adjusted unit 
including all R.F. tuning circuits. The 

TOBE TUNER comes to you completely 
wired and aligned ready to be set into the 

- chassis with only seven simple connections. 

-ir 
EASY 
TO 

BUILD 

Write today for prices and complete 
i..formation on the ail -wore kit. 

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO. 
1012 McGee St., Dept. PR, Kansas City, Mo. 

NEWEST WÁ.`E .SET 

Here is the All -Wave Receiver that all the country is talking 
about. In performance it is superior to many receivers selling 
at several times its price. 

Here at Radio Headquarters we have them in stock at 

Lowest Wholesale Prices 
Complete set of five full scale Plans and 24 page Booklet are 
available for those who want advance technical information 
covering design, construction and operation of the Browning 
35. All complete for only -51.00. 

Address Dept. PX-35 

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE CO iNcr 

NEW YORK I NEWARK I ATLANTA 
loo Sixth Ave. 219 Central Ave_ 430 W,Pep M.e.S4-%W. 

Browning 35 
(Continued from page 13) 

point of maximum response (rotate clock- 
wise as far as possible). 

(3) Turn tone control as far counter- 
clockwise as possible without turning off 
the set. 

(4) Set selector switch on either the sec- 
ond or third hand. When this is done a 
hissing noise should be heard from the loud 
speaker. 

The IF transformer which feeds the de- 
tector should be aligned first. Its location is 
given on the drawings as T2. It has already 
been mounted so that the adjustment screws 
face out from the chassis. Three of these 
adjustment screws will be found. The cen- 
ter adjustment screw is the link -tuned cir- 
cuit and is not connected to either the 58 
or the 2A6 tube. This circuit, as well as all 
the others, has been set at the factory for 
456 KC intermediate frequency. The set 
screw that adjusts this link circuit is in the 
middle of the transformer. Do nor change 
the the adjustment of this link circuit for 
tube or lead capacity has no effect on its 
frequency. 

The top and the bottom adjustment screws 
may he rotated very slightly until the maxi- 
mum hissing sound is heard. A similar pro- 
cedure should be followed on TI remember- 
ing not to change the tuning of the link cir- 
cuit in this transformer which is adjusted 
by the middle screw. To align TI the 56 
beat -frequency oscillator should he removed 
from its socket. Then these transformers are 
brought into alignment a hiss will he heard 
even with the 58 tube used as an RF ampli- 
fier removed from its socket. 

The receiver then should be tried out for 
sensitivity on all hands. On the 4th band 
a distinct reduction in noise, even with the 

(Continued on page 36) 
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NEWEST WAVE SET 
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tir PrmER r 

1. Triple -Tuned Double -Band -Pass Intermediates -Link Circuit. 
2. Mechanical and electrical arrangement of Tuner permitting 

maximum gain and efficiency. 
3. No plug in coils. 
4. Pre -selection by means of It. F. stage. 
5. Full vision dial accurately calibrated for all bands. 
6. Sensitivity on alt bands 1 microvolt or better. 
7. Selectivity, 10 KC (absolute selectivity on all bands. Flat 

top tuning.) 
S. Automatic and manual volume control. 
ti. Seven tubes. 

10. Antenna connectio s for doublet or straight antenna. 
11. Frequency range -540 KC to 22.600 KC, 4 bands. 
12. Micro -vernier dial with 40 to 1 ratio. 
13. Absolute single tuning control. 
14. Beat frequency oscillator for C.W. reception. 
15. Everything supplied In one container except tubes and 

speaker-$39.90 net. To Experimenters, Servicemen 
and Set Builders. 

For Sale By 

L JAK COMP -AV 

1452 MARKET STREET SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 
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ALL -`NAVE SET 
...EASY TO BUILD .. . 

.4s 

TUNE 
Here is the newest all -wave set that 
under actual tests by qualified author- 
ities, has demonstrated its superiority 
over receivers costing several times 

as much. It includes the TOBE 

TUNER, the heart of the Browning 35. 

This tuner is a pre -adjusted unit in- 

cluding all R.F. tuning circuits. The 

TOBE TUNER comes to you com- 
pletely wired and aligned ready to be 

set into the chassis with only seven 
simple connections. Below are some 

of the other outstanding points of the TfBE TUNER 
Browning 35 Receiver. coHÑECTIONs _ 

TUNER 

!rant view of 
B wrong 35 

with Tohe Tuner 

$1.00 for 
Five Plans 

For you who want advance technical information, we offer four Pro- 
gressive Picture Diagrams (all actual size) and the schematic circuit 
diagram for $1.00 plus complete information on Kit parts and price 
discounts. 5 plans include: I. Schematic drawing. 2. Arrangement of 
parts equipment, fop view. 3. Filament wiring. 4. Resistor wiring show- 
ing color code. 5. Wiring of condensers, arrangement of tuner showing 
7 connections where attached. 

"Glenn Browning", the man 

who built the "Browning - 
Drake" in 1925, brings you 
his most outstanding 
achievement-the Browning - 
35 with Tobe Tuner, etc. 

H 

"- BRAND . 

IIEUI SET 
ti,, ,a 

QÍa/iilMy y, 
nEuu PRIncIPLES 

I. Triple -Tuned Double -Band -Pass Intermediates -Link Circuit. 
2. Mechanical and electrical arrangement of Tuner permitting 
maximum gain and efficiency. 3. No plug in coils. 4. Pre -selection 
by means of R. F. stage. 5. Full vision dial accurately calibrated 
for all bands. 6. Sensitivity on all bands I microvolt or better. 
7. Selectivity, 10 KC (absolute selectivity on all bands. Flat top 
tuning.) 8. Automatic and manual volume control. 9. seven tubes. 
10. Antenna connections for doublet or straight antenna. II. Fre- 
quency range -540 KC to 22,600 KC, 4 bands. 12. Microvernier 
dial with 40 to I ratio. 13. Absolute single tuning control. 14. Beat 
frecuency oscillator for C.W. reception. 15. Everything supplied in 

one container except tubes and speaker. 

Special discount to experimenters and servicemen. Order 
direct from your jobber. If he cannot supply, write us 

direct for information and prices. 

Tobe Deutschmann Corporation 
CANTON MASSACHUSETTS 

Export Dept., 105 Hudson Street, New York, N. Y. 

TOBE DEUTSCHMANN CORP., 
Canton, Mass. 
Gentlemen: Here is my dollar. Please send me the four full-scale Pro- 
gressive Picture Diagrams (17" x 22") and the schematic circuit dia- 
gram with complete information on Kit parts and prices; also the 24 - 
page treatise by Glenn H. Browning describing the design, construc- 
tion and operation of his latest and most remarkable engineering de- 
velopment. 

Name _.. 

Street . 

City.. State 

. ¢, 
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Øat°f '-.'.., SCIENCE 

co,.. ttiF su SKY-RIDER 
From the heart of fine laboratories, 
Science and keen Craftsmanship bring 
you the Super SKY -RIDER a bril- 
liantly engineered Short Wave Re- 
ceiver. It is available for immediate 
delivery, offering you an exciting ad- 
venture in Short Wave mastery, per- 
formance marked by sure power, acute 
selectivity, and a reach which is un- 
canny in its ease and scope. te 

I-EATURES THAT CHALLENGE: 
Four Short Wave Bands 
S Band Selector Switch 
Full 7 inch Bandsprcad 
Less than 3 Microvolts Sensitivity 
Frequency Meter and Monitor 
Air -Tuned I.F.'s: Temperature -proof 
Crystal Filter, Flexibly Designed 
An Oscillator that does not creep 
Pre -Selection for Easy Reading 

THE SUPER SKY -RIDER HAS BEEN 
IMITATED BUT NEVER EQUALLED. i 

' .- a i-. :. c r a t: érs_ 
HANDCRAFT 

MAKES PERFECT 

L 

THE IIALLICKAFTERS, INC. 
3001-L Southport Ave., Chicago, U. S. A. 
Send me at once, a complete description of the 
Super SKY -RIDER. Also tell me the name of my 
nearest johbcr. 

Name 

Address ' 
Cuy State 1 

IIJ 

HEADPHONES for the EXPERT 

The 
Famous 

SPECIAL 

TRIMM 
FEATHERWEIGHT 

Precision built, like a fine instrument, sturdy, 
ultra -sensitise, vet the entire weight on your 
head is but FOUR OUNCES! 

TRIMM 
RADIO MFG. CO. 

152S ARMITACE AVE. CHICAGO, U. S. A. 

AT LAST' 
Any Battery Radio 

Set, whether 2 volt, 6 
volt or 32 volt ran now 
be made 11I Electric, 
with a Carter Gene - 
motor - the modern 
"B" Eliminator. 

Greater Power-No 
Current Fluctuation- 
Minimum Operating 
Cost-Electrically and 0 Mechanically Guaran- 
teed. 

There is a Carter Genemotor for Sound Sys- 
tems, Two -Way Police Radios, Transmitters. 
etc. 

Write for our latest catalog-it's free. 

CARTER MOTOR CO. 
365 W. Superior St. Chicago 

Drowning -35 - 

(Continued from page 34) 
antenna connected, Mill be obtained at fre- 
quencies higher than 12 megacycles at night. 
This does not mean that the set is less sensi- 
tive on those frequencies for actually there 
is less noise in most locations at those 
very high frequencies at night. If, after thor- 
oughly trying out the receiver, it is thought 
that the sensitivity could he improved, the 
following adjustments may he made: With 
the antenna disconnected, set the tuning con- 
densers at maximum and the switch on the 
broadcast band position. In the rear com- 
partment of the tuner will he found two 
variable padding or tracking condensers, 
the lower one controlling the tracking of 
the oscillator on band No. 4 (broadcast 
hand) and the upper one controlling the 
tracking of the oscillator on band No. 4 
(broadcast hand) and the upper one control- 
ling the tracking on band No. 3. By turning 
the tracking condenser on the broadcast 
band (he sure the switch is set on this band) 
a distinct peak of noise will he heard. This 
is the right position for this tracking con- 
denser. Be sure no signal is being received 
when making these adjustments. If it is, set 
the tuning condenser to a slightly diflerent 
position before making the adjustments. Set 
the coil switch on hand No. 3 and repeat 
this process. The padding condensers on the 
other two bands are comparatively large and 
fixed mica condensers have been employed. 
These condensers have been accurately meas- 
ured for capacity on a bridge before being 
installed and are of a proper size for correct 
tracking. 

In order to line up the trimming con- 
densers on each coil, the variable air con- 
denser should he set near minimum. In the 
front compartment (compartment toward 
the front panel) are the antenna tuning coils 
for the four hands. I.eave the trimming con- 
densers on the oscillator strictly alone. The 
other two sets of coils may he lined up for 
maximum noise as follows: 

With the antenna disconnected as before 
and the volume controls at maximum, set 
the switch on the broadcast hand. Looking 
at the chassis from underneath the broadcast 
coils are the ones on the left, or row No. 4. 
The antenna tuning coil and the RF stage 
then may he lined up for maximum noise. 
With the switch on No. 3 position, again 
adjust the antenna and RF trimmers on row 
No. 3 for maximum noise. Repeat the proc- 
ess with the switch set on No. 2 position and 
adjust the trimmers on the antenna and RF 
coils on row No. 2. In adjusting row No. 1, 

the noise level, in most cases, is very ma- 
terially reduced and consequently it is con- 
siderably harder to line them up. 

There is a possibility on both rows No. 1 

and No. 2 of adjusting the trimmers to the 
"image" frequency instead of the frequency 
for which they were designed. Sometimes it 
will be found that two maximums of noies 
are obtained, one with the trimmers at a low- 
er capacity and one with them at a higher 
capacity (lower capacity with the moving 
plate farther away from the fixed plate). In 
this case, the true alignment will he the one 
with the maximum capacity. If these two sets 
of coils are lined up on the image frequency, 
the variable tuning condensers will not track 
correctly throughout the hand and conse- 
quently there will he a loss in signal strength. 

$1 Brings You the Next 4 Issues 

3f "RADIO" --Subscribe Now 

_ 
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Here is a collection of outstanding NEW developments, hard to get 
parts and accessories as well as standard merchandise that will save 
money for Hams everywhere. 

I`. 

Left: Lafayette 100 Watt C W. 
and 30 Watt phone. Descrihei in 
"RADIO", November, 1931. The 
most economical XMTR ever offer- 
ed for its rated output. Write for 
details. 
Right: Lafayette 30 -watt type B46 
speech amplifier Modulator. A 
companion unit for the 1'46 C W. 
unit. Designed for crystal mike, 
overall gain 1111 Db. fiat from 60 
to 17,0110 cycles + 1.5 Db. Price 
$39.311. 

DIALS 
4 -in. highly polished nickel silver, etched 

figures. Mtg. centers. Nlarked: 
Amplifier Plate, Amplifier Grid. Oscillator, 
Antenna. Buffer also Blank. 
No. PX119n5s. each 60c 

Dram. Suss as above but marked: 
NM T11.\1.17.,\TIIIN also Blank. No. 
PXI19837, earl) 50c 

2 yt-in. Dian. with Aluminum figures on 
black. Marked: Tone, Volume, Nilsen' gain, 
Button Current. 
No. PXII98S9, each lOc 
Be sure to specify markings wanted 

INDICATOR PLATES 
Rectangular aluminum plates. 1 ;Lx'f,-in. 
Iliac': Background. aluminum figures. 3larke,l: 
N'ilament-1st, On -2nd Off: Plate -2nd 
On -1st Off: Oscillator Plate Current: Amp- 
lifier Grid Cunene: Buffer I'late Current: 
Amplifier Plate Current: Amplifier Screen Cur- 
rent: Antenna l''eeder Current; Output t:rd- 
Grid. No. I'X11989s. each 10c 

INDICATOR KNOBS 
Black bakelile 2:51, -In. diam. for IA -in. 

shafts. No. 1'X1195:13, each 22c 
Black bakelite 1 ;y -in. diam. for 14 -in. 

shafts. No. P119596, each 17c 

POINTER KNOBS 
Black bakelite. Fine for test equipment, trans- 
ceivers. etc. 14_in. shaft min set screw. 
White engraved line. 
No. 1'X11131)33, 2114 -in. long, each ..10c 
1'X111:1034, 11$ -in. lung, each 09c 

CIRCULAR PLATES 
Black background, aluminum fig- 
ures. I -M. diam. t'a-in. hole. 
)larked: \like -Phone, Cell Disc: 
Adjust -Cell Voltage; On -Off. 
P5119899. each 10c 

INDICATOR PLATE 
Black background. aluminum fig- 
ures, marked C1\' -Phone Switch. 
1'X119918, each 15c 

GENERAL UTILITY CABINETS 
Mack Crystalline finish. For X'mitting units. 
Receivers. mixers, Input stages, etc. pour 
standard sizes: 
1'x1'22174, 3 V2 61 31A, rich.. 69c 
1'51'2.2175, 3 x 9x 6. each.. 99c 
PXY22176, S xlOx 7, each. .1.19 
t'r122177, 11 x12x 8, each..1.69 

Left: _.afayette 311 watt typ: P46 
Transmitter. An efficient _Ws at 
$19 50 utilizing the popular I es-tet 
Oscillator Buffer or Doubler with 
a pair of 46's in parallel. Write 
for details. 

Right: Lafayette -1 9" Transceiver. 
Described in "RADIO". OAobcr, 
1931. A job that llan,s all over the 
East are talking about. Has aosver 
output about 111 times that of simi- 
lar units. Price only 517.95. Write 
for details. 

fir... `-s 

.C] 

The New NATIONAL HRO 

Receiver in stock. Corn - 

plrle with mils. less 

tubes. streaker and power 
supply. 

1'5513771.. $139.50 

NATIONAL COIL FORMS 
Type XII 10.\, steatite: 2171x3": 26 turns. 

NO. 1'5514347 90c 
Type XII 12A, steatite: 4x61,4": 28 turns. 

No. 1'X514:345 1 35 
Type XII 20, steatite: 4, 5 or 6 prongs, 

No. I'XN14349 21c 

NEW RCA 
ACR-136 

In stock. Cot details of 
this remarkable receiv- 
er. Price complete with 
tubes. Nothing else to 
buy. 
1'XN 13514 ..$69.50 

Latest RCA OSCILLOGRAPH 
Ready for immediate delivery. Complete with 

tubes. No. t'XN13943 $84.50 

Lafayette TRANSMITTING TUBES 
Graphite Plates. head Fit. 
203, 211. 24.2, 845 $10.95 

For FIVE METER HAMS 
Two tubes that are the hertz. 
suet ..$7.50 510C, \fully plate $2.95 
566.\..$2.40 866 $1.95 

A COMPLETE STOCK OF 
RCA.DeForest - Raytheon - Sylvania 

X'mitting Tubes at lowest prices. 

EIMAC TUBES 
at the best prices! 

We are Cdr Distributors fur Atlanta and 
8 nth Eastern States. 

PEAK 
PRESELECTOR 

and Preamplifier will boost 
those Ill slgs to 9. Predates 
and modendzes your present 
nreiver. Immediate delivery. 
N,,. 1'5513760...$19.80 

BLILEY X'TAL HOLDER renter at IUu NIA $21.75 20-40 Meter -So. 1'5511309s .$1.00 IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WAN 1'XE.3'G ':,1111 4.r ;th o4. 0.h side 'd 80-160 Meter -No. 1'X511:3099.. $1.00 ASK FOR IT. We carry the largest and molt renter at 31)1) NIA $32.50 BLILEY X'TAL OVEN HOLDER complete stock of Ham and Experimental parts' 1'X1::,327 1230 "r 1400 each side 4.f No. PXM13097 $7.50 and equipment in the world. 
center at 300 11.1 $10.00 

19" RELAY RACKS 
Mule of hieratic steel -not scram. Blare 
I'ryatalline finish that will last a lifelimr. 
Entirely new oral exceptionally gun' looking. 
Drilled erere 1:rá" 

3 ft. high -No. 1'X1"22130... $8.93 
6 ft. high- -54.. PX1'22 131 ...$10.95 

Steel Rack Panels 19" Long: 

Stock No. Width Cost 
I'NY22160 7" 78c 
I'XV22101 $W," 95c 
1'X1'22102 101A" 1.15 
1'X1' 23163 121,1" 1.35 
1'51'22164 14" 1.55 
PXY22165 15.'1" 1.75 
P51"22160 1713" 1.95 
1'X\22167 191," 2.10 
1'X1'22165 21" 2.40 

TRUTEST CRYSTALS 
.Accurately grout d to .1 of 1,/c. We will 
immediately shin frequency nearest to that 
ordered -r'r to your specified frequency with- 
in 2 days without exha charge. All Stabs 
are 1 -in. square and are guaranteed power 
oscillators. 
S or Y rut 

40 meter band. No. 1'X53989.. $3.75 
80-1611 in. band. 54..1'55139s.; $2.75 

AT cut Drift less than 10 cycles per degree 
tier megacycle. 80 and t 611 meter band. 
No. I'X 51:3 33 3 ............ $3.25 

AT rut Drift less than 4 cycles per degree 
per nu'gar)'cte. 811 and 1 611 meter ham]. 
54.. ('5513.36 $5.00 
40 meter ba 4.1 to order only. 
No. I'X513,537 $8.50 

CARD WE LL CON DENSERS 
Tank Condensers 
Type Can Spacing Price 

1'5115603 16411 220 .070 $2.35 
I'\1181104 14711 4411 .1170 4.12 
1'5118603 T-199 330 .084 5.86 
I X118609 1-1s3 110 .171 5.29 

Neut. Condensers 
P5118611 311-B 23 . 1 7 1 1.77 
1'595612 3' 3.13 30 .1 7 1 .3.53 

Snlit Stator 
1'5118616 1978 'R11 .070 
1'5118617 1370 '210 .070 

I'er section. 

2.94 
4.70 

NEW YORK,N'.Y. - IOO' Sixth =Avenue ! 

ATLANTA,GA. 43 0 W. Peachtree St. 

Ni 

NEWARK,N.J. 219 Central Ave. 

TRANSFORMERS 
A complete I:oe o: tite e In stock: 

UNITED TRANSFORMERS 

THORDARSON TRANSFORMERS 

TRUTEST TRANSFORMERS 
Totted special suppressor grid modulator trans- 
former.. From single 43 plate to 1 or 2 RI: 
.suppressor gi ids. No. I'SE5.195 ...... $3.75 
Same from single 2116 plate to I fir 2 RR sup- 
mes4n grid. .1 real husky job. Weighs It lbs. 
No. I'XE34'I'I $3.75 

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS 
Primary 115 Volts A.C. 50/60 Cycles 

I'XF.330$ 2'_ V.C.T. 211 .\: 5300 V. 

in.snlation $1.50 
I'5E5509 71/ V.C.T. 6.5 A: 23111) V. 

insulation $1.75 
1'563310 III V.C.T. 677, .1: 23111) 1' 

insular inn $2.00 
1'X1 .31 16.:3 V.C.T. .3 .1: 3 V.C.T. 6 A: 

231)0 V, insulation $2.00 
1'XE3312 2i., V.C.T. 12 .1: 31)1111 V. 

insrdat ion $1.75 
P56:,313 3 V.C.T. 3 .\ : 3 1'. C.T. :3 .1: 

3 V.C.T. 6 A: 2301) V. insulation $2.00 
P563314 Three 71'. \'. ('. T. 41,4 Amin. 

windings: 2300 1'. instdat ion $2.00 
SM'OTHING CHOKES 

PM:33 1 3 12 I Irmo). 2011 \I,\: D.C. re- 
sistance. 140 ohm,: $2.50 

I'ss::,31 r, 12 Ilrnry, 300 11.1: Ike, re- 
sistance, 1113 ohms $3.75 

1'X6331 7 12 Henry. 31111 11.1: D.C. re- 
sist:mre. 71) nuns $6.50 

INPUT SWINGING CHOKES 
1'X6331 5 5/23 Henry. 200 1L\: D.C. re- 

sistance. 140 ohm. $2.50 
1'X63319 3/23 Henry. 300 \I.\: D.C. re- 

sistance, 103 ohms $3.75 
I'X63320 3/23 Henry. 300 11.1:11.C. re- 

>ist,wee. 70 ohms $6.50 
PLATE TRANSFORMERS F'' -re 115 V:Its A.C. 50/60 Cycles 

P5F-'"1 n00 each side of renter at 
1.30 U 1 $3.75 

1'563322 .00 earl: .aide of renter at 
231) t1.\ $5.50 

1'X1:332:3 7311 4.r 9011 earl) side of center 
at 33,1 NI 1 $3.50 

1'5E5521 12311 or 14110 ear'h side of 
relit..? at 3011 11.1 $16.00 

1'5E3323 16011 or 2111111 call side if 

WHOLESALE RADIO SERVICE COMPANY 
1011 Sixth Avenue. Dept. P-35 
Neu' York, N. Y. 

Send me the ardor I have described in enclosed letter. 
Send me your new 136 parse BARGAIN BOOR 56-C. 

Name ...... ....- 

Address _.._... 

... .. ....._._ ......... ..... 

. ..... ........_.... _..._.._._...__.._ 
I 

. Sttcte_..._...........__......._ 



Radio Dealers and 

Jobbers who desire 
to advertise in these 
columns are invitee 
to write for rates. BUYERS' GUIDE 

A Monthly Listing of Reliable 
Radio Dealers and Jobbers who 
solicit the patronage of our 
readers. Buy from your nearest 

Dealer or Distributor. He is 

dependable and reliable. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Chicago Radio Apparatus 
Company, Inc. 

415 South Dearborn Street 
Harrison 2276 

Dependable Radio Equipment 
Established 1921 

Bulletins on request-we specialize in short wave 
transmitting and receiving apparatus. 

Catalog Ten cents. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

MID -WEST RADIO MART 
520 South State Street 

CHICAGO 
Write for Special Catalog-Free 

SCHENECTADY, NEW YORK 

ATLANTIC RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
712 Broadway 

Complete Equipment Stocked for 
Service men-Amateurs-Experimenters 

Let us quote you 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 

RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
2085 BROADWAY. 
Hammarlund, Yaxley, Carter, National, John- 
son, IRC, Cardwell, Miller, Morrill, Flechteim, 

Triplett, Haigis Transceivers 
W6GFY 

ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 

LEW BONN COMPANY 
2484 University Avenue 

Rex L. Munger, W9LIP, Sales Engineer 

Radio Wholesaler Complete Stock 

BUFFALO, N. Y. 

DYMAC RADIO 
216 E. Genesee St. CL 2080 

Complete Stock Amateur Parts 
STANDARD DISCOUNTS 

-W 8A W K- 

LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 

RADIO SUPPLY CO. 
912 SO. BROADWAY 

The Amateurs' 
HEADQUARTERS of the WEST 

All Nationally Advertised Parts for 
Receiving and Transmitting carried 

in stock at all times. 

9 Licensed Amateurs on Our Staff 

Alden Victron "AA" Condensers 
Viet on insulated Variable . Condenser, the ideal short-wave 

condenser, whose 1'F at RE is 
only 0.0002. This condenser 
incorporates outstanding fea- 
tures, not found in any short- 

twave 
oday 

condenserSilver 

pressure contact 
on the rotor. No grease or 
film, or oxide skin as in bear- 

ing contacts. Self centering, self tightening cone 
bearing cannot loosen or produce noise. Minimized 
metal gives extremely low minimum capacity. Most 
practically shaped plates for station separation. 
Soldered brass plates precision spaced. Universal 
mounting. Double solder tabs on both rotor and stator. Rotor insulated from mounting. Gangs 
in tandem simply with !,in. Gang -Rod passed 
through hollow shafts. 

Available in maximum capacitances of 15, 50, 
100 and 140 mmf. 

EVPPoDU(TI 
caocEStvlcra:N A A 

Alden Universal -Mount Chassis Plugs 
The slotted holes will fit any 
mounting distance from 1% -in. 
to l y¡, -in. The prongs are molded 
in bakelite insulation. Very 
handy for use on auto -radios, 
short-wave receivers, amplifiers, 

etc. Eliminates dangling power supply cables. 
Plug is dead when connector is removed. Used 
with standard electrical wall plates for finished 
off appearance. The slots in the metal flange lock 
the 924FC series Shielded Connectors. 

All -Wave Battery Operated Oscillator 

L' 

t T n+r- 

" zt 
EMBODYING all the features of their A.C.-D.C. 

operated All -Wave Test Oscillator, the new 
Model OD Battery Oscillator, just announced by the 
Clough-Brengle Co. of 1134 W. Austin Ave., Chi- 
cago, Ill., meets the needs of many servicemen fur 
rural and auto -radio servicing applications. 

The Model OD Test Oscillator is continuously va- 
riable from 50 k.c. to 30 m.c. (6000 to 10 meters), 
all on fundamental output. Extremely large bat- 
tery capacity is provided to assure long life and 
consequent low operating cost. 

Each instrument is hand calibrated over the en- 
tire frequency range and offers three separate out- 
puts: 400 -cycle modulated r.f., unmodulated r.f.. 
and 400 cycle audio frequency voltage. A plug-in 
jack allows external modulation from a photograph 
pick-up or variable frequency audio oscillator. 

Dual attenuator controls afford unusual range of 
output, steplessly variable from % microvolt to 2 
volts. Six separate inductor units are contained in 
a rotating unit to provide the frequency range which 
covers all short-wave and broadcast receivers and 
their intermediate frequencies. 

Gordon Nameplates 

57 

1.CLASS A M0Dl1LATOR 

VARIETIES of Name Plates for practically 
every amateur purpose. at 10 cents each, net. 

are announced by Gordon Specialties Co.. 233 East 
Avenue. Park Ridge. Illinois. The radio construc- 
tor will welcome these beautiful, low-priced name- 
plates. 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Chicago Radio Apparatus 
Company, Inc. 

415 South Dearborn Street 
Harrison 2276 

Dependable Radio Equipment 
Established 1921 

Bulletins on request-we specialize in short wave 
transmitting and receiving apparatus. 

Catalog Ten cents. 

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA 

(EÑ8A C i 
ELECTRIC COMPANY 

1452 Market Street. 
"The House of a Million Radio Parts" 

Hammarlund and National sets and parts. 
Sylvania Amateur Transmitting Tubes 

Collins Transmitters. 
Arcturus Receiving Tubes. 
Trimm Phones, all types. 

Johnson Antenna Feeders, Insulators, 
Transposition Blocks. 

FRESNO, CALIFORNIA 

PORTS MANUFACTURING 
CO. 

3265 E. Belmont Ave. Radio W6AVV 
National F67.5W3 and Parts; Hammarlund. 

Cardwell, Bliley Crystals; Johnson Insulators. 
Distributors RCADeForest Transmitting Tubes 

Established 1914 Send for Wholesale Catalog 

BUTLER, MISSOURI 

HENRY RADIO SHOP 
Complete stock of Collins, Patterson, Na 
tional. Hammarlund, Silver, CornellDubi- 
tier, Thordarson, Sylvania, Taylor, Card- 
well, Triplett, Bliley, Trimm, Johnson, 
Turner, and others at lowest wholesale 
prices. Your used apparatus accepted in 
trade, too. Write for any information. 

211-215 N. MAIN 

OAKLAND, CALIFORNIA 

ELECTRIC SUPPLY CO. 
12th and Fallon Sts.-"Down by the Lake" 

40% on Most All Lines 

Complete Stock for Amateurs 

PATTERSON PR-12-ALL-STAR JR. 

Hammarlund and National Sets and Parts 

Raytheon Receiving and Transmitting Tubes 

W6AZG j 
W6DTM 

Located in t 
our store 

W6IDB 
W6KGE 

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 

Newark Electric Company 
226 W. Madison St. 

Chicago 
All Kinds of Equipment for 

Service Men - Amateurs - Experimenters 
Write for free catalog 

-+- 
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2 TABLE SHELVADORS 

Table Shelvador 

FR -20-2 cu. ft. NET 
C pacity.Sem1-hermet- 
ic Rotary Compressor. 
Dimensions: 30" high, 
2354" wide, 25" deep. 
(Shown at left). 579.50 

Crosley Tri-Shelvador Adds 3 Exclusive Features to Famous Shelvador 

The Tri-Shelvador has all the features of the Shelvador, with 
the following added exclusive features: 
1- SllELVATIt.AY. Handy shelf in door that drops to hori- 

zontal position. Place articles on Shelvatray and carry 
them (Shelvatray and all) to table, range, or cabinet. 
Saves time and steps. (Patent Pending.) 

2SI1 ELY ARASK FT. A non -refrigerated basket on bottom 
of door for greens. carrots. cabbages and the like. Au ex- 
clusive feature. (Patent Pending.) 

3-STOILASIN. A non -refrigerated bin in bottom part of 
cabinet for potatoes, onions, and other bulk items. Found 
only in Tri-Shelvador. (Patent fending.) 

In addition: Self -closing stainless steel door to freezing cham- 
ber in all Tri-Shelvador Models. 

ss-yeepom..., 

ar 

-...... 

a.:. 
11-211-11-4 ~` 418r 

Table Shelvador 

F[t-30-3.1 ro. ft. NET 
Capacity. Rotary Com- 
pressor. Sonic dimen- 
sions as FR -20. $94.50 

,. IIIII¡¡ , 
0 

464- 

, i-,r,,y_. / A 
4 SHELVADOR MODELS 
Shelvador Medel FA -40 
4.09 cu. ft. NET Capac- 
ity.8.6so. ft. shelf area. 
2 ice trays -42 cubes. 
Dimensions: 524" 
high. 23 54" w ide, 25ií" 
deep. $112.50 
Shelrador Model FA -50 
5 cu. ft. NET Capacity. 
11.3 sq. ft. shelf rt.a, 
2 ice trays -42 cubes - 
one doubt -depth tray. 
Dimensions: sow, 
high.25 S4"wide, 24 SS" 
deep. (Shown at left). 

$129.50 

Shelvador Model FA -60 
6 cu. ft. NET Capacity. 
13.5 sq. ft. shelf area. 
3 ice trays -63 cube. - 
one double -depth tray. 
Dimensions: 56%" 
194, 3054" rr ide. 25 54" 
deep. $149.50 
Shelvador Model FA -70 
7.08 cu. ft. NET Capac- 
ity- 14.9 ea. ft. shelf 
area. 4 ice trays -84 
cubes. -one double - 
depth tray. Dimension : 
5754" high,3271"wide, 
2514'deep. 5169.50 

3 TRI-SHELVADOR MODELS 
41 Models F5-50, FA -60. Trl-Shelrador Model F-55 

i FA -70 and nil Tri-Shcl- 

4 

vwlor \lodcha also avail- 
6.51 cu. R. NET Caper - 

1 ta. 11.6 so. ft. shelf 
able with porcelain ea- area. 3 ice trays -63 
tenor at slight extra ubre -one double- 
oost. depth tray, Dintenions: 

57Sí' high, 29' wide. 
Tel-Shelrador Model F-43 2455 tterp. $164.50 

4.3 cu. ft. NET Capac- 
ity. 9.15 art. ft. shelf 
area. 2 ice trays -42 
cubes -oar double - 
depth tray. Dimension: 
50-9/16' high. 23r0' 
wide, 2354' deep. 

$139.50 

Trl-Shelvador Model F-10 

7.05 cu. f t. NET Capac- 
ity. 14.9 nu. ft. shelf 

4 ice trays -84 
cubes -one double - 
depth tray. Dimeninns: 
58',' high.32't 'wide. 
2.555' deep. (Shown at 
left). $189.50 

EXCLUSIVELY IN 

-t-IFF}SLEaF 
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATORS 

yr` 

L 

THIS much more ... twice as easy to 
find ... the all-time I igh-point in electric refrigerator 
convenience ... sma:tness that excites exclamations 
ever, where! 1\o wonder sales are going up! up! UP! 
Shelvador-the electric refrigerator showing the 
greatest sales growth during 1934 -will make new 
sales history during 1935. For SALES are written 
all over these amazing models that meet every view- 
point, every purse. 
Wien you sell EXCLUSIVE features, you sell some- 
thing beyond the reach of competition. And the 1935 
Crosley line is exclusive. not only in features, but in 
Streamline Beauty and in foot -saving convenience. 
Far ahead in value. The prices speak for themselves. 
Get in touch with your Crosley distributor. so that 
you may begin now to make 1935 your biggest year. 
You can't afford NOT to handle Crosley. 

THE CROSLEY RADIO CORPORATION 
(Pioneer blanufacturers of Radio neeeíring Sets) 

home of w LW -the world's most powerful broadcasting mouton. 
TOWEL CROSLEY, Jr., President. CINCINNATI 

Western prices .slightly higher. 

ALL PRICES: INCLUDE: DELIVERY: INSTALLATIONe-eONE YEAR FREE- SERVICE. 

+-- 
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The Answer to Your Modulation Choke Problem 
A Universal Choke for Every Purpose 

What This , - - 
Universal 

Modulation 

Choke 

Will D o : `,: ,,.,,,,,,..a ' 
it is tapped so that it can he used as an autotrans- 
former coupler from Class B to Class C stages; various 
impedance taps are available so that each choke will 
readily accom nodate push pull Class A -Prime or Class 
B Modulators, single ended Class A Modulator with the 
I)C adding. or single ended Class A Modulator with the 
DC bucking. 
The chokes are huskily constructed and air gaps arc 
arranged to take care of the maximum DC currents. 

, . . 

Broadcast and phone men who want an output audio unit that will match all 

possible tube impedance combinations to the RF Stage cannot afford to be 
without the new UTC Universal Modulation Output Chokes. 

TYPE 

HUC-20 

LIST 
PRICE 

NET TO 
HAMS 

Will handle 20 watts audio power. Can be used with class 
B 46's, 59's, 53, 6A6, 79, etc., or class A 2Á3's, class A 
prime 42's, 45's, etc. $7.00 $4.20 

HUC-50 
Will handle 50 watts audio power. Suitable for use with 
class B 210's, 801's. 830's. 841's, push pull parallel 46's 
or 59's, push pull parallel 45's A prime, push pull parallel 
2A3's. 

HUC-100 Will handle 100 watts audio power. Suitable for use with 
class B 800's, 211E's, A prime 284's. 845's, etc. 

$12.50 $7.50 

$20.00 $12.00 
HUC-200 

HUC-500 

Will handle 200 watts audio power. Suitable for use with 
:lass B 203's, 830B'a, HK -354's, single EIMAC 150T, push 
pull parallel 845's. prime. etc. 

handle 500 watts audio power. Suitable for use with 
lass B 204's, HK354's, EIM %C 150T's, A prime 212D's, 
A prime 849's. etc. 

$32.50 $19.50 
$80.00 $48.00 

Complete circuit matching dots furnished with etch unit. = 'TC 7 :I I I S II I I t I I 
_;# 

°^a 

UTS mtg. _ Or mtg. Its mtg. VS mtg. PA mtgs. 
The transmitting type of UTC plate, filament and filter components ha 'e been developed for and are used widely by Commercial Telephone, 
Telegraph, Communication and Broadcast systems. They are particularly well adapted for use in AMATEUR TRANSMITTER applications. All units are fully enclosed in cases having a professional appearanc : when grouped in finished equipment. Plate transformers housed in the UTS or PA type shields are fully impregnated and sealed with a social heat dissipating compound. The units are specifically treated to 
withstand adverse climatic conditions in any part of the Globe. 

PLATE TRANSFORMERS, PRIMARY 115 VOLTS A.C. 50/60 CYCLES I FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS, PRIMARY 115 VOLTS A.C. 50/60 CYCLES 

Components 

1 

LIST 
VS -lo 450 each side of center at 150 MA : 5V -3A : 2'»V-IOA. ea,ee 

VSmtg. ....... .. ..... .. ..................$ 6.50 
US -2 500 each side of center at 200 MA : 2!1. V.C.T. 14 A : 5 

V.C.T. 3 A : DS mtg.. _ ... .. ......... . ..... ........ 8.00 
1)S-3 fi1111 each side of center at 2101 MA; 21/(V-IOA; 7'/.V -3A 

5V-3.5. DS mtg. .... .. . _.... ..... 10.00 
DS -4 800 each side of center at ISO MA : DS mtg........ . ..... _... 7.511 
DS -5 8110 each side of center at 250 NIA ; D;: mtg. 11.1111 
P. -1 I IX 750 or 900 each side of renter at 3511 MA ; PA mtg... .. 17.00 
PA -112X 1250 or 1400 each side of center at 500 MA : PA mtg.. .. ... 32.011 
PA -113X 1600 or 2000 each side of center at 400 MA : I'A mtg._ . .. 43.511 
PA -114X 2500 or 3000 each side of center at 50o MA : L'TS mtg. ... 05.00 
PA -116X 12511 or 1400 each side of center at 2011 NIA : 1' 5 mtg. .. 211.110 

SMOOTHING CHOKES 
1 S -I 12 Henry. 200 MA : D.C. resistance 140 ohms. VS mtg.. . .5.110 
DS -30 I? Henry. 300 MA ; D.C. resistance 105 ohms. )S mtg.. ..... 7.50 
IIS-a0 12 Henry. 500 MA ; D.C. resistance 70 ohms. DS mtg. 13.00 

INPUT SWINGING CHOKES 
F/25 Henry. 200 NI \ ; D.C. resistance 140 ohms. VS mtg... 
5/25 Henry. 300 MA : D.C. resistance 105 ohms. DS mtg. .. 

5/25 Henry, 5(.0 MA : D.C. resistance 70 ohms. DS mtg. 

VS -2 
DS -46 
US -60 

$ 5.00 
. 7.50 

13.00 

1)S-12 

DS -l3 

DS -I t 

DS -IS 

l)S-i6 
US -17 
VS -12 
VS -'l3 
VS -l4 
VS -15 

OT -I 
OT -2 
OT -3 
OT I 

OT -5 
OT -6 

(IT -7 

List 
21/2 V.C.T. 20 A : 5 V.C.T. S A : 7% V.C.T. 61'. A. 2500 V. ralee insulation. DS mtg..... .. . .. .. ... ....¢ 8.50 
10 V.C.T. 6% A : 10 V.C.T. 6'f_ A ; 7% V.C.T. 211/2 A : 21/2 V.C.T.5 A ; 2500 5 . insulation. DS mtg.. ... . ....... 11. í0 II V.C.T. tapped at 12 and 14 volts at 111 A. 5000 V insu- lation. DS mtg._.._... ....._... . .._ ......... ... . .... 8.50 
2% V.C.T. 12 A ; 5000 V. insulation : 10 V.C.T. fi ;<. A. 

DS mtg. 
. . _....._ ..._. 8.00 

5 V.C.T. 20 A 3 7000 V. insulation. )S mtg .......... . .. . ............ 7.50 
5 V.C.T. 20 A : 10.000 V. insulation. DS mtg. 
2F, V.C.T. I? A; 711110 V. insulation. VS mtg... .... . ......._..... 4.50 
71,1. V.C.T. 61,<-, A : 5000 V. insulation. VS mtg.._....... . _ ...... 4.511 
10 V.C.T. 61/2 -\ ; 5(1(111 V. insulation. VS mtg... . 5.110 
5 V.C.T. 3 A : 5 V.C.T. :3 A ; 5 V.C.T. 6 5 ; 5000 V. insula- tion. VS mtg. .._ ... .... . . ........_ ... ..... 5.031 
21.. V.C.T. 20 A ; 2500 V. insulation. OT mtg.....--- ._... 3.00 
75¿,; 5 .C.T. 6.5 A : 2500 V. insulation. OT mtg..... . _...... 3.50 
10 V.C.T. 6(f, A : 2500 V. insulation. OT mtg. 
6.3 V.C.T. 5 A : 5 V.C.T. 6 A : 2500 V. insulation. OT mtg. 4.00 
21,{. V.C.T. 12 A : 5000 V. insulation. OT mtg. . 

u 
3.5U 

5 V.C.T. 3 A : 5 V.C.T. 3 A : 5 V.C.T. 6 A : 2500 V. ins- Irdion. OT mtg. . ._ _. ... . .... 4.011 Three 71'. V.C.T. 211, Amp. windings: 2500 V. insulation 
4.00 Standard LIO% Discount to Amateurs On Above Prices 

UNITED TI ANSFOI dER CORP. 264-266 CANAL STREET Export Division, 15 Laight St., New York, N Y. NEW YORK, N. Y. Ewclusipe UTC distributors carrying a complete stock of UTC products. (: oldhamer's, l,,c. . . . 610 Huron Road, Cleveland, Ohio Cameradio Company Wholesale Radio Service Co., .'nc. .... 603 Grant Street. Pittsburgh, 1'a. ....11111 Sixth Ave,, New York, N. Y. W. II. Edwards & Co. ........... .....32 !Sway, Providence. R. I. Wholesale Radio Service Co., Inc. . ...219 Central Ave., Newark, N. .1. SEATTLE, WASH. -Seattle Radio Supply, Inc. 2319 Second Ave. Wholesale Radio Service, Inc..._ ... 430 W. Peachtree St. N. 1V., Atlanta, Ga. Portland Radio Supply Co. .. _ .. 1300 \V. Burnside, Portland. Ore. Sun Radio _.. _ ......... .. .. .. .227 Fulton Street, P York, N. 1. Spokane Radio Co.. lac.............._.............. 611 First Ave., Spokane, Wash. 
New 

Gross Radio, Inc.. ...... ._.. ....._ .... ........._.. . ..St \ csey Street, New York City San Francisco Radio Exchange .....1284 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. Leeds ... .... _.__........_............__... ______ .......4S Vesew Street, New fork City William Gram. ..___......_......_ ................._.......__.._ 144.1 Sheridan St., Lansing, Mich. SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA Nlohawvk Electric Co._...............-... .. _._......._._1335 State St., Schenectady, N. Y. Pacific Radio Exchange Inc. ...... ................ ....729 S. Hain St., Los Angeles Walter Ashe ..._ ..._ ....__ .. _ .... _._ . .........1100 fine St., St. Louis. Mo. Radio Supply Co. . .............__........_...........- ... 912-11 S. Broadway, Los Angeles Radio Shack ........ ..... .._._._.._._.... ..........46 Brattle St., Boston, Mass. Coast Electric Co. Co...........- 
_ ..._...___ .744 G. St., San Diego Nutter & Cross .. ................_ -. ......._.... 900 Milk St., Roston, Mass. Prest & Dean Radio Co....................._.._._... ..... . 400 American Avenue, Long Beach Radio Service Lab. of N. H._.........__.. ..... 1008 Elm St., Manchester, New Hampshire Radio Television Supply Co....._..... -...._....1701 S. Grand Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. Hairy & Young....._...._..._........_..... 203 Ann St., Hartford, Conn. Radio Specialties Co....._......__.....__......_.__..... .1816 West 8111 St., Los Angeles, Calif. 


